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MERRY CHRISTMAS
VOL. VII — No. 57
READY FOR CHRISTMAS — Children and a nephew of
Res. and Mrs. H. Ralph Jackson of 157 Honduran rd. hare
Put up the Christmas tree and are reads for the gifts to start
arriving. From left are ZIta Jackson, putting finishing
ttnit.hes an tree, 5 Ohs m Gilbert, sic, seated en one of
last year's toys while tr, ing la figure what's inside the new
package, and (hen, II. waiting to place gift under tree.
(Mark Stansbury Photo)
Ex - Principal Cleared
In Office Pe Case
The former principal of the
William R. Golden High school
at Turrell, Ark., was found not
guilty on a charge of "contrib-
uting to the delinquency of a
strinor". in a trial held last
Ivy ednesday, Dec. 12, in Munici-
pal Court at West Memphis,
Ark.
After hearing the evidence
presented by both sides, Judge
Edward I. Rubens said the
prosecution had failed to prove
that James Franklin Dawson.
38, of 1525 Gold, Memphis. was
guilty of the charge which re-
sulted in his resignation from
the school where he had esiab-
lished an outstanding record
doling his tour years as prin-
cipal.
While attempting to find an-
other job before tbe,. holidays,
Dawson said, "I hold no ill
feeling against the 'girl for hav-
ing lied on me."
GIRL ACCUSED HIM
a minor was brought against
Da w; on.
However, tt.e evidence ob-
tained in the lie detector exam-
ination could not be presented
in court to prove or refute, the
testimony of either party be-
cause the State of Arkarsas
does not recognize the test as
being valid.
In an interview after he was
cleared of the charge, Dawson
said that he resigned from his
post after the charge was
placed against him "beeause I
did not know how the faculty
and students felt about me after
I was arrested on the charge,
but now many of them have
indicated their faith an 1 trust
in me through numerous cards
and letters and even telegrams
expressing hope that I might
return to the school. But all I
want them to do is give the
new principal the same kind of
cooperation they gave me while
I was there."
A veteran of World War II,
Dawson completed his college
work after being honorably
discharged. He served in the
Army during the Korean con-
flict and was promoted to first
lieutenant.
He said he resigned his com-
mission to accept a $200'a-
month teaching job because he
became concerned about the
number of Negro soldiers who
were in his command and who
were unable to read and write.
Since going to the William R.
Golden High school at Turrell,
the former Marianna, Ark., man
said that of the 48 students who
have graduated, 23 have en-
tered college and none have
failed to pass a college en-
trance examination
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Accused Police
Of Cursing Her
At Own Home
A woman who identified
herself as Mrs. Catherine
Banks of 269 Guthrie St., told,
the Tri State Defender last
Saturday that two unidenti-
fied policemen "cursed her
out" while she was standing
on her front lawn last Friday
between 6:30 - 7:30 P.M.
Mrs. Banks gave this account
of the incident:
"My son, James Banks, 15,
and his friend, Donald Blacki
14, were putting up Christmas
lights in the front of my
home on the outside. A school-
mate of theirs. Wilma Parker,
16, of Henry St. came by and
was chatting with the boys as
a police squad car stopped and
called my son and David to the
squad car. My daughter, Syl-
via, 13, came into the living
room where I was and said
that the policemen were ques-
tioning the two boys."
"I was approaching the squad
car when one of the two po-
licemen cursed me and told me
to go back into the house. I
attempted to explain to him
that I was the mother of
James. The police cursed me
again. In the meantime, my
husband, John Banks, came
out of the house. The police
cursed us again and said 'now
the whole damned family has
come out.
"The police then said: 'I
can't make you go back into
that damned house but I can
take these G-- damned black
VICTIM OF ROBBERS — Cleveland Forbes. seated, had no
faith in hanks until two armed men rifled a trunk of a
friend where some of his manly had been neatly stored.
lust before he was informed that his money had sanished,
Forbes was preparing to watch crime on television. With
him here Is his daughter, Mrs. EWA Mae Johnson. (Mark
Stansbury Photos)
_
he did in the squad car. Min-
utes later the boys returned
walking.
"The boys said the police-
men asked them their ages, the ow•
school they attended and if Man, 71 vvh R0 Wasthey had ever been in Juvenile obbed 0151,500Court.9 17,
MISSISSIPPI
balk.
ROBBERS LE %NED' IT — Standing bealle trunk which
was emptied of nearly $1.500 last Friday night is Mrs.
Willie Reynolda, who 113S reportedly held up by two armed
men who made her show where she was Jading money for
a friend. The men left 35 U. S. Savings Bonds.
Mrs. Banks—:said her son
had never been in "any trou-
ble." She added "I called a
captain at Police headquarters
and complained about being
boys around the corner,' which cursed out by the policemen."
State Federation Of Democrats
is not an organization control-
led by a few selfish persons
for their own personal benefit.
President of the Democratic
Leagues, Atty. H. T. Lockard
said: "I see a great, bright
power future for this organiza-
tion. The 19 new members who
voluntarily became affiliated
with us tonight attest to that."
Dr. Theron W. Northcross
was elected chairman of the
25-member advisory board.
It was also pointed up, dur-
ing the meeting that the or-
ganization is planning ways to
handle political patronage in
terms of jobs from the nation-
al, state and local levels.
The next public meeting has
been scheduled for Wednesday
Jan. 9 at 7:30 p.m. at Univer-
sal Life Insurance building.
Among the 25 others who
have not entered colleges, he
said some are taking cosme-
tology and business courses.
"As a humanitarian," he
said, "I want to continue to
work with boys and girls, and
I am looking to another job in
the teaching profession."
complaint of a 17-year-old girl 27 Enter Beauty And PopularityDawson was arrested on thr
who complained to her father
that the educator had criminal-
ly assaulted her after she wen;
to his office on Nov. 6.
A lie detector test was ad-
inistewd to the girl and the
principal on the orders of tti.J
prosect.tor, Julian Fogleman,'
and a reduced charge of con•
tributfrg to the delinquen:y of!
•Ntsii
SHIRLEY SMITH
Among the 27 girls who of-
ficially registered at the Tri-
State Defender's office on the
opening date of the beauty and
Popularity contest last Satur-
day are the following:
Miss Sandra White, 17, of
961 Clack Place, a senior at
Booker T. Washington high
school, who is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carrie White.
Miss Bevery Ann Allen, 18,
of 1252 Marble Ave.. a fresh-
man at LeMoyne college, who
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George Farmer.
Miss Mary Tosyns. 18. of 1544
Locust St., a graduate of Doug-
lass High school, who is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. M.
L Toum5.
Mint Patricia Cummings. 17,
of !um Ford Road, a junior
at Mitchell High school, who
is the daunhter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lawyer Cummings.
miss Farnestioe McGhee, 17,
of 398 F. Lawierrisia a
at ;looker T. Washington HIgh
School, who is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Mc-
Ghee.
Miss Evelyn Dailey. 18, of
Louisville, Miss., a freshman at
Henderson Business college, is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Dailey of the same ad-
dress.
Miss Shirley Smith, 18. a
freshman at Henderson Busi-
ness college, is a resident of
Hazelhutst, Miss. She is the
cialishter of Mrs. Bettye Smith,
Miss Essie B. McSwjne. 19,
a freshman at Henderson Busi-
ness college. A resident of
Greenwood. Miss., she is the
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. B.
T. McSsyjne.
Miss Gloria Jean Wood-
ward 491 Siren<nn Ave.. is the
17-year-old daughter of Mi.
sod Mrs. (Mester R. Hill. She
Is a senior at Carver high
school.
Ste rules and regulations for
entoriog the contest on page It.
Photorranbs and story about
other contestants will appear
in the next edition.
An executive member of
the Memphis Chapter of the
Tennessee Federation of Dem-
ocratic Leagues, Inc., H. A. Gil-
liam, said during a meeting
last Wednesday night, at Uni-
versal Life Insurance Building:
"This organization must not
become an island unto itself.
We do not want to deliver the
vote to the highest political
bidder. We must give our ser-
vice freely. But most of all,
we want this organization to
be one of high principal, integ-
rity and high morals."
Directing his remarks at 19
new members joining the or-
ganization that night, Gilliam
continued, "this is a democratic
organization of Democrats. We
want everybody to partici-
pate fully in all activities. This
SANDRA WIEITE
EVELYN DAILEY
PATRICI1 CUMMINGS
GLORIA JEAN WOQDIVARD
Banks Are Safer Than Trunks Says
By M. L. REID
A retired employe of Buck-
eye Oil Mills. who lost nearly
81,500 in a pre-Christmas rob-
bery, has a lot more faith in
banks this week, and plans to
use them, starting immediat-
He is Cleveland Forbes, 71,
of 2235 Hanwood st., who lost
part of his life savings to two
holdup men who broke into
the house where he had left
money for safe keeping and
took it at gunpoint.
Forbes explained this week
that for the last five years
he had been giving money to
Mrs. Willie Reynolds at 2428
Midway for safe keeping.
"Friday night, about the
time for the highwayman to
appear on television." he said,,
"the woman's husband, James
and a policeman told me that
two men had broken into the
woman's house and had taken
all of the money."
WORE MASKS
Forbes said he rushed to
the Reynolds' residence and
found clothing strewn on the
floor. He was told that two
Negro men wearing masks
had conic to the Reynolds'
home and asked to see James.
MARY TOWNS
EARNESTINE McGHEE
Reynolds, and after being told
he was not home, left.
Later. while Mrs. Reynolds
was on the back porch, try-
ing to thaw out a frozen pipe.,
the two men, weighing about
200 pounds each, forced their
way into the house at gun-
point and made her take cloth-
ing out of the trunk, piece by
piece, until she came upon
the money.
"I let the woman keep the
money, because I considered
her to be a friend of mine and
as good as a bank," Forbes
said. "I had known her since
we were children in MisSis-
sippi. Her husband was not:
even supposed to have known
that she was keeping the mon-
ey for me.
RECOVERED $30
Forbes said Mrs. Reynolds'
felt "badly about the inci-
dent"
He said that he had given
her $30 to deposit in the trunk
on the fifth of the month, and
when she told officers that
the robbers had gotten only
$1.480 he calculated that his
$30 was still in the house.
After he asked Mrs. Rey-
nolds about it, he said she
went to another room and!
!found it.
Forbes said that he had
;been checking the money pe-
Irioclically since he started let-
ting the woman use her trunk
for his bank about six years
ago.
SAVED BONDS
Aside from his $30, he said
he salvaged some 35 Savings
Bonds which the robbers re-
portedly did not want and
tossed aside.
When asked if he planned
to look around for some other
person to save his money for
him, he answered, "Not if I
keep my right mind, I won't.
I am going to put it in the
bank from now on."
Forbes said he was visited
last Sunday by the woman's
nephew, and the man promis-
ed to visit a spiritual medium
in Arkansas who would be
able to tell who got the mon-
ey and where it is presently
hidden.
Capt. N. E. Zachary, head
of the Robbery Division, said
Monday night no trace of per-
sons who robbed the woman
or the money had been found.
"But it was taken by some-
one who knew something
about the couple," he added.
Seeks To Desegregate Schools
In South Carolina: Could Be
Smiliar To Meredith At Ole Miss
NEW YORK — A ruling for
,or against Harvey Gantt, the
,19 year-old Negro student who
l has sued to enter all-white
Clemson College in South
'Carolina, is expected before
I Jan. 1st. Mrs. Constance
Baker Motley said today.
Mrs. Motley, attorney for
Gantt, said District Judge C.
C. Wyche of Anderson, S. C.
has promised to rule before
the first of the year, which
means that Gantt may have
a chance to enter Clemson for
the second semester beginning
Iin February.
I If Gantt wins his case, he
.will become the James Mere-
'dab of South Carolina. South
!Carolina, like Mississippi, has
not desegregated any of its
'publicly supported schools.
!tonG.ahnattd attemptedw h ol iv s 
i tno Ct rhaaor sl et es r-
Ito Clemson in early 1961 from
!Iowa State University, where
he was then a freshman. He
Was attending Iowa State on
South Carolina out-of-state
grant. Such financial assis-
tance is given Negro students
who wish to pursue a course
of study not offered in the
state Negro college. Gantt is
an excellent student, an arch-
itecture major who had finish-
ed second in his class at Burke
High School in Charleston in
1960.
NAACP Legal Defense Fund
attorneys, under the direction
of Mrs. Motley, filed slit on
Gantt's behalf July 2. 1962.
Gantt has withdrawn from
Iowa State and is now at
home awaiting Judge Wyche's
decision, and any subsequent
legal moves should that de-
cision be unfavorable.
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AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL ! Mr. and Mrs. Edward John- Sherry Lynn.
Nov. 30. son, 582 Hernando; boy, Ed- Dee. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Hilliard Brooks, ward Jr. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roper,
558 E McLemore; girl, Stephan- I Mr. and Mrs. Willie Alex-1768 Swift; girl, Valerie Hones.
ie Joy. ander, 358 lasex; 'girl. Winnte.
Mr. and Mrs. James L.! Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. ,mon, 1630 May; girl, Javida
Holmes, 1349 N. Willett; boy, Slater, 2957 Thrualr; boy, David Lynn.
James Lee Jr. Hal. - ' I Mr. and Mrs. Willis BurksMr. and Mrs. Jimmy Jordan, Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Tay- 1321 Oak; boy, Willis Jr. '1193 Belvedere; girl, Jirnille lor, 1031 Peach; a boy.
1 Patrice. Dec. . Mr. and Mrs. Sammy D.8 
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Malun- Mr. and Mrs. Charlie W:1- Andrews, 1918 S. Barksdale;
da, 371 Walker; girl, Sonya hams, 230 N. Manassas; girl, WY' Anthony Earl.
Renita. Annette-Roney. I Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Moss,
Dee. 1. ' Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Wil. 1627 Barton; girl, Vivian Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Donoho, kens, 812-B LeMoyne pk.; buy, Mr: and Mrs. Bennie D. Jen-
1070 College, Apt. 1; girl, Julie Alaric Lynn. ,kins. 555 N. Fifth; a boy.
Marcine. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Burks, ' Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Taylor, 30
Dec. 2. 1461 E. Waldorf; girl, Noris W. Crump; girl, Rochelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Mont- Jean. Dee. 12.
gomery, 1846 Edinonson; gill, Mr. and Mrs. Readus C Mr. and Mrs. Johnny F. Ma-
Angela Ronita. Smith, 2123 Heard; a girl. lone, 2240 Howard; girl, Matsy.
Dec. 3. Mr. and Mrs. Purvis R. Byers, Sarette.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie G. Al- 3044 Holmes; girl, Brenda Ann.' Mr. and Mrs. James E. Smith,
cxander, 1015 N. Seventh, Apt. Mr. and Mrs. Robert E. Far- 3316 Rochester; boy, James Ed-
1, girl, Alicia Rose. mer, 1060 Tully; boy, Timothy ward III.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moore, Dewayne. Mr. and Mrs. Eddie W. Thom-
755 St. Paul; boy, Reginald. Mr. and Mrs. Dave Smith, as; 1812 S. Orleans; girl, Ear;
4./SEI
guards. Standing, same order, are James
Watson, forward; William Higgins. forward:
Eldridge Miller, center; James Williams, cen-
ter; Charles Cabbage, forward; Robert Tay-
lor, guard, and Coach Robert (inder. The
Hornets next game will be In the Owen Col-
lege gymnasium on Wednesday. Jan. 5, when
they meet Coahoma Junior college of Clarks-
dale, Miss. tWithers Photo)
t
in one of the most importantMr. and Mrs. Rosco Gordon, 1899 Castsha; girl, Vanessa lone Yvette, positions within the field of
Doc. 4. . Mr. and Mrs. • Jimmie L Lockett, 244 Greenlaw; boy, Gets High Peace Corps Post by a Negro.U. S. foreign affairs occupied586 Gillis rd.; boy, Marro Viett. 
Renee. Mr. and Mrs. William C.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Huddleston, 315 E. Crump; girl; Larry Darnell.
. Dr. Samuel Proctor, Peace thin.
 
Shriver said: "Dr. Proctor In Nigeria, Dr. Proctor wasHamton, 178.3 Keltner cl., Apt. Jancitha Gail.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Do- 280 Edith; boy, Tony Dale.
zier, 2316 Warren; twin boys. Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Dalton, Schaeffer, 895 Lane; girl, Nate-, _ As the official in charge ofMr. and Mrs. Robert Mender- 1331 Samele; girl, Deborah Ann. lie Annette. the Office of Peace Corps Vol.1007 Texas; girl, Angenettason, 1402 Horace; girl, Evelyn. Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Duncar iDec. 13.
'1 'Renee unteers, Dr. Proctor will ad.
brooks, 
and Mrs. Billy J. West- 1406 South ave.; boy, Gregory. 1 Mr. and Mrs. James Currie, '------ minister all Peace Corps selee-1 Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stew-1938 Riverside; boy, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Ross, 900 S. Fourth; girl, Shirley Le- '
Billie Jae Jr. • 1120 N. Sixth; girl, Alyce. La- vette. 'art, 375 Vance; boy, Michael. 
tion, training, field support and
overseas administration.Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelson. June. • , Mr. and Mrs. Esaw E. Gray,I Mr. and Mrs. Thomas J. 
'Lovelace, 816 Lucas; girl, Phoe- PAYS, $20"836 N. Montgomery; boy, Keith Mr. and Mrs. John H. Cathey, 1783 Marble; boy, . Kenneth It is one of the highest posi-be Consuela.Lydell. 2414 Warren; boy. Jerome. ,Lee. tions in the Peace Corps, one
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L. Har- Mr. and MIS. Wilbur G. Win- Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Lock, 1106 D.c• 14. of the two original statutory
ris, 1528 Taylor; girl, Edith stun, 1840 Rile; girl, Penny. ,Tully; girl, Carla Yvonne. Mr. and Mrs. Otis L. °domes,
Mae. Mr. and Mrs. Willie B. Greer,: Mr. and Mrs. Abie L. Dicker- ,2242 Howell; girl, Deborah 
Posts authorized by Congress in
, the original Peace Corps Act, _
Mr. and Mrs. Percy B. Craw- 3891 Barron; girl, Margree. .son, 1019 Tully; boy, Antonio ''''ynn'1 Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Cal- and it pays $20,000 a year. Dr. 'ford, 1412 Valse; boy, Patrick Mr. and Mrs. John H. Kirby, Marcells. Proctor's promotion places himhour,, 224 Tuiley; boy, TroyMichael. 3099 Alta; boy, Bill Allen. , Mr. and Mrs. Sam Sidney, ,, ' , 
.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L. Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. Web- 585 St. Paul; girl, Helen Jean. 'enl°n
Woods, 3052 Tillman cove; girl, ster, 1381 S. Hemlock; girl, ! Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Banksi Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey J. Mr. and Mrs. David E. Pru-
Pamela Venise. Tollese Jerraine. 3733 Faulkner; boy, Andrew Peete: 2905 Johnson; girl, itt, 892 Griffith; girl, Angela
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Bra- Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Tucker, Lee. Cathy Lynn. , Annette.
den, 1151 Marble; boy, Philli'p 821 St. Paul; boy, Wayne Terry. 1 Mr. and Mrs. Curtis R.'1 Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Strick- d Mrs. Sylvester Mor-land, 1027 Dawes; boy, Terry ris. 607 Beale; girl, JacquelineJerome. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Jordan, 'Boone, 1626 Hanauer; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence San- 1082 Peach; girl, tJosephine. Cynthia Felecis: lAntonio. ' Carlise.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph A. Hor- , Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H. An-ders, 3257 , Garver; girl, C.thi Mr. and Mrs. Sylvesier L. 'Mr. and Mrs. James Holmeso
Jon, 2436 Midway; boy, Richard. derson, 985 Driver; girl, Bren-
,!da Lee.; Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Simp-
son, 261 Jones; girl, Tejuana I Mr. and Mrs. Gennie Rob-Buy Vour Willette. ,ertson, 13 Beans Alley; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Bridg.
OWEN COLLEGE CAGERS - Going Into the
Christmas holidays, the Owen College Hornets
had a two-win one-loss record, having de-
feated Shorter and Arkansas Baptist in a
road trip and lost to liarris Junior college
of Meridian, MISS., in a home game. Players
kneeling from left are Wilson Knox. guard,
Robert Rudd, forward; Robett Savage, James
Wears, Freddie Rhodes, and Willie Watson
Former President Of A&T
charged with the responsibility
of the administration of one of
the largest Peace Corps pro-
grams in the world - in what
.is one of the largest and most
iimportant African nations.
t Mr. and Mrs. Lige Campbell, Corps representative in Ni;: came to the Peace Corps at a
3; girl, Patricia Rashell. Mr. and Mrs. Percy. Jones. 3081 Ford; girl,Velvis. is, has been named associate time when many people wereMr. and Mrs. Russell B. 787 Winton; boy, Barrett. • 1 -Mr. and Mrs. Leon Cox, Wr idirector for Peace Corps Vol- still scoffing about its possibil-Sugarmon, Jr., 1395 Worthing- Dec. 10. Saxon; a boy. unteers with headquarters In ities for success. His vision atton cl.; girl, Erika Marie. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse -L. liar- Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Hay- Washington. Peace Corps Di- that time has been matched byMr. and Mrs. G. B.. Holman, vey, Rt. 3, Collierville; boy, wood, 806 Saxon; girl, Sibyllrector Sargent Shriver an- his performance since. He has584-F Brown Mall; girl, Jac- Randy. . Denise. flounced Dr. Proctor's promo- proved to be one of the mostqueline Renell. Mr. and MM.' Willie Frazier, Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Weath- tion last Thursday. He is ex-, popular as well as one of theAT JOHN GASTON HOSPITAL 1544 Sunset; boy, Karl Tyrone. erby, 261 Guthrie; girl, Darlalpected to assume his new of- most effective Peace Corps ad-Dec. 8. Mr. and Mrs. Huedell Myers, Mell. Ilice about February 1. ministrators in all our fortyMr. and Mrs. George N. Ii In announcing the promo- overseas operations."
Lynn. Farmer, 434 S. Wellington; boy,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Derrick Perell.
Woodson, 988 N. Claybrook; Mr. and Mrs.. Elijah V. Wal-
girl, Tracy Levette. tact, 374 N. Dunlap; girl,
-- -- - -- -
DELIVERY
SERVICE
D1SAP-
POINTING?
Make Yourself Happy!
coo ORIOLE DRUGS For
FAST, FREE, CITY WIDE
14 MISSISSIPPI
DELIVERY ON PRESCRIPTIONS, DRUGS,
AND SUNDRY NOTIONS
Phones: WH 2-1721 WI4 8-9255
STORE HOURS: ag 30MA..tPt. 9 Pt* 9.MP:NP;.Ft:rys'at:Idps teaYsortlay
PLACE YOUR AORDER NOW
PIC-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FEATURING THIS FAMOUS
QUALITY BIRD
isea An3 IL®
Pii11611.11
• MAIITIFULL?
CLEANED•tEGS
TUCKED IN-NO
TRUSSING NECESSARY
• INAWLERIENTIONS
MOYER -EASIER
TO CARVE
• BROADER IN IBAB
"1"11111" 18 lbs. and over
TURKEY
ONLY
390 Lb.
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars
From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
itictaAir
van
GILB
"the world agrees on 'Gilbey's, please'!"
' COW', Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. 8, A.
GlIbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
Season's Greetings
From
E.H.CRump &Co.
Main at Adams -74C SCUlt J' ZaveJt
(.14/424cICC 719e4cei
4R,14far
Tuesday, December 25th
CHRISTMAS DAY
will be a
BANK HOLIDAY
Banks, members of this
association, will not be
open for the transaction
of business this date.
MEMPHIS
CLEARING HOUSE
ASSOCIATION
SATURDA Y, DECEMBER 22 1962
•
Increase Patrol At Congo-Sudan Border •
KAMPALA, --- (UPI) -- 'der after repeated reports oi
UgandiThas reinforced patrol
on its bore& with the Congo
and -Sudan; an internal min-
istry spokesman said
lie said "strong reinforce-
ments" were sent to the bor-
clashes between .CongolesT
and Sudarseee troops.
"We don't have specific it
formation about the clasher
but there has clearly bees
trouble on both sides of the
Congo-Sudan border," he raid.
*aeons (greetings
To calii
huz, DAISY
' STARTS SATURDAY
DEC. 22
3 - BIG DAYS 31
WHAT
HAPPENS
BETWEEN
THEM IS AN
ADVENTURE
IN THE
UNUSUAL!
GREGORY/ ROBERT / POLLY
PECK / MITCHUM /BERGEN
CAME IrMait
t 501 PA001)(11011 • A UN,VOISAL WI I IMA'101tAl.
PLUS
"THE THREE STOOGES IN ORBIT"
Got a cold? 666 cold medicine will
NOW TREAT ALL
1COLD SYMPTOMS
666 gives extra-fast decongestant action because it's 4,
liquid, no waiting to dissolve. Keeps you "regular" too.W
I There are 5 InejOt symptoms of •
cold: stuffiness, achiness, fever,
constipation, and general "sick-
feeling." 666, the time-tested and
I proven cold medicine, fights all 5.
No "ono-ingredient" product can
do this. 666 was made especially
for colds...and only for colds. It
really works!
The fast decongestant action of
666 works through the blood
stream ...reaching places where
novo drops and sprays can't pos-
sibly reach. itfgegt• Igiative ac-
tion keeps yoa "regular" during
this critical time. The unexcelled
effectiveness of 666' has been
proven to thousands of users.
When you have a cold, take
666, and um what real relief can be
like. Satisfaction guaranteed ...
or your money beck. At all drug
counters, only 49f. If you prefer
tablets, take 666 cold tablet..,.
same fest relief. Convenient and
economical, too.
HENDERSON, Pur• Cane
Sugar
Kroger Has
Lower Prices
Plus Top Value Stamps
With coupon and
S5.00 additional
purchase,exclud-
Mg tobacco
KROGER VAC-PAC, All Grinds
Coffee
With ceu•
pen and
$5.00 ad-
ditional
purchase.
•xe lading
tobacco
MISS GEORGIA FREESTONE
Peaches
AVONDALE
5-Lb. 9
Bag
1-Lb.
Can 290
4 29-0z. 89Cans
Tomatoes 16LabilFordi 90
U.S. Gov't. Inspected
Grade A
TURKEYS
GET THE TURKEY WITH THE
WISHBONE GUARANTEE!
MONEY SAVING PRICES ON THE BEST
DUALITY TURKEYS IN TOWN
KROGER OIL
PLAIN or SELF-RISING
KROGER FLOUR
Armour Star
Fully
-Cooked Smoked
HAMS
18 Lbs.
Whole or
14 to 4
 90
Shank Halt Lb.
37c
85c
Washington State Red or Golden
24-01.
Bottle
10 Lb
Bag
DELICIOUS APPLES 10F° 69
V•l ZIA CI r
L Ott PON
HENDERSON.
PURE CANE
SUGAR 5 19t
With thi• coupon sod 55.00 ad
/Memel purchase, sveludine ta
teem Alamphi• Area and Wow
Memphis, thru Wad., Dee. 26.
1.1.1, one.
V•LUA RUt
OU
Goon FOR 50 FREE
TOP VALUE STAMPS
with this c•kopon and purehee• of
1 I ha o,•r•
GROUND BEEF
Marnphie area and Wiest Man,
phis. through Wed., D.., 26.
Limit an,
VALUABLE.
COUPON
VAC-PAC
- KROGER COFFEE
-29,
,f
t
With this .....a and f5.00 .1-
firiono purehae•, •ReludIna se•
tees, Mentohl• Ate* and Coot
Metaphis, Otto Wed., Dec. 26.
Limit ens.
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ward Jackson being swept in -
office as head of the power.
Oil Bluff City and Shelby, Another 'Miss LeMoyne' has•Miss LeMoyne,' Miss Elsie A.Allen (Miss Freshrnani, escort.
Count Council of Civic clubmeen crowned and this time Lewis, a junior, of 1918 Hayes. ed by Earl Thomas: Freddie
The Stitch and Chat Sewing He outlasted Frank Kilpatrick:the honor went to a third-year: Miss Addison was escorted Ray (Miss Sophomore), escort-
club made plans for its annual'and Fred Davis in the ballot-'coed, red-haired Miss Alice by Floyd Weakley, and Miss ed by Robert Williams; Willie
Christmas party during a regu- ing. Johnson of 192 Honduras Drive Jones by Bernard Edmundson. Ruth Northfleet (Miss Junior),
ar meeting, held recently at MAY YOU GET EVERY-the daughter of Carl Everett Bouquets were presented to escorted by Thomas Saulsber-
the home of Mrs. Ruth Burke.I THING you want for Christ- Johnson. The crowning came each finalist by Mrs. Hollis F. ry, and Iola Walton (Miss Sen-
All officers were re-elected ,
•mas. Merry Christmas to all, as a climax to a colorful coro- Price, wife of the president of ior), escorted by Curtis Mitch-
for 1963.
Charlie Folsom. Misses Dorothy Vaughn, Merry Douglas
and Geraldine Mason. Following the induction, the stu-
dents were entertained by the chapter's advisor. Rev. Fred
Lofton. The organization offers a tutoring service for
students having academic difficulties. (Hooks Brothers
Photo)
of Ho- Al ice Johnson Is Miss LeMoyne"Plans For Then Ho-the noldthperroe hii,mtshelf Cliff Davis fiL
• ••••••••••••••••••••••........•"••••••.....i
1141 Side ••
!DOWN FRONTIll
• •
a ••• es • 00000000000 ••••••••••••••••)
ITS NO SECRET ANY-IJones elected head of the
MORE that Pete Sisson is in- r Church of God In Christ dur-
terested in becoming a city] ing the annual Holy Convoca-
commissioner. Sisson has a lotjtion held here recently. The
of knowledge about organir- great assembly was just about
ing political campaigns. He to be dismissed for another
was campaign manager for At- j,ear when Elder Mason made
torney Lewis Taliaferro during; an elooltent sPe^ob in behalf
his unsuccessful bid for a Con- of the electon of Bishop Jones.
gressional seat last August. ,That did it.
GIRLS, GIRLS, GIRLS! IT'S BEING REHASHED
Wow! They were everywhere how the chairman of Ward 11
when the Tri Side Defender1precinct 2 Democratic club wa,
started to accept official ero! unseated and replaced by a
tries for the "Miss Mid-South" chairman who did not even live
Popularity Contest. They came' in Precinct 2 but in Precinct 1.1'
to the Tri State Defender of. Also being reviewed is howl
fice from every direction. There!i he members in the old 35th1
s
ere big girls, little girls, taDWard Democratie club werel
rls, tat girls, slender girls,' completely ignored during the FOUR MEMBERS ADDED — Four new members were added
And there were girls, girls, recent election. A new club.! to the Owen College Mu Alpha chapter of Phi Theta Kappa
girls! reportedly with paid members,•
ELDER CHARLES "BOB", was organized. 
national honor society for junior colleges at a closed candle-
MASON, is credited with mov.I ' light c
eremony held recently on the campus. From left are
THIS YEAR'S ELECTIONS,
ing at the most opportune are 
Misses Veola Graham, Nettie Wall and Geraldine Patton
full of surprises. First Bob; an
time to get Senior Bishop 0. T. d acting president Larry Turner with new membersJames started this surprise at-'
tack when he almost unseated
Annual Party
1 I
Birthday anniversary gifts;
1
and a purse was presented to, Christmas Vespers ,Mrs. Victoria Becton. 1 1
Ai The next meeting is set for'
, Celebrated By YWCA ,wee. 29 at which time mem-
. •
rs will exchange gifts %Oh,  Christmas Vespers were
their secret pals during a par-'Celebrated by the Manassas
ty. recreation center in coopers-
Dinner was served following,
the business session. Mrs. Lula,tion with the YWCA Are
a
Joe Gibson is president. Mrs.lcenter at 1157 N. Manassas ,
,Eva Hill is club reporter. on Dec. 17.
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• IF YOU HAVE ANY
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SUPREME LIFE'S
1965 CALENDAR
A 16 page 4-color souvenir of the
nation ball in Bruce Hall.
This year's 'Miss LeMoyne'
contest was packed with sus-
pense in that the winner was
not announced until all parti-
cipants were on the stage. And.
this was one of the most heat-
ed contests ever conducted for
the coveted title.
Off-campus judges several
weeks ago selected three fin-
alists from six contestants and
a studentwide vote all day Fri-
day determined the winner.
Miss Johnson, who is the sis-
ter of Augustus Johnson. form.
er basketball star at LeMoyne
and now a teacher at Mt. Pis-
gah, won with 167 votes. First
alternate is Miss Ava Quien-
telia Addison. a senior of 421
Lauderdale, 135 ballots, a n d
second alternate is Miss Ruth
H. Jones, a senior of 376 Edith,
who pulled in 80 votes.
Miss Johnson was escorted
by her ,handsome campaign
manager Woodrow Miller. She
was crowned by the outgoing;
LeMoyne. ell.
'Miss LeMoyne' and her court
marched and danced tb the
tunes of Larry Muhoberac's or.
ehestra.
'Miss LeMoyne's' throne was
a thing of beauty, designed and
erected by Dr. Ralph Johnson
of the college faculty. He was
responsible, too, for ot her
works of art that set off Bruce
Hall.
Directing the order of march
were Misses Lucinda Edwards
and Lavetta Glover of the col-
lege's physical education de-
partment.
Miss Mamie K i I bon was
chairman of the 'Miss Le-
Moyne' st udent committee.
Working with her were Floyd
Weakley and Willie Chapman.
The royal court was com-
posed of the two alternates,
class queens, fraternity sweet-
hearts, sorority queens, Miss
UNCF. Miss NBA and their
escorts.
CLASS QUEENS — Beverly
1,•••
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Emancipation Proclamation
Centennial
' With beautiful illustrations of famous
Negroes of yesterday and today.
 
(S 
L: 
• c.e
A worthwhile, decorative piece to grace the wall of your
home or business with the same pride you would extend
to a fine painting. And useful too, with its informative
excerpts on the history of the figures illustrated. Supreme
Life is so proud to have produced such a work of art
that we wish to share it with you. Send for yoursaree, no
obligatton. Jut fill out Ithe coupon and mail. Hurry, this
. offer is limited to present supply.
a •
NUMMI LIFE INSURAINE C4.0 AMERICA, P.11. Elopt,1114 S.Portviy,1111114•51,111.
13•;01•••••: Pleat* utm4 oo• free 1163 5•••••••flir Colomler. Dept C1512
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1mi-won:re Company ofilmerica ;pH SOUTH PAIDOAr, CHICAGO IS, ILLINOIS
FRATERNITY SWEET-
HEARTS — Dorothy Jean
Jones (Miss Alpha Phi Alpha),
escorted by Louis Holmes; Lu-
cinda Campbell (Miss Phi Beta
Sigma), escorted by Charlie
Booker; Alfreda Wooten (Miss
Kappa Alpha Psi), escorted by
Steve Taylor, and Geraldine
Gray (Miss Omega Psi Phi),
escorted by Curtis Carter.
SORORITY QUEENS — Sa-
rita Patton (Delta Sigma The-
ta), escorted by Alois Berra;
DeWittress Robinson (Zeta Phi
Beta), escorted by Robert Bul-
lock; Louvenia Clayton (Alpha
Kappa Alpha), escorted by Jo-
seph Campbell, and Maxine
Robinson (Sigma Gamma Rho)
escorted by Mack Jackson.
Sadie Hollowell (Miss UNCF)
was escorted by William James
and Queen E. Turnipseed (Miss
NEA) was escorted by Jeff
Brown.
SAN ANTONIO — The NA-
ACP kicked off a campaign
here this week to qualify 350,-
000 Texas Negroes to vote by
paying their poll tax by Jan-
uary 31, 1963, according to
Rev. Emerson Marcee, state
president.
Alphas Observe Entertain For
Foinder's Day Annie Brown Club
The local chapter of Alpha
Phi Alpha fraternity obse-ved
Founder's Day recently. The
celebration woe held at the
Mississippi 'Ilihlevard Chris-
tian ehbreh. Flittitured speaker
was Walter Washington, re-
gional vice president of the
!raternity and president of
Utica College in Utica, Miss.
President Washington em-
phasized the need for leader-
'ship in today's world.
' Outstanding Alpha m e n
were cited for achievements.
A reception was given im-
•nediately after the program
by the Alphadetes. Serving
1were Mrs. Joseph Westbrook,
chairman; and Mrs. Theron W.
Northcross.
1 President of the local fra-
ternity is Dr. Theron W. North-
cross. Ernest Young is vice
president; A. B. Owen, secre-
1 tary; C. Patterson, correspond-
ing secretary; Atty. Ben F.
Jones, parliamentarian; C.
1Morrison, treasurer; C. Per-
•kins, chaplain.
ALICE JOHNSON
John Ronza's
CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
2151 CENTRAL Al' COOPER Ii 64973
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
„„1,",, LARGE l' I 1: It 1 \ (; I Rh, t ,
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"
71111211 515 prtUrt It, PRAIEFORT, P. IIIM10101 IThiHT IMMO WHISKY 90 ROOF
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Li) CRO
the bourbon more people prefer
to any other
, elf I lawrnfItof •
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Chis is the season when the best comet; forth. That's why
more people use OLD CROW at holiday time — for
gifts and parties — than any other bourbon. There are 127
years of greatness behind OLD CROW in your glass.
The Annie L. Brown Social
club was entertained by Mrs.
A. L. Higgins and Mrs. Flora
Cochrane during a recent
meeting at the Lelia Walker
club house.
Presiding at the meeting
, was the vice president, Mrs.
Dora Williams. Among mem-
bers attending were: Mes-
dames Ruth Anderson, Susie
Caruthers, Helen Longstreet.
Myrtle McGaughey, Ophelia
Porter, Elizabeth Taylor.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Caruthers and Mrs.
McGaughey.
IS) Complete Fountaie
4,4  SERVICE Cosmetics
Fast
Free
Delivery
Pho JA 6.8712 JA 6.9720
5.4 50A1ll• 01.11.
'I 9. wo,t
% Jewelry
550 1,vANCI
\•.
PHARMACY
GR NGS toV All our friends.
May this Yule season
be filled with great
joy. Thank you all
for your friendship.
Mrs. Cleotha
Roberson
And
Mrs. Pauline Wells
FITCH & GOODMAN
BEAUTY SHOP
1291 VOLLENTINE
OL, S
F
C. G.
FOR
Go OP
THINGs
1962
I gMAS
Your frieloiship is
valued possession
for which we thank
TAYSTEE
BREAD
AND
COOKBOOK
CAKES
a
•
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Luke 2:13
STIULHGE EVENT
Tonight something happened
that defied all science, all his-
tory, all methemetics, all of
man's Ingenuity to explain this
queer going on. Shepherds
- watching their flocks, wise
- men watching the stars. Count-
less other men and women
looking forth in the greatest
o. anxiety for some one who was
going to take the hopelessness
of this wo:ld and put the
world on a different Plane.
With' the coming of the star
end the angelic hosts the
dreams of the century had
been realized.
The bands of human and
moral enslavement have now
- been challenged. At no point
in history have so many had,
reason to rejoice. The "Wheel
in a Wheel." Daniel's rejected
stone. and Isaiah's "Meek
Lamb" have all, now become
realities. The oeoolo who lived
in darkness now have a light.
What a great day this must
have been for all those suffer-
ing souls of that day. The long
sought-after dreams of centur-
ies have now baen realized
some men have been able to
live to see this 'thing come
true for which their narents
had so reverently prayed.
APT.. REJOICED
This great nieht has cone
down in history as one of the
greatest nights of all times.
Men catheriiw on the snow
covered flel,ts toiriloY in with
Ii e angelic hosts singing
"Mon, to Owl in the highest!"
No account is mede of some-
one trying to explain what
was taking place — everyone
was so barmy thet it had taken
orace until he joined the rest
in rejoicing.
But in 1992 as one ol)serves
Christmas, a who], new out-
look has come on the scene.
The day of rejoicinY for the
coming of the Savior is the
most remote thing in many
minds --,too many minds. In
many instances I believe today
that we are so far removed
from things until they have no
value for us. President Kenne-
dy tries to indoctrinate nenole
with his "New Frontiers" idea,
but most of the people to
whom he is addressing himself,
know little and appreciate less
the idea of being a frontiers-
man. People talk about religi-
ous freedom, freedom of the
press, a n d countless other
freedoms but what do they
mean to our day and genera-
ation.
You talk to the average Ne-
gro today about slavery and
Negro spirituals and his first
reaction is "Ah, forget it." Not
only is this true in this light
but it is true in many other
areas of human behavior. We
are so far remoVed until the
thing has no meaning for us.
RIGHT SPIRIT
Today we must return to the
spirit of Christmas as it was
manifested nearly 2,000 years
ago. We must determine what
the coming of Christ means to
us today. Whatever out sta-
tion, the coming of Christ has
set in motion those wheels of
freedom which have had some
effect on our lives.
We have lived in a world
of freedom so long that we
take it for granted. But only a
brief look at history will re-
veal that what we take for
granted was bought at a high
It is unfortunate that many
of us cannot trade places with
those weary sojourners who
are now in their graves. We
could sit and listen while they
recounted t h e experiences
which brought about freedom.
We must learn about suffer-
ing and sacrifice.
These men who had suffered
so long under the heels of in-
justice, slavery and poverty
could do nothing but rejoice
when the angelic host enlight-
ened the darkened skips. Each
Christmas should generate in
Its the gArn. qnirif as WA,' mani-
fested by those shertnerits.
ft‘ri•fmac Cervical
At Mt. Sinai Church
Christmas morning service
,has been planned for 5 o'clock
iat Mt. Sinai Baptist church,
1667 S. Lauderdale St. Serv-
'ices will be conducted by the
pastor, Rev. L. L. Laws.
II Was Breakfasl
Dr. Brewster To Head
School In Chicago
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, have moved there and who
pastor of East Trigg Avenue cannot be employed because
Baptist church and leading they cannot reed or write."
Baptist songwriter, has been The new school which Dr.
selected as dean and director Brewster will head is not a di-
of the newly-founded Baptist rect project of a particular
Theological center in Chicago. iBaptist group, but its promot-
The outstanding Memphis era both the Southern and
Northern Baptists, as well as
many other groups in the Chi-
cago area."
Dr. Brewster does not plan
to give up residence in Mem-
phis, but will commute back
and forth by plane.
The pastor will be honored
here in Memphis on Sunday,
Dec. 30, in what has been desig-
nated as "Brewster Day" in
recognition of the 38 years of
service he has given the com-
munity and the nation. Serving
as general chairman of the com-
mittee to honor him is Dr. L. A.
Hamblin, pastor of Golden Leaf
Baptist church.
DR. W. H. BREWSTER
Ipastor will take up his duties
'
there when the school opens on
,Jan. 14, 1963.
Dr. Brewster said he did not
know how many students
would be registered there when
the school opens, but that it
had programs for ministers,
laymen, and other church
workers.
"At present there is a great
demand in Chicago for this
type of program because there
are a number of persons who
The Christmas spirit prevail-
ed Saturday morning when
faculty and staff of LeMoyne
College were breakfast guests
of President and Mrs. Hollis F.
Price in Sweeney Hall, the pre-
sidential residence.
Wherever the choice is
equal ... homemakers
choose FOREST HILL "4"40,40
milk by an over— /
whelming majority!
STORE HOURS: :3A°.fi:j4.9*P9MPJ. Pd.y end n t 4 Ds7,,day
PLACE YOUR "ORDER
NOW
PIC-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FEATURING THIS
FAMOUS QUALITY
BIRD
Praises Houston
For Integrating
With Dignity
HOUSTON — (UPI) —
Ralph McGill, publisher of the
Atlanta (Ga.) Constitution,
praised Houston for its hand-
ling of the race problem, say-
ing the city can be proud of
its mature approach.
McGill spoke at the Uni-
versity of Houston to a meet-
ing of the Houston Council
of Human Relations.
He said that aside from suf-
fering a hangover of the mor-
al conscience, such cities as
Little Rock and New Orleans
have been dealt economic
blows from their race prob-
lems.
Order School Papers
Released To NAACP
MEMPHIS •— The Memphis
Board of Education has been
ordered by a Federal court
judge to release to the NAAC-
P their documents used in
drawing school boundary lines
In the city's plan to desegre-
gate the school system by
1971.
In his ruling Judge Marion
S. Boyd stated that NAACP
attorneys had a right to this
information and ordered the
School Board to produce the
papers. Included are maps,
charts and other documents
used by the Board.
The city will present its de.
segregation plan before Judge
Boyd on Feb. 11. at which
time the NAACP will also
argue for a more immediate
plan for integration of the
public schools.
UNIFORMS
Usk.. board, Doeconenk,
Meth« of Church,
Nona, Missionary,
P.P.,' lend
Nylon, Dacron, Cotton,
Poolin. Silas $ to 32
Leng,Stmet end 4 Sleeves
Win NW 0111331
LIM OINANDATIONS
Lowest Men Aveilettlo
WAITS FOI USE CATALOG W7
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
701 Nit., N.E. 77 ANIMA St., S.C.
Wastiagtoi2,11.C. 1111155a 3, toorzla
WHEN YOU THINK OF TRAVEL CALL
GLOBAL 4TRAVEL
Church Moves To
New Location: 
Members To Present
Pastor To New Job Elaborate Chri▪ stmas Scenes
The pastor of Greater Har-
vest Baptist Church, Rev. R.
C. Crenshaw, has accepted a
pastorate in Carrutheraville.
Mo., according to a news re-
lease sent to the 'Fri State De-
fender.
Rev. Crenshaw, also known
here for his singing, has been
called to Mt. Carmel Baptist
church, one of the largest
church in Carruthersville, for-
merly pastored by the late Dr.
Benjamin Perkins.
Before entering the ministry,
Rev. Crenshaw sang with the
Spirit of Memphis Quartette,
and later the Swan Silvertont
Quartette.
A native of Missouri, he pas-
tored in Indianapolis. Ind. and
Pittsburgh, Pa. before return-
ing to M,emphis, and organiz-
ing Greater Harvest church,
AGENCY, INC.
9 A M.-6 P.M.—Monday thru Friday
9 A.M.-2 P.M.—Sat.
656 VANCE AVE. PHONE-527.563.3 MEMPHIS, TENN. I
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
CHRISTMAS
CHEER
CUSTOM
B H
TAILORS
INC.
248 Vence Ass. JA 7-9320
Muriphis, T ***
"TOUR Cowpony Alisket What roe Ask lir And
Creates What Vsie nick Of"
1963
AL A A
May you find great joy
as Christmas renews the
glory of the Holy Night.
SOUTHERN FUNERAL HOME
440 VANCE AVE. JA 7-7311
The church moved to a new
location, 463 Alston Ave., last
Sunday. The keynote address
at an afternoon program was
delivered by Rev. W. Herbert
Brewster, Sr., pastor of East
Trigg Baptist church. His son,
Rev. W. Herbert Brewster, Jr.,
delivered the address that eve-
ning.
Among ministers participat-
ing in a week-long program
were: Bishop Lusk of the In-
ternational House of Prayer,
Rev. E. Bates of Mt. Gilliam
Baptist church; Rev. L. A.
Hamblin of Golden Leaf Bap-
tist church.
On Thursday night Rev. Oris
$86,000 Advance Pay
For Hampton Staff
HAMPTON, Va. — Hamptoill
One of the highlights of last be a series of living tableaux Institute's employees 
will re-
Christmas for the Memphis covering an entire city block. ceive a total take-home pay
area will be repeated this year More than 100 church mem- of $86,000 which will be ad-
featuring several improve- bers who portray the various vanced salaries for Christmas
ments and additions. The characters will operate in half- shopping convenience.
elaborate Christmas display, hour shifts during the pagent Business Manager James W.
"GOD'S GIFT TO MAN," hours of 7 — 9 P.M. each eve-
which inspired thousands a ning Wednesday, December 19 
Bryant pointed out that this
year ago, will be presented on through Sunday, Dec. 23. on figure will be net, after all
the lawn of Davant Avenue fAivLeL 
INVITED
Live animals, colorful light-
ing, designed to fit the mood
of each scene, and background
narration and music will en-
hance the effectiveness of
these living scenes. A printed
brochure describing each
scene will be given to those
who view the living tableaux.
All Memphis and the Mid-
South is invited to drive by
Methodist church during the
week pribr to Christmas.
The eight scenes depicting
significant events in the en-
tire life of Jesus Christ will
Mays of Pleasant Grove Bap-
tist church is expected to par-
ticipate in the opening cele-
bration. Rev. A. J. Pryor and
Rev. Shelton Knox of Mt. Pis-
gah Baptist church, are ex-
pected on Friday. These ser-
vices are open to the public.
Rev. Crenshaw said he ex-
pects to maintain his residence
here while accepting his new
call.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
"WHIRL !MKS iii tOU
GET PittlfRENTIAL -
Haws-
deductions, and will cover
salaries for the full month.
the Davant Avenue Methodist
Church and witness this
Christmas presentation. The
church is located five blocks
south of the Southgate Shop
ping Center and two blocks
west of highway 61 South
(third street). The scenes
must be viewed from east to
west. (40
GO BY BUS
• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
on •
The Perfect Christmas present is just wait-
ing to be discovered in your Quality Stamps
Gift Catalog. If you are looking for a gift to
pleasiet the man in your life....you'll find it
with Quality Stamps!
THE PERFECT GIFT .
from
QUALITY STAMPS!
96fr qvc
The very gift to please the lady on your
Christmas list is yours the "Price-less"
Way with Quality Stamps! Check your Gift
Catalog Today!
•
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Hamilton High School
• By ROSIE TABOR and ibat by Earnest
1 10. Dorothy Lewis—Just to
MYRTLE RANKIN'S see Larry, daily
CHRISTMAS FACTS 11. Yours truly—A Jewel pairs of socks.
This week our lovely blue-1 12. Yours truly — Nothing, "I am a very unsuccessful
and-white falls on Miss Glee I'm baPPY. Walsh said after the
Club for '62 and '63. She is' 13. Billy Cunningham —01- thief." 
Miss Willa Parker, better 'lye Baby .ludge 
fined him $56. "Every
known to the wildcats as 14. Robert Davis — Not a ,time I take something, I get(
Deanie. Around the big insti- Brenda Baby !caught."
tution she is president of the This is Santa's helper wish. 
senior Y-tens. She is the treas. ing you a Merry Christmas and
urer of her homeroom, 12-2a. 'a Happy New Year. Wins Science Honors
In social life she is a member 
of the Raletts Social club and
she is the vocalist of the Vale- Celebrates Birthday
dors. Deanie resides with her matics instructor at Hampton
aunt, Mrs. Ruby Nickelson, at Anniversary at Party Institute,. has been awarded a
1917 East Person ave. Deanie —
will be honored at the Glee airs. Dorothy 
Johnson, a science faculty fellowship by
clerk at Universal Life Insur- the National Science Founds- 'Club Cornation Ball Dec. 20.,ance Company, was honored atHats off to a very lovely young • 1 •fon She will do graduate
a party given by her co-work-
glbssie. study in mathematics at Syra-
WANTA'S BAG 
era on her birthday anniver-
1. Willa Parker — A bunch of sarY 
last Friday evening. The cuss University, beginning
Greens party was given at the Big-M 
September, 1963.
restaurant.
Unsuccessful Thief
BOURNEMOUTH, England
— (UPI) — Peter Walsh, 67,
who lives next door to the
Bournemouth Courts, appear-
ed there for the 84th time on
a charge of stealing eight
HAMPTON, Va. — Mrs.
Eleanor Green Dawley. mathe-!
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Harris -.-P. P.
. Among the guests at the Alma Tunstall, Miss Jean Mat-
3. Edwina Jr. — Hamilton's party were: Mrs. Thelma lock, Mrs. Jimmy Mitchell,
Pendon Moore, Mrs. Mildred Malunda Mrs. Sadie Cabbage, John
4. Dorothy James — Franky 'Jones, Mrs. Florence Williams,
Baby 'Miss Bessie Jcnes, Mrs. Bessie
'Whittier Leonard Martin and
'
5. C a r 0 1 Hollinsworth _'Siggers, Mrs. Maureen Stamps, 
Phillip Correia and Mrs. Eve-
Lolly Boy Doll Mrs. Eloise Washington, Miss lyn Newsom.
6. Joyce Walton — T e d d y is-- — -
_
Baby
7. Ann Burford — Just John 1
Bestch
B. Elice Reese — Just a Car-
penter named James
9. Maudette Brownlee — A
NEED
CASH.
FoVERok3L
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
Thu. Is a reason why p•opl•
Ilko to de lousinoss with as. You,
too, will like our court•ous troot•
mant end closir• to help you.
"Open Thursday and r,iday
Nights Until 7:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - • Homo-Opslote3
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY I
W. like to say yes to your
lean request"
Examined and Suporvisod by
oh, Slots Deportment of
Inmeranc• and Banking.
I LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA 7-8581
152 Madison, JA 5-7611
HEATER REPAIRED
WE REPAIR!
ALL TYPES OF HEATERS.
WE SPECIALIZE IN
CONTROL
AUTOMATIC
DAY AND NITE
SERVICE
WH 8-6419
"the
world
agrees
on
'Gilbey's,
please'!"
eybin
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Gilbsy, Ltd., Cincinnati, 0. Distributed by National DistillerS Products Compaq.
G reetings to all of our friends
and our sincere thanks for letting
us serve you. Happy holiday all!
UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
Home Office - 480 Linden - Ph. 525-3641
Capital & Surplus Over $2,000,000
A. M. Walker President
OBSERVE ANNIVERSARY — Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Good-
rich of Jackson. Tenn., observed their Golden Wedding
anniversary at their home in Jackson. Tents., on Sunday,
Dec. 2, and here they are seen during the special dinner.
The parents of a dozen children, all of whom are living,
they were married on Dec. 2, 1912. Three generations of
Goodriches were on hand for the celebration.
Elks To Feed The Needy Poor
Between 10 and 14 truck- from the procetds of the Blues
loads of food for the poor, with Bowl game, the Jug O'Dimes on
50 baskets of food for needy Beale Street and from- coffee
families will be distributed be-
sold at a local restaurant chain
fore Christmas by the local
"Elks in the next few days.
The money for the food was ity.
on a
Bishop Jones' Election As Head
is Aim Of Mo.
KANSAS CITY — A driveSon Of Late Founder,Bi
Of Church Of God Was Sparked By , NAACP
▪ shop Mason, to secure enactment of a state-
wide public accommodations
The son and founder of the body in the aye and say that,I law has been designated the
Church of God in Christ,Elder'if I'm elevated to a higher po- ', No. 1 project for 1943 by theiCharles H. Mason, Jr., s ac-I
credited with sparking the, .
salon in this church, that !,111=1.1tri State NAACP smug-
election of Bishop 0. T. Jones, imerited it . . . not because 1
of Philadelphia, Pa., to the ern the son of the late 
Bishop,I Such a bill would make it
unlawful 
 
for
tels. motels and other lacesre founderluse of the 
church,short 
cu tsto 
restaurants, ho-
Mason. nd
of public accommodation, to
honorable positions." refuse customers on a basis of
Comments from various del-' race, color or creed. A reso-
lution approving the projectegates, during Mason's talk ,1
head of the international
church which boasts of a five-
million membership.
Elder Mason, pastor of the
first established chuch of that
Accommodations Law
:faith, Temple Church of God In was adopted at a recent con-
Christ, 672 S. Lauderdale St., have strong indication that,I ference of the NAACP.
1broke a 10-day deadlock over they agreed to his request.I
.the election of a senior bishop Bishop Jones was swept into,
of the church to fill a vacancy office minutes before the as- !$28 yule call
created by the death of his sembly was adjourned.
father about a year ago. He is the second senior bish- I LONDON — (UPI) — Chil-
1
I The executive board of the op of the church in its 60 years' dren of Little Lake School in
deadlock of debate on who dismissed many were heard1
of AeRftiesrtencethe 
Hermit, Calif., spent $28 on
delegates were . a phone call.
The 10-minute call was to
i
' belisuhrocphs, had ieehndedconisnistas 
of
f-da1y2
should be elected senior bishop. saying "Elder Mason's stand wish a Merry Christmas to
with "we will wait until the for electing Bishop Jones as 1 pupils at St. Stephen's Primary
1963 Holy Convocation to elect the senior bishop held our i School in London.
the head church." The execu- church together." I 
tive board members consist of: 
Bishops A. B. McEwen, J. S. :-•!:!!'
Bailey, J. 0. Patterson, Samuel
Crouch, U. E. Miller, 0. M. Kel-
ley, Woyming Wells, W. G.
'Shipman, Lewis 0. Ford, C. E.
'Bennett, A. White, and 0. T.
day set aside for that char- Jones.
I Bishop McEwen of Memphis
ihad been Bishop 0. T. Jones' Free Angola
LITTLE HOT HOUSE CAFE
155 Beale Street
MURRY
A Quick Ph.,,. Call • Your Order Will
B. R•ody In 15 Minor.
526-9954
4
Cbri5ttnag
1t)apptne55
Tile glorious spirit
that pervaded
Inanger is ours
ill share.
(3rd & Court Ave.)
38 N. Third JA 7-6541 
3 Locations IF 2327 Lamar FA 7-4185 
C 3438 Summer Gt. 2-1157
PERSONAL LOAN and FINANCE
CORP.
P Ake
storesod 
STORE HOURS: tr.A.t;Vige.t..Z;Vs7:„d„,
PLACE YOUR ORDER
NOW
PIC-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FAMOUS QUALITY
FEATURING THIS
1, --tote `4 BIRD
SWIFT'S 39C Lb.
PREMIUM 18 lbs.
TURKEY and over
Portugal Again
Pressured To
greatest competitor for the
position.
The Convocation's general
assembly for 1982 were stand-
ing to be dismissed when El-
der Mason requested of the
chairman and was granted the
floor.
He made a passionate plea
for the general assembly to
elect Bishop Jones as head of
,the church before dismissal.
As Elder Mason spoke forth-
rightly and soberly, the great
assembly became deathly quiet
and the delegates took their
seats again.
Mason said, while pointing
to Bishop Jones "he is the last
living of the first six bishops
ordained in the Church of God
in Christ. As such he is the un-
official senior bishop in terms
of seniority." He continued:
I "Bishop Jones merits this
honor," said Mason as he
strongly urged the general as-
sembly to elect him the head.
: The assembly of an estimat-
ed 5,000 delegates crushed the
'silence with a burst of ap-
'plause. Mason continued to
'plead fervently:
"The pioneer fathers of this
church who have served faith-
fully sould be placed in po-
sitions of leadership and ad-
:vice to the church," said Ma-
son.
He added: "I am a younger
man who wants to look every-
Thank you warmly for
your patronage. We look
forward to serving you.
Johnson's
Barber Shop
316 Beale St.
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
(UPI) — The General Assemlly
threatened Portugal with sane-
tions if it does not take im-
mediate steps to free Angola.
The vote was 5i l.a 14 with
18 abstentions, on a 13-nation
draft resolution that also de-
manded an emhaego o arms
shipmtni t to Portugal and den
ial of any other assistance that
might be used against the An-
golan people.
TI, t'. S. and t.thc.• allies of
Porlt.;: .1 voted ag ..si the inert-
st.re, njciesting tanctions
and emha • ai provisions
Portuguese Ambassador Vas-
co V. Garin declared the pro-
posal was illegal and said his
government holds the "strong-
est reservations" to it.
1,111111STII.ks
To our many good
friends we extend
warmest greetings.
WHITE ROSE
CLEANERS
299 SOUTH DUNLAP
We wish each
of you a
lovely yule.
LeMOYNE COLLEGE
DR. HOLLIS F. PRICE, President
Participating Member United Negro College Fund
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FRANK'S
SEE FRANK FOR
GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES
I MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
GIFT SIZES CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Speeifil Inriltiliem In 1.,nolit.•
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 South Main Street at Vance
21 INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING
41
1
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The Filer Things Of Christmas
Christmas is celebrated in all
Christian countries as the birthday
anniversary of Jesus Christ. Although
it is generally looked upon as a day
for gift-giving and great merriment,
it is a day for Christian ceremonies
and worshipping.
Very important to the traditional
activities of Christmas is the inspira-
tion it has given man to express him-
self in the graphic arts, theatrical
and literary works and a deep reli-
gious fervor which has brought to
the fore, the God-like qualities in
man's heart and soul.
The Christmas story comes from
the Bible. This is the basis for thea-
trical presentations. Raphael's paint-
ing "Madonna" was inspired by the
story of Christmas as well as Leonar-
do da Vinci's "Virgin of the Rocks;"
Sandro Botticelli's "The Nativity,"
and many others.
Some of the world's finest music,
both classical and popular — has been
written for Christmas. Prime ex-
amples are Joseph Mohr's "Silent
Night," Johanna Sebastian Bach's
"Chtistmas Oratorio:" George Fride-
rick Handel's "Messiah" as well as
today's "I'm Dreaming Of A White
Christmas," and "Merry Christmas
Tonight."
Literature inspired by the cere-
mony of Christmas include Charles
Dicken's Christmas stories as well as
works by Washington Irving and
Clement Moore.
Most Christians celebrate the holi-
day on December 25. The word
Christmas comes from the early Eng-
lish phrase, Christe Masse, which
means Christ's Mass.
One of the greatest effects Christ-
mas has upon millions of Christians
around the world — which is the
busiest and happiest time of the year
— is that it unites men, in.their feel-
ing of joy and peace toward all. This
joy to the world — peace on earth
toward all men — is by many sym-
bols, expressions, sacred and secular
ceremonies and decorations. Cities,
towns, villages, homes, offices, busi-
ness establishment, all sparkle with
colorful lights, bells, wreaths, and
other decorations.
Various Christian countries sym-
bolize the birthday anniversary of
Christ in sundry ways, which include
displaying the Wassail bowl, star
of Bethelehem, a tree, plum pudding,
greeting cards, stockings, roast pigs,
yule log, tree ornaments, singing,
feasting, dancing and praying.
Christmas is the most charitable
time of the year — it is also the most
understanding time of the year. It
brings out the deep kinship man feels
to God and man feels for man. It
lays bear the finer qualities of man.
The Tri State Defender extends a
Merry Christmas to all.
China And Birth Control
Chicago apparently is not the only
metropolis grappling with the prob-
lem of planned parenthood. Peiping
is engaged in a widespread campaign
to promote birth control and family
planning.
It coincides with publication for
the first time in the Chinese Com-
munist newspapers of an estimate
that Red China's population now
stands at 700 milli,ons, or more than
one-fifth of the woild'i'people.
Some years ago, when the Red
Chinese advocated family planning,
some of the recommended techniques
sounded like old wives' tales. One pre-
scription, endorsed by the Ministry of
Public Health, was the swallowing
of live tadpoles.
This was supposed to secure steril-
ity for five years. When this method
proved ineffective it was quietly
dropped, and the subject of birth con-
trol itself became taboo. At that time
the Peiping regime equated popula-
tion with power.
"The more people we have,"
wrote the authoritative Red Flag in
1958, "the better, the faster, greater
and more economically will .be the re-
sults of our socialist construction."
One of the few prominent Chinese
to disagree with this thesis publicly
was Professor Ma Yin-chu, of Peiping
University. He was subsequently
criticized for his "backward" opin-
ions.
Now, however, it has become po-
litically fashionable to advocate fam-
ily planning, and Chinese Commun-
ist newspapers are bursting with
articles and letters discussing the sub-
ject of limiting the nation's huge
population. The leadership favors
contraception and late marriages.
Great emphasis is being placed on
delaying marriage. This campaign
presupposes that individuals can and
should be able to govern their emo-
tions and therefore not fall in love at
an early age.
-
NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
We are approaching the
greatest gift-giving and gift-
receiving season in America. It
is Christmas, the most chari-
table time of the year. It is also
a "forgiving" time of the year.
With this as my inspiration
i wish you a Merry Christmas.
I ask forgiveness for any wrong
which may have seeped into
this column. The gift I extend
to you is brotherly love.
Merry Christmas to: Mr. and
Mrs. William T. Simmons, Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Wade, Mr.
and Mrs. Harold Whalum, Mr
and Mrs. A. Maceo Walker, Mr.
and Mrs. E. Frank LaMondue,
Atty. and Mrs. S. A. Wilbun.
Dr. and Mrs. E. Frank White,
Miss Jewel Gentry, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Brown, Rev. and
Mrs. James M. Lawson, Jr.,
PEACE ON EARTH
Mrs. Ernestine Miller, Mrs.
A. G. Shields, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ratcliffe, Mr. and Mrs.
I. A. Beauchamp. Melvin
Bonds, Evander Ford, Mr. and
Mrs. Marion Ford, Mrs. Jana
Porter and Coach Porter, Mr.
and Mrs. Willard Bell, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Withers, sr., Atty.
and Mrs. A. A. Letting. Mr. and
Mrs. Harrel C. Moore, Mr. and
Mrs. Rufus Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Qualls, Mr. and Mrs. Otis
Lightfoot, Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Boyce, Mrs. Francis Hassell,
Mr. and Mrs. Euless T. Hunt.
George W. Let. Mr. and Mrs.
Onzie 0. Horne, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Richmond. Mr. and Mrs.
Thaddeus Horne. Mr. and Mrs.
W. C. "Mir" Weathers, Dan
Parte a, Air. and Mrs. Sam
Pain, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
Twist Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Cosperweod. Mr. and Mrs.
......11••••••••••••011.•••••
Autry Parker, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Collins. Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Arnold, Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse H. Turner, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Olive, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Kilpatrick. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
D. Springer. Mr. and Mrs.
Charles W. Westbrook, Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Strong, Noah
Bond, and Larry Turner.
HOLIDAY SEASON
I hope the holiday season will
bring peace and icy to Mrs.
Evergreen Caldwell, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. Z. Evers. Robert Wil-
son, Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Young, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Garrison. Atty. and Mrs. Rus-
sell Sugarrnon. jr., Rev. and
Mrs. Ben Hooks, Rev. and Mrs.
Alexander Gladney, Mr. and
Mrs. James T. Walker, Dr. and
Mrs. Hollis Price, Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor Hayes, Mr. and Mrs.
Tom Hayes, Mr. and Mrs. C. C.
Sawyer, Atty. and Mrs. A. W.
Willis, Jr.. Miss Ann Crawford,
Mr. and Mrs. Emmitt Hozay,
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins, Rev.
and Mrs. Fred Lofton, Nesby
Blanchard, jr., Ben Branch, Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Mitchell, Mr.
and Mrs. Albion Ricard, Mr.
and Mrs. Louis V. Tate, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward I. Lewis, jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Childers,
Charles Fields. jr., Rev. and
Mrs. Samuel B. Kyle. Elder
and Mrs. Charles H. Mason. jr.,
Atty. and Mrs. H. T. Locker&
Dr and Mrs. Theron North-
cross.
ALL WISHES
I have instructed Santa
Claus to supply all of the
wishes of Mr. and Mrs. Dover
Crawford, Mrs. Helen Bowen,
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Walker,
Elder Blair T. Hunt, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Willis, Dr. and
Mrs. Leland Atkins, Mr. and
Mrs. "Bull" Owen. Mrs. Maude
Bright, Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Butler, Mrs. and Mrs. Purvis
Venson McMillian. Mrs. Gert-
rude Miller. Dr. and Mrs. I. A.
Watson. jr.,, Dr. and Mrs. R. Q.
Venson, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jo-
seph. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Watkins, Thomas Watkins, jr..
Miss Harry Mae Simons, Mr.
and Mrs. George Stevens, Miss
Irma Laws, Mr. and Mrs. Phil
Booth, Melvin Conley. Gene
Robinson and his bride-to-be,
Mrs. Maxine Smith, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Goodloe, Bishop and
Mrs. J. 0. Patterson, Dr. and
Mrs. Stanley Ish, Mrs. Peggy
Gibson, Mrs. Debris Harris,
Mrs. Laura Brooks, Miss Ruth
Hewlett, Mrs. Billy Geeter,
Mrs. Willie Lenoir, Mrs. Gladys
Rhodes, Dr. and Mrs. Floyd
Bass, Mr. and Mrs. Gerry
Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Elmo
Berkley, Mrs. Alberta &flip-
son, Mrs. Francis Johnson,
Clarence Fitzgerald, Mrs. Ber-
nice Calloway, Mrs. Eunice B.
Snell, Mrs. Edwards, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Nabors, Mrs. Alice
Sandridge, Mrs. Rubye Harris.
Mrs. Myrtle G. Donoho, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Ester, Miss Ad-
die Golden, Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Hunt. Mr. and Mrs. How-
ard Sims, Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
Miller, sr., Madame G. S.
Young, Miss Velma Lois Jones,
Mrs. Josephine Bridges, Mrs.
Dorothy Curry, W. and Mrs.
Ezra Ford, Mrs. Jean Paxton,
Markum Stanburry, Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Winston.
Merry Christmas to all ..
The Wall In South Africa
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DARK
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
DARK JOY
One poet has well said that "A pretty
woman is a joy forever."
Now every man has the right to inter-
pret that line according to his individual
point of view and experiences. But the
poet has a point. And it's a good point,
when one considers all angles of the sub-
ject. Physical attractiveness is not all it
takes to make a woman pretty.
And that's why the several questions
asked in a last week's Tri-State Defender
news story become pertinent to the pur-
poses of today's splurge here.
The Defender is launching a "Miss Mid-
South" contest. And it's asking the follow-
ing questions:
"WHO IS SHE?"
"Who is the most beautiful and talented
of all Mid-South young women?"
"Who is she?"
"Where does she live?"
"What are her talents?"
"Is she in Tennessee, Arkansas. or is it
Mississippi?"
Obviously the reference is to Negro
young women. And that's as it should be
at the present time.
Negro girls are being too much Mt
out of the local, state, sectional, and na-
tional programs designed to pay deserved
recognition and other useful awards to
the young women ... and even the older
women ... of American communities. True.
they have had some token notice in several
big-name contests. But Negroes are getting
tired of "tokens." The major question now
is "Is you is or is you ain't my baby?"
TRAGEDY AND ABUSE
Negro women have long been the
"babies" of the world. It's high time they
receive some respectable recognition of
their &proven ability to live through the
ordeal the role demanded ... and still come
through looking good.
There should be all out Negro support
to any movement designed to glorify the
Negro girl and woman. She (the Negro girl
and woman) has been brought "thru the
thru's." That means she has been dragged
through the hackles of debasement, mis-
use, tragedy, and abuse. She has seen her
children snatched from her breast and sold
into slavery.
- She has seen the Negro man crushed
down like a brute, and rendered unable
to give her any more help than a stray,
cur dog. The biggest thing a self-respect-
ing Negro man has been able to offer a
self-respecting Negro woman was the
tragic memory of his more than probable
quick and tortured death, if he dared
stand up like a man to protect her and
their children, from insult and degrada-
tion. The Negro woman's bed was "the
play-ground of the world." And she had
no rights any man was bound to respect.
She was rightly called "the mother of
sorrows"... the matriarch of Aunt Hager's
children.
SELECTED FLATTERY
Happily, today, the Negro woman's
status in America somewhat removes her
from the dark and gloomy "climate" pic-
tured above. But she is still too close to it
for comfort. She still needs her spirit re-
freshed by respect ... and her morale lift-
ed by a bit of selected flattery, such as
other women receive.
That's why endorsement here is volun-
tarily given to the Tri-State Defender's
"Miss Mid-South" Contest, whose purpose
is indicated in the preceding questions.
The program should be supported because
America is still not too much disposed to
admit Negro girls and women into the
mainstreams of its life ... and recognize
the "queens" among them.
SOME QUEENS
And, the Negro race has produced some
queens ... women beautiful in face and
intelligence ... women capable of gracing
any of the earth's pinnacles.
So, every Negro in Arkansas. Mississippi,
and Tennessee should join in this wel-
come distraction of choosing a pretty,
talented Negro ''Mis Mid-South." It's call-
ed a "welcome distraction" because the
atmosphere has been so cluttered up with
sit-in's, sit-downs, and other sounds of the
racial battle, until too many have forgotten
the finer things of Negro life ... not the
least of which are the pretty women
among us. Let's get with this contest.
Now, whatchubet!
The People Speak
To Outlaw Sex
Dear Editor:
During this past year the
newspapers and magazines
h a v e published several
thought provoking stories
about the pdpulation explosion
and birth control. Being
interested in all aspects of
this subject, I took the trouble
of looking into the World
Almanac to find out how
many illegitimate children
are being born in this coun-
try. To my amazement, I
found that over two hundred
thousand illegitimate children
are being born in the U. S.
every year.
I cannot help but feel that
many of these children are
not wanted. If, as many writ-
ers say, we are experiencing
a population explosion, why
are, we bringing so many un-
wanted children into the
world. Can we not do some-
thing to halt these births?
One possible solution is to
outlaw sex. However, I do not
think this can be accomplish-
ed. It seems that sex, both
sinful and lawful, is here to
stay. Preachers may sermonize
us against unmarried sex but
the flesh is weak.
Another solution is to
legalize abortion. This will do
a great deal to curb unwanted
births. In fact, abortion should
not only be legalized but
made readily available to all
those who want it.
Very truly yours.
Leonard K. Rosen
Error On Garden Of Eden
Dear Editor:
This letter is a reply to an
article which appeared on the
front page of a daily newspaper
here about a British botanist
and his ideas about Adam and
Eve and the forbidden fruit.
He said Adam and Eve didn't
eat an apple to start the world
troubles. It is true they didn't
eat an apple. But they didn't
eat an apricot or quince either.
The Bible says there are
two types of fruit. The one you
eat and the other is the chil-
dren you bear. You will find
this in Genes:3, tne third chap-
ter. second and than verses.
To prove further that there
are two types of fruit, read
Isaiah. the 13th chapter. 18th
verse. To prove that trees refer
to people. read Jeremiah, the
11th chapter, 16th verse.
Eve had a relationship with
the serpent. He wasn't the kind
that crawled on the ground, he
was mankind at that time,
walking upright as man walks
today.
The serpent's seed is still
here today walking like a man.
The serpent on the ground is
the father of the serpent walk-
me upright today.
So Eve and mankind started
all the trouble in the world to-
day. Only God can stop It.
(Isaiah. second chapter, first
verse.)
Prophet William A. Lewis
Chicago 21,
Theodore Holmes
Chicago, IR.
Who Is To Biome!
Dear Editor:
In 1905, May 5, Robert S.
Abbott, outlined as his first
platform, "American Race
Prejudice Must Be Destroyed."
Why is it that in 1962, segre-
gation, discrimination and
prejudice still exist in edu-
cation in the North and in the
South?
Is it the ersult of Negro
foes of integration, as well
as white supremacists? First -
class education of the type
found in so-called "white
schools" would enable the Ne-
gro to compete equally, social-
ly, economically, politically,
culturally and otherwise.
Have Negroes been "brain-
washed" to the extent that
they do not appreciate first-
class education? Who "brain-
washed" them? Could it have
been an ignorant religion, old
fools in the race or traditions,
the anti - intellectuals, non -
intellectuals, Muslims or un-
scientific racists.
Why does the American so-
called white man run away
from the Negro people, to the
suburbs, or anywhere else to
keep away from integration?
Does the fault lay with the
American Negro people? The
Negro cannot exist by himself
and neither can the white
man.
A Reader Of
The Chicago DEfender
LANGSTON HUGHES
Unions
And The
NAACP
"THE NAACP and the unions is
wrestling over color bars in employment,"
said Simple, "but there is no color bar in
unemployment. When a man is out of
work, be he black or white he is equally
out of work. Empty black pockets and emp-
ty white pockets is equally empty. A white
budget at home with nothing in it is just
as budgetless as a black budget at home
with nothing in it.
"If white wives is like my wife Joyce,
when the family budget gets low, a hus-
band is liable to be up against some loud
talking from his better half who always
claims she could do better if she was a
man than her husband can. What makes
womens so conceited, do you reckon?"
"I don't know," I said.
"I know Eve figured she could have
had two or three apples, instead of one,"
said Simple, "if Adam hadn't been so lazy
and had gone to the tree and plucked them
apples himself, instead of letting that ser-
pent come creeping along with just one
little old pippin.
"And that lone fig leaf Eve wore every-
where she went—Adam could have cut
her off new fig leaves enough to make a
muu-muu. He didn't. That's one reason Eve
fussed at Adam long after they got driv
out of the Garden."
"How do you know she fussed?" I
asked.
Know Women
"I KNOW WOMEN," said Simple. "If
Adam had been out working somewhere,
instead of lounging around in the Garden
of Eden, he would have got along much
better with his wife. Women do not like
a man around just doing nothing. I am
lucky to be working every day, my wife
is so glad to see me when I get home.
"Unemployment is no good, and it is
too bad there is so much around these
days in which we have still got a recession
—which seems like a depression to col-
ored folk s. Could not a recession be a
recession to white folks, but a depression
to colored?"
"You are making your own firogitosis,"
I said.
"Everything is always worse for col-
ored than for white, because we have less
to begin with, so if we lose that little bit,
where are we at?" asked Simple. "That
is why a recession for white is a depres-
sion for us. But if the NAACP can open
up the unions like they opened up the
schools, maybe there will be a few more
jobs around, at least."
"A great many more," I said.
Engineer Ambition
"Except of course, if a Negro was ever
to drive a train," said Simple, "I mean run
a deisel engine on the Florida Express,
the government would probably have to
put a troop train in front and troop train
behind and MIGS overhead to get that
train through Georgia.
"The first Negro engineer on a New
York to Miami train would have to be
protected like Meredith is at Ole Miss. If
they also had colored conductors on that
train, every coach would have to have sol-
diers in the vestibules and the FBI in the
smoking rooms. It is no great big job for
a man to take tickets on a train, so 
why
do you reckon them railroad union
s will
let a Negro buy a ticket, but won't l
et him
collect one?
"The railroads will let a Negro ride 
in
a coach, but will not let him run an 
engine.
In New York City, Negroes drive 
subway
trains. They drive trucks. They run 
buses.
Why cannot a Negro also run an 
Ameri-
can train on an American rai
lroad in this
American country?"
Too Many Problems
"BECAUSE A NEGRO is a Negro,"
said Simple. "I am telling you, we has so
many problems, life is liable to kill us be:
death takes over. In the old days. you
did not hear of Negroes committing sui-
cide so much like you do now.
"Lately, we is getting just like white
folks, taking sleeping pills by the handful,
drinking poisons, jumping off George
Washington bridges, driving our Cadillacs
into walls on purpose, also turning on gas
and breathing our last instead of using
that gas to cook dinner with.
"Crazy peoples are walking around
talking to themselves, setting up in the
subway muttering and mumbling all by
they lonesome selves, whirling and
twirling in the middle of the street in front
of cars. Such things I did not see in the GO
old days When I first come to Harlem.
Problems is driving colored folks crazy
now—just like white, is already done."
"I think, my dear fellow," I said. "it
is simply that as one grows older, one is
more aware of the woes of the world,
white or black. In your youth, when you
were bright, optimistic, bouyant, self-cen-
tered and young, your eyes were blind.
Now you have discernment.'"
"More concernment," said Simple,
"which is what I wish the unions would
have, too."
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FEAR IS GREAT d•
And it is clear from what deplorable servitude in whichthese exiles say that the si-lall Mozambique Africans must .
, , 
vancement Of Colored Peoplelence of Mozambique comes live, mains as little more than a
1 From their pinchpennv wag a cen. 
(NAACP) urged Army Secre-,wildernese after nearlynot from indifference or ig-I
,
appear to live in complete so rican activity which could con- . .
There is one exception to DEPLORABLE SERVITUDE flitical action. Rigid curfews. Virginia NAACPlence. budget. I ceivably form the basis for po- _ 'this. Exiled groups from MD- If anyone should think thatlzambique have lately set up these Mozambique "migrant Complete denial of any right of s'assembly. Arbitrary police re- ee sk Bias End
• Moon, director of public re- played his last card for theThe second point of Portu-I 
I ' Union forces.ka, which shares a long fron- goldmines of the Rand, they guese policy is to raise the;tier with Mozambique. are sorely mistaken. Their con- frontier barricades still higher RICHMOND Va. — (UPI) —
countries and the rest of But Mozambique, over andhumanity have been dis- beyond all this misery, has one
mantled and destroyed in pecularity that is not sharedthese past few years. by Angola. Every year more for the Portuguese armed In face of these dangers theforces. They are accompanied, movement for African indepen-by a multitude of petty insults dence in Mozambique has
and indignities. They are ren- thrown up two parties which
dered still less bearable by the have lately come together, at
At least seven million Afri-, despise — are exported to the tempt 
•pitalatrepproretsesitan of any at- Dar-es-Salaam, in the Libera-
tion Front of Mozambique.cans live in Mozambique, per.; mines of South Africa. Yet there is a growing protest This organization is now en-haps many more; but for all, It might be more true to say in Mozambique. The Portuguese gaged on two difficult tasks,one hears of them these Afri-i that these men are in fact have met it with the same an- The first is to bring hope toMris might well be both deaf" "sold" to the South Africand dumb. ; mines. For the South AfricanHave they heard of Africa's
movement to independence and
rebirth? If so, have they said
anything on the subject? They
swer as in Angola — with rath- the imprisoned peoples of Mo-lest measures. zarribique. The second is to tell
Portuguese policy now rests the world what is really hap-
on three points in Mozambique. pening in that long—forgotten
The first is to spy on. and to land.
crush without mercy, every At-
' than 80,000 African men—"fitBut some renidin. None is ashigh .and hard to penetrate as! adult males in the zoological
the colonial barrier which nomenclature affected by the
Portuguese and their like whenencircles the southeast Africanl
country of Mozambique talking about people whom they
goldmines pay the Portuguese
government of Mozambique a
"recruiting tax" which forms
an element of no small impor-
tance in Mozambique's colonial
headquarters in neighboring miners" are also making a goodand hospitable Tanganyi- thing out of their labour in the
• • than before. Although the calm-1
try just behind the MozambiquelThe state chapter of the lie-
f o t" T Atonal AssOciation Far The Ad-
norance about what is happen- they have to pay a double tax;ing in other African countries, one tax to South Africa andbut from fear. 1another to the government ofIt must be said that Africans Mozambique (the latter beinglive very badly in Mozambique.' simply deducted at source fromIt seems likely even that social the migrant miner's wage andconditions are harsher there forwarded to the Mozambiqueeven than in Portugal's other government by the South At-eat African colony, Angola. rican authorities).
The economic and political
system in both colonies — mis-
leadingly called :overseas prov-
inces of Portugal" — is almost
exactly the same, but the struc-
ture of misery and hunger in
Mozambique may very possi-
bly be more contemptible.
In both countries, notwith-
standing some recent legal re-
forms that were made (on pa-
per) to avert United Nations
criticism, the economy relies
basically on forms of near-
slave labour that are known as
"contract labour."
es tury of Portuguese- colonial rule. tel'Y Cyrus R. Vance to help in.
a road has recently been built tegrate the Virginia Nat: mat,
along it for military purposes. I'l
Some fifteen new blockhouses W. Lester Banks, executive
have been constructed betweenIsecretary of the V i r g i n i a
Cane Delgado and Lake Nyasa. NAACP, asked Vance in a tele-gram le withhold approval of
-But that is not all. The sys-
tem has another trick for rob-
bing the miners of their meagre
pay. Only one quarter of their
wages are paid to the men
while they are at work. The
remaining three - quarters is
held by the South African
Chamber of Mines and sent to
the Mozambique government.
When they get home again
after their "contract" is over,
the miners are supposed to be
able to collect this remaining
three-quarters of their pay from
the authorities in their home
NO EDUCATION areas. In practice the remain-
In both countries, the coloni- ing money is whittled down on
al governments enforce the
growing of certain cash crops
for export. notably cotton, while
•When Will Realty Board Admit Negroes?
By LLOYD L. GENERAL
l'he Chicago Real Estate Board identifies itself I
as a "non-profit, non-political organization dedicated
to the welfare and advancement of all branches of the
real estate business.
The group further declares that it "builds faith
and confidence in the industry, promotes professional ac-
tivity and zeal, fosters integrity and sound practices, and
thus contributes to community welfare and public good."
What the Chicago Real Estate Board does not pro-
claim is the fact that it is a stronghold of racial prejudice
and has never had a Negro member in its 50 years of ex-
istence.
When the U. S. Civil Rights Commission reported
that Chicago schools have a shameful history of segregation,
it took due note of the fact that the city's pattern of seg-Oregated housing was the major contributing factor.MOST SEGREGATED
Despite the efforts of such groups as the Urban
League. the NAACP and the Commission on Human Re-
lations, Chicago remains one of the most segregated cities
in the country, and a great deal of the responsibility for
this unsavory condition rests with the Chicago Real Estate
Board.
The practices and pronouncements of the ; CREB are
enough to refute its claims of contributing to community
welfare and the public good, and it. has gone on recoid
as being opposed to any type of law or regulation which
would permit freedom of residence.
Affiliated with the National Association of Real Estate
WARREN LEHMAN, housing expert for the Chicago Urban
League, points to map on which he has outlined areas
where Negroes are congregated. A great deal of the con-
gestion is caused by the fart that Negroes are prohibitedBoards, which is another hidebound racist organieation.'
the CREB is even now entrenching itself for another fight from buying property or renting units in other sections of
against open housing legislation which will be introduced; the city.in the Illinois legislature at its next session, fearful that if a Negro real estate dealer should becomeBOARD APOLOGIST a member of the board and should express interest inIf there is a discrepancy between what the CREB says a property in an all-white neighborhood, the selling mem-and what it does, there is even more paradox in the actions ber would be obligated to sell through him, even if theof some of its members, including Arithur Mohle, a former buyer were a Negro."*president of the organization. Mohle expressed doubt that such a situation wouldThere is little doubt that Arthur Mohle is well-in...a. arise, especially with the Negro real estate men he hastinned. He is one of a 'small faction within the CREB sponsored for membership. He stated that such Negro mem-which openly fights racial restrictions on membersh'e. yet bers would not attempt to act as agent in a transaction ofhe was the CREB spokesman in opposing an oven occupan-J that nature. He did not say what the reaction would becy bill in the last session of the state legislature. if a white member would 'express interest in property in anAlthough Motile has sponsored a Negro for membership all-Negro neighborhood.in the group — and lost — he nonetheless acts as an But the CREB notwithstanding, there is a strong move-apologist in attempting to explain the motivations behind ment to remove the barriers in Illinois which prevent athe arch-conversatism of the CREB. person from buying a property of his choice because ofThis is how he explained the fact that Negroes are race.barred from the organization:
Members of the CREB, said Mohle, are honor-bound todeal with each other in real estate transactions. If one
Rep. Cecil Partee, who sponsored the ill-fated open
occupancy bill in the last session of the legislature, intends
to re-introduce the bill next year. He has good reason formember has a property for sale, and another member has I optimism regarding its chances.a buyer for that property, then the selling member must Partee noted that his last bill failed of passage by onlydeal with the buying member and share the commission. 18 votes and stated that much activity has been in pro-"Thus," he stated, "many members are mistakenly ' gress since then. He is confident that the bill will pass the
House and stands an excellent chance in the Senate.
ARGUES FOR BILL
Rep. Partee disagreed with Mohle's contention that such
legislation is a blow at the basic American right to own,
and sell property, and that it dictates to a property owner'
as to whom the buyer should be.
"Is there any difference between this and 'the laws
which make it possible for city and state governments to
dictate just how a building should be constructed, the limi-
tations on where certain typel of structures should be
erected, or even the fact that property may be taken away
from an owner if he fails to maintain it according to certain
laws?" Partee asked.
The lawmaker said it is hoped that similar or identical
bills for open occupancy will be introduced simultaneously
In both houses of the legislature, thus increasing the chances
of passage.
When Partee opens his fight in the legislature, he can
do so with the firm assurance that he has a fulltime organi-
zation working in behalf of the cause. The organization is
the United Citizens Cummittee for Freedom of Residence
(FOR) which has just set up a permanent office at 28
E. Jackson at.
GET BACKING
Executive director of FOR is John Kearney, a resident
of Evanston, who says that in three years of operation the
! group has enlisted the support of 10,000 Illinois residents
who express interest in open occupancy legislation.
Stating that he has conferred with members of the
CREB. Kearney said that his organization has no intention
of antagonizing the group because "once legislation is
passed, we will need the cooperation of real estate dealers
in enforcing the law."
FOR is the brainchild of Donald Frye, also of Evanston,
who has been one of the more active proponents of open
housing, and William Johnson. of the Cook County Depart-
ment of Welfare.
The main purpose of the organization, says Kearney,
is to achieve legislation against discrimination in housing
and to garner support of the citizenry for the passage of
such a law.
Many experts in the housing field believe that Illinois
will soon have a "fair housing practices" law, and some
even feel that the day is not too far off when the Chi-
cago Real Estate Board will admit Negro members.
SEES ACCEPTANCE
One such optimist is' Warren Lehman. housing expertfor the Chicago Urban League. Lehman believes that the
next Negro applicant for membershin in the CRER stands
an excellent chance of being accepted.
He bases his belief an the fact that some factions
within the group are interested in opening the membership.Lehman feels that the chances for passage of housinglegislation are "excellent."
"I think the President's executive order will do alot toward enactment of an open occupancy statute," he said.
tillisery, Fear Keep Mozambique Set Annual NAACPMeeting For Jan. 7 Three Emancipation Versions
"People in the building industry who do ne.it use federal
funds will find themselves at a disadvantage, and will seek
a state law to put them on equal terms."
SUE DOWNSTATE SUPPORT
Lehman said the major need in pushing an open oc-
cupancy law is public support. He praised the efforts of
Donald Frye, who has been busy garnering support in down-
state areas, support which will be vital if the bill is to be
pasesd.
Lehman also noted that the CREB has entered into
discussions with the Commission on Human Relations and
other organizations interested into breaking down racial
discrimination.
Anticipating a "tremendous breakthrough" in the hous- ;
ing area, Lehman also feels that the CIES sees the Metro.-
politan Housing and Planning Council as a• threat. The
council, which is interracial, has endorsed open housing. -
However, Dempsey Travis, one of the leading real
estate experts on the South Side, feels that the council
poses no direct threat to the real estate board.
A member of the council, Travis views the aims of
the oiganization as entirely different from those of the
Chicago Real Estate Board. He cites the fact that the council
has members who are not in the real estate business, while
the board restricts its membership to those actively engaged- -in some phase of real estate.
AREA BOARD PLAN
Travis, who has been denied membership in the CREB,
is also hopeful that the group will change its racial policyin the near future. He said a plan has been proposed
whereby the CREB would accept members through areaboards, such as the South Central Real Estate Board, of
which Travis is a member.
Thus, if an entire real estate board were admitted, any. ,Negro members would automatically gain admission. inthe case of the South Central board, some 10 per cent ofthe membership is Negro.
Travis lashed out at the CBES for whihe "terms
"denial of the right to ply a trade." He explained that theNational Association of Real Estate Boards accepts onlythose persons who are members of local real estate boards.Thus, no Negro in Chicago is eligible, by that standard, tobe a member of the NAREB.
This also applies in the case of specialization in the
real estate field. Travis cites the case of a member of his
organization who has written two books on real estate
appraisal. Yet, he cannot be a member of the AppraisalInstitute simply because he cannot be a member of theCR ER.
In one way or the other, by Presidential edict or
sheer weight of numbers, Negroes will find themselves inincreasingly better position to buy housing they can affoniin areas they prefer.
This is inevitable, and neither the Chicago Real EstateBoard, the Chicago Association of Home Builders nor anyother group can stop it. If open housing legislation is not
•
passed in the next term of the legislature, there seemslittle doubt that it eventually will be passed.
Silent On Colonial Terror In Library Of Congress
By BASIL DAVIDSON as barely to exist. Even suchf they are little better than! a demand by Portuguese set-,slender.schooling means as may slaves. tiers in Mozambique for thelLONDON — Many bar- be found is always in the Portu- PUGH LIVING COST 1 same sort of "freedom" which;ricades between African Iguese language. Such conditions are worsened Britain gave to British settlers;by a rising cost of living andlin Southern Rhodesia 40 years;standstill wages. They are ag- ago; for self-rule, that is, re-gravated by compulsory service stricted only to whites.
one pretext or another, and
paid over only in part or not
at all, to have more than 40,000 troops fled Negroes to fill them, saysseeing to it that the lion's share Why, then, do the miners go in Mozambiaue. Dr. Robert C. -Weaver.or profit goes into the coffers,to South Africa? The answer
azivernment or the bank-nts of Portuguese planta-
tion-owners.
NEW YORK — Roy Wil-
kins, executive secretary of
the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored
People, will make a report
on NAACP activities during
1982 at the association's 54th
annual meeting here, Monday,
Jan. 7.
This will be the first NA-
ACP annual meeting under
the• t• h
provides for the establishment
of a 80-member board of di-
rectors, beginning in 1963, in-
stead of the present 48-mem-
ber board.
The meeting, which is open
to all NAACP members in
good standing, will also hear
reports from general counsel
Robert L. Carter; Gloster B.
Current, director of branches;
Clarence Mitchell, director,
Washington Bureau; Herbert
Hill, labor secretary; Jack
Wood, special assistant for
housing; Calvin Banks, pro-
gram director; Miss June Sha-
galoff, special assistant for
education; Miss Mildred Bond,
life membership secretary; Ed-
ward J. Odom, church secre-
tary; James W. Ivy, editor,
"The Crisis", and Henry Lee
WASHINGTON — Any
schoolboy knows that the
Emancipation Proclama-
i tion freed the Negro slaves of
;the Confederacy, but few are
aware that it was a "military
necessity" for a President with
his back to the wall.
The proclamation was a much
discussed topic in the recent
anti-integration riot at former-
ly all-white University of Mis-
sissippi.
Three versions of the famous
charter of Negro freedom are
now on display at the Library
of Congress to mark the 100th
anniversary of its issuariee.
David Mearns. manuscript
chief at the library and self-
confessed Lincoln buff, told else
of President Lincoln's eman-
cipation dispute.
In 1862 Lincoln was com-
manding a small, losing army
in the war between the states.
The route of Union forces at,
Bull Run was still in the news-1
papers. He later told a portrait
painter that he had almost
Sen. Ellender Says
He'll Rest In Cairo
CAIRO — (UPI) — Sen. Al-
len J. Ellender (D-La.) arrived
from French Somaliland and
said he was taking a few days
off for "rest end relaxation"
during his African tour.
The Southern Democrat, who
was banned in three African
states for saying Africans were
Incapable of governing them-
selves without white assistance,
will stay until Saturday or
Sunday, according to U S. of-
ficials here.
What the north needed, Lin-
coln said, was a rallying point
around which Union ranks
would swell. In July of 1882,
without consulting any on e,
Lincoln sketched the first draft
of the proclamation. Then, aft-
er thinking it over, he showed
It to his cabinet.
Secretary of State William
Seward was the lone dissenter.
He told Lincoln that in view
of Union military defeats, such
• direct attack on the slavery
Issue would look like a desper-
ate move. Seward suggested a
delay until a Northern victory,
and Lincoln agreed.
A few months later the Union
won at Antietam, and on Sept.
22, Lincoln made his move. In
Lincoln also had hoped that
the proclamation would incite
the slaves to rebel and even
join Union armies. But it didn't.
By 1864, after a third and
final version of the proclama-
tion was issued, Lincoln said
the charter had fullfilled his
goal. He told Francis Carpen-
ter, an artist painting a picture
of the President presenting the
measure to the cabinet, that it
was a "military necessity."
Carpenter quoted the Great
Emancipator as say in g; "I
hoped for a greater gain than
loss (w)th the measure). And,
it shows a gain of troops. That
is the satisfying point."
Seek Stronger
FEPC In State
SPRINGFIELD, III. —
Measures to widen the
powers of the Illinois
, Fair Employment Prac-
tices Commission will be
introduced in the 1983 legisla-
ture.
Civil rights director of the
Anti-Defamation League of
11'nei B'rith, Nissen Gross, said
the league would sponsor mea-
sures that would allow the com-
mission to file complaints
against employers who discrim-
inate against any job seekers
(now only Individuals can file),
and would make it illegal for
employers to ask job applicants
their race, religion or ancestry
on applications.
Charles W. Gray, FEPC chair-
man, said the commission,
created to end job bias through-
out the slate, would not spon-
sor the measures. He claimed
that the "blitzkreig approach"
to discrimination problems
would only "lead to totally
sterile cornmission."
The commission will meet -
early next year to determine if
there is discrimination in hir-
ing state employes.
A number of state employees
are Negroes, but the majority
of them hold only menial jobs.
Only two Negroes, a janitor
and a messenger, are 6n tie
governor's own staff of 24.
Weaver rinds Job Openings Outstrip Negro Training
is simple. The alternatives are
hunger at home or serious
trouble with the police. In all
In both countries, the chances but name, these men are forced
of education for the vast ma- workers. Against the back-
yority of Africans are so small ground of the modern world,
THIRD POINT 
Federal funds for the StateThe third point in Portugal's Gvard until Negroes are allow-repressive system rests in an 
ed to join the reserve forceever closer alliance with the
.Ranks said there was an "am-anartheid government of South
me nutnieer" of qualified Net-Africa and the Central African groer readable for the enlist.Federation. Here, Portugal's 
ment in the VirgiMe Pinion.]membership of NATO (North Guard. -Atlantic Treaty Organization) 
seems important.
It is credibly reported that
NATO aid to Portugal has been
resnonsible, though no doubt
indirectly, for enabling the
Mozambique colonial adminis-
tration to establish five mili-
tary bases in northern Mozam-
bique during the past two
veers, to build air strips' and
improve roads for military
purpose. and generally to
fasten the fetters still more
tightly on the Africans of the
country. Portugal is now said
(Special to the Defender)
NEW YORK — There
are more job opportuni-
ties in many technical,
professional and clerical
lines than there are quail-
To this importing alliance of The Negro who traditionally
repression the peoples of Mo- has had more trained abilities
zambinue have nonetheless than Job opportunities now finds
made their reply. They are tic- the tables reversed, Dr. Weav-
ing two dangers. One is out- er, administrator of the Federal
right attack by the colonial Housing and Home Finance
rulers. The other stems from Agency, said In a speech on
"The Negro in the American
Economy" at the New School
for Social Research.
Weaver was delivering one of
the school's Emancipation Cem
.tennial lectures
While the Negro unemploy-
ment rates "more than double
that among whites" and most
Negro jobs are in five major
unskilled and semi-skiiled cate-
gories, We ver said. "there is
unmistakable evidence of a pau-
city of trained Negroes to man
the new opportunities for skill.
Olipd technical non-whites."
He attributed a large proper.
top of Negro unemployment to.
the reduction of the ordinary
Labor force through automat*.
"Insofar as the highly trained
are concerned," Weaver said,
"here is a shortage which
serves to bleech the industrial
skin of the Negro engineer, sci-
entist or statistician. To a some-
whet lesser degree, this is true
of clerical., stenographic and
other white-collar workers."
This lack of training exists be-
cause Negroes are skeptical
that former barriers to these
jobs have been lowered, and
because Negroes have had "an
a second version of the pro-
clamation he wrote that from
100-days of issuance "all per-
sons held as slaves within any
State shall be then, thencefor-
ward and forever free."
From the clamor of approval
greeting the charter Lincoln
hoped and expected a quick an
big increase in Union army
volunteers. But it didn't hap-
pen that way.
In a "strictly personal" letter
to Vice President Hannibal
Hamlin six days after the pro-
clamation was iuoed, Lincoln
said things weren't :'very sat-
isfactory." The letter added
"The North responds in breath
but breath alone kills
Inferior quality of schooling,"
he continued.
"There is evidence', however,"
the housing expert said, "that
whet, greater job opportunities
become a reality, Negroes will
and do avail themselves of
training. Negroes now face
'class' rather than 'mass' un-
employment.
"But, despite the social dan-
gers of segmentation within the
Negro community, the current
economic difficulties facing Ne-
groes are of much lesser magni-
tude than many the race has
already encountered.
"If changes are rapid enough
and Negro youth is motivated to
prepare itself—and if we both,
white and black, modify and re-
move the physical and psycho-
logical ghettoes—the Maws will
be right."
In noting the racial gala., the
Federal Administrator declared
that the number of Nerw em-
ployed in government -Melries •
has multiplied at all lam&
He credited this and 00101 1job openings to President is
nedy's equal job oppwilidip,
executive order.
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hickory smoked
14-18 lb. ass.
Whole lb. 49c
Shank Portion
LB.
ARMOUR STAR
9
FREE! FREE!
100 EXTRA
S&H GREEN STAMPS
with coupon and $5.00 purchase
j Oven Ready
USDA Ins p.
Plump, Tender, Juicy
19-22 lb. Avg.
Fancy Plump
Young Ducks 5-7 lb "g.oven ready lb.
Morrell Pride
Canned Hams
Booth
Breaded Shrimp
Fresh
Oysters select Is:n(1.rd
BOSTON BUTT—SWEET JUICY
9-1b.
tin
•1-1b.
pkg.
12-oz.
jar
494
$659
994
994
STAMP COUPON
100 FREE
S&H STAMPS
with this coupon and $5 or TOM purchase
(excluding beer or tobacco)
Limit one. Expires Mon., Dec. 24, 1962 (1)
33c
Natieeers Completely Boneless
Easy Slice Hams whitIf"
Top Taste
Pork Sausage
So-Fresh
Chicken Gizzards
Morrell
whole orE-Z Cut Hams be
Pork
Steak
PORN ROUT
lb. 45c
riposionsmnsismoinceeisinsxmorcisat WWWWWW atictovirtehinsal
• CHRISTMAS TREES • 
A
A
A
Finest Quality From Eastern Canada A
Y 
A
'4 BALSAM 5-6 ft. ea. •$1 99 
A
A
4A
and up A
Plus A Fine Assortment of Small Table 2A
Trees, Holly Wreaths, Poinsetties, etc. a
Leataissaiestassetaastaaastastastsulaaiax WWWWWWW APHIdelatIl
Top Taste
Angel Food Cakes
Rosedale
Sliced Pineapple
Pillsbury Sr Ballard
Canned Biscuits sweetmilk orbuttermilk 3 811cons
394
89
250
v• • FINE QUALITY NUTS •
WWWWWWWW
All Nut" in the Shell at National ar•
3 guaranteed to be the finest quality grown.
V
• New Crop
V
V
Pecans
Ssuort
Poper Shell lb 59e
A
i-V Large Diamond 
A
Oli Walnuts  lb 59e 
A
A
A
li
v
talklitkViditIRNIRMARIMMAIRliklatitlidialklabanilatahlkklirditailitlablielltiallta
lif 
A
IV 
A
Extra Fancy A
I Mixed Nuts . . . 2 
lb $1.09 AAA
A
..:
iMARSHMALLOW CREAM
ica=i0=c7z""7 •=11==Z11=1,7;
1-lb.
roll
1-lb.
pkg.
79
39
lb 79
Zr=7=02==i173=7
1"="1===
You Just Can't Find Finer . . . Fresher Produce . .
Juicy, Sweet
FLORIDA
for Christmas Pleasure
Red Delicious
crispy
Er crunchy
For pies or
candying
California Large Size
Navel Oranges
Apples
Crisp, Iceberg
Head Lettuce
New Crop, Sweet
Potatoes
10 for 79°
19°
100
1.0
lb.
doz. 79(
LB.
MESH
BAG
highest
quality
Mc=r1=1=E=2::ricar=21
GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
SLICED PEACHES
PRIDE CORN ‘iw'r::1eo:ril'ienir:v
PARKAY MARGARINE
plain or
self-rising 5 lb.bag 490
Naito
or halves 
28-oz. 250
can
Kraft
6
2
16-oz. $1
cans
1
pkgs.
s. 490
SUGAR
DOMINO
10X, Light
Brown or
Old Fashioned
HI -C FRUIT DRINKS 711:=
TABLE NAPKINS Kleenex
KAISER FOIL
CRANBERRY SAUCE
A perfect mate
for your
Christmas Turtey
3 46-oz. $1cans
50-ct. /150
Pkg. L
12 x 25 ft. 290
roll
1c5a-oz. 390
pt. 250 SPRAY STARCH
7c o'f
deal
14-oz. 620
size
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FREE Advlet Send Atarriperl se)f- day twins many more happy
Bureau, P.O. Rog 5262. St. Louis. Ho. 
years to come.
Miss Doris Antoinette Por-
ter celebrated her 15th birth-
day recently with a party con-
sisting of games and various
dances. Miss Porter was recip-
ient of many beautiful and
.useful gifts as she made a wish
and blew out the candles on
the beautifully decorated cake
that had been prepared by her
MAIDS FOR NEW YORK
135 to S60 weekly Heat ea. mew! mother. Mrs. Helen Porter,
TOO nal, needed nose! Carfare ad- who is also a policewoman.
veered. Send references now' Arleta
Employment AgencY. DepL K. 7.56 Thirty-six boys and girls st-
ies at,, Jamaica. N. T. tended the affair and sang
13--Corre.noo mice Clubs
LONELY? FIND LOVE. ROMANCE.
marriage. Free names Photographs.
Dixie Club. Roo 1273. Ocala 3, Fla.
LONELY/ HE HAPPY. JOIN THE
American Club, P.O. Roo 757. Gary,
D'Alene. Send fnr Infnrrn•tlen.
32—Male & Female
Help Wanted
The churches participating
the church following the clos- in the affair were: Center
ing service. Point Baptist Church, Rev. J.
Mrs. Nina Perkins, Miss H. Curry. pastor; Union Hill
Ruby Perkins and Jordan Per- C.M.E. Church, Rev. J. L.
kins attended the funeral of Green, pastor; Mt. Moriah
Mrs. N. Perkins' sister, Mrs. Baptist Church, Rev. Felix
Cora Carson, in Marion, N.C. Jarmon, pastor; Greater St.
recently. Mrs. Geneva Wool- Luke Baptist Church. Rev. W.
wine, Mrs. Caron Murphy and P. Whitlow. pastor; The Mell-
Mr. Hurley English also at- 0-Aires Gospel Singers and
tended the funeral of Mrs. The Spirit of St. James Quar-
Cora Carson, a relative, in Ma- tette with Mrs. Murinell Hunt-
non, N. C., recently. spon serving as directress;
Mrs. Dora Latture has gone New Hope Baptist Church,
to Washington, D.C. Rev. L. R. Swinney pastor.
Decoration — Mrs. Ola M.
JACKSON 
'Johnson, Mrs. Estella Robert-
By C. A. AGNEW son and Mrs. Ruth Dennis.
The Matrons and Circle No. program and publicity coin-
of the First Baptist Church mittee—Mr. Larry Deberry,
eted Mrs. Betty Davis Berry
and her twin sons. Ike and
Mike, with a going-away par-
ty In the Assemblytorium of
the church on Monday night,
Dec. 2, 1962.
Mrs. Berry, Isaac and Mi-
chael were greeted by their
many friends. Games were Ezell Martin; Reception corn-
-- mittee -- Mrs. Mary E. Mc-
Corry, Mrs. Lucy Luter and
ClassifiedAds .Membership committee — Mr.Mrs. Bertha K. Bridgeman;
  A. L. McCorr y, Mr. Gene
Huntspon and Mr. Harry Gar- ma Conley of Atlanta, Ga.; two
'• yin. Rev. L. S. Briggs. pastor.
MAGICAL SECRETS Mrs. Catherine Davis and
Mrs. Rebecca Berry celebrated
their birthdays on the same
date which was Dec. 3, 1962.
Win the loye of anyone you wird, Free
term Church on the afternoon
of Dec. 2. The message W8S
delivered by Rev. Charles J.
Johnson.
Appreciation services for
Rev. J. F. Birchette, Jr., who
has been pastor of Thankful
Baptist Church for over 11
years, were held from Nov.029-Dec. 2. Order of the pro-gram on Nov. 29 was: Scrip-
ture by Rev. J. L. Folston,
prayer by Mr. James Brown,
selection by choir and chorus,
an expression from the trus-
tee board by Mr. Frank L.
Wilson, an expression from the
deacon board by Mr. G. Wal-
ter Brady, the introduction of
the speaker by Mr. G. Wal-
ter Brady. The sermon was by
Rev. S. N. Rogers with re-
marks by Mr. James Brown
and benediction by S. N. Rog-
ers.
The order of service on the
night of Nov. 30 was as fol-
lows: Scripture and prayer by
Rev. W. P. Wagner, selection
by choir and chorus, an ex-
pression from the missionary
iociety by Mrs. M. C. Wilson,
an expression from the Sun-
lay School by Mr. Hugh C.
grollie, Jr., introduction of the
speaker by Mr. Frank L. Wil-
son, sermon by Rev. J. B.
Gaines, Kingsport, Tenn., re-
marks by Frank L. Wilson,
music by the choir of Shiloh
Baptist Churchof Kingsport,
Tenn., benediction by Rev.
J. B. Gaines.
The order of services on the Ten
afternoon of Dec. 2 was as fol- atte
lows: Scripture and prayer by the
Mr. James H. Brady, Sr., se- serv
lection by Harville Gospel Chu
singers, and expression from Cr,
the Gospel choir by Mrs. Lau- Sta
rice Yett, an expression from was
the senior choir by Mrs. M. C. wit
Wilson, expression from the ner
Young Ladies Auxiliary by, A
Mrs. Thelma Norris, selection Rev
by the Harville Gospel singers, pas
introduction of speaker by Mis
ky Rev. E. W. Norris, remarks lastr. William Davis, a sermon 106
und
Boa
and
chu
nell
ccT
Tennessee I Illinois
JOHNSON CITY 'played and it was a very lea-
By CORTLAND R. RHEA .tive occasion and all had a
308 E. Myrtle Ave. wonderful time. A.„tnenti Nos
Prof. Walter Hawthrone of served which consisted of
East Tennessee State college Chicken Salad on lettuce, Ritz
Illibmusic department and Prof. Crackers, potato chips, cake
Joseph Martin, music instrucs and hot tea.
tor of Langston High school, Mrs. Helen Porter climaxed
presented a eoncert in the LHS the entertainment for Mrs.
auditorium on the night of Berry and her boys with •
Nov. 30. Birthday Cake with four can-
The Buds of Promise of St. dles for Mike and Ike.
Paul A.M.E. Zion Church Other members of the fantl-
sponsored a literary and mu- lv present were Prof. and Mrs.
sical program on the afternoon C. N. Berry, Sr.. Ann Berry
of Dec. 2. Rev. M. P. Linder • and Thelma Berry. Otheris the pastor. friends were Mrs. Sallie Smith,
An Advent Vesper service ,Mrs. Hannah Durham. Mr. and
was held at Bethesda Presby- Mrs. Timothy Berry, Miss Dor-
is Porter, Miss Stephanie
Martin, Miss Carolyn Davis
and Miss Patricia Davis.
Mrs. Berry and her two
boys left Jackson on Dec. 5,
1982 via Southern Air Lines
to join their husband and fa-
ther, Mr. Charles N. Berry III,
who is stationed in Okinawa.
Friends are hoping for them
a pleasant stay in Okinawa.
A group of prominent citi-
zens of Jackson returned home
recently from Chattanooga.
Tenn., where they took an
active part in the planning of
Gala Day of Nobles of the
Mystic Shrine and Daughters
of Isis of the state of Tennes-
see to be held June 23-29, 1963
n Alcoa, Tenn.
Those attending from this
city were Illustrious Potentate-
Ozell Byrd, First Rabbi-J. D.
Hearnton, Imperial Adversors
Aaron Wadley, State Imperial
Adviser-C E. Chattman, Re-
corder-A. M. Dobbins, Noble-
William Crisp, Illustrious Com.
mandress-Matty Byrd, Deputy-
F. A. Dobbins, First Lieuten-
ant-Bobbie L. Petties, Second
Lieutenant-Mary Buckle y.
The group reported a very
enj
Pas
Hee
val
Atl
pan
the
in
by Mr. William Davis, selec-
tion by the choir of Friend-
ship Baptist Church of this
city, benediction by Rev. S. N.
Rogers. Refreshments were
served in the lower unit of the
DSVICtIusa Page 9
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
The Lamplighters Club of
St. Johns A.M.E. church gave
a bazaar and bake sale at the
church Nov. 30 and Dec. 1.
Miss Adra J. Williams. a life
Long resident of Aurora, passed
'away at St. Charles hospital.
Funeral services were held at
St. Johns A.M.E. church Sat-
urday with Rev. James A.
Moody officiating. She leaves
:a brother, Robert of Indiana,
land several nieces and neph-
ews. She was a life member
of St, Johns A.M.E. Church
land Sunday School and was a
member of Eastern Star and
l Aurora Light Household of
Ruth, No. 5839.
I Mrs. Ada L. Carnor and
Mrs. Ida Swaine were called to l
'Elgin on account of the death
of their brother, Daniel Hard-
ing, who had been ill for some
time.
Household of Ruth will have
' its annual Christmas party
and election of officers Dec.
11.
Ladies auxiliary, American
Legion, No. 788 entertained
the county officers of the Post
,Home recently.
i Rev. James Moody has been
returned to Aurora for a sec-
ond year as pastor of St. Johns
A.M.E. church. A fellowship
'dinner was greatly enjoyed
+recently and among the gifts
given to the pastor and his
wife was a money tree. Rev.
Reed of Evanston and his
choir were recent guests of the
Missionary Society at the
church. A large crowd was in
attendance. Mrs. Dorothy
Moody is president of the Mis-
sionary Society.
Miss Josephine Shannon,
daughter of De Troy Shannon,
was married recently to John
oyable and profitable trip. C. Malone. son of Mr. and
t Commandress-Jeffye B. Mrs. Jesse Malone.
rtiton-reporter. ! Willing Workers Club of
r. Nathan R. Webster. a Main St. Baptist Church had
ued representeative of The a smorgasbord recently Mrs.
ante Life Insurance Corn- • Gertrude Williams, president.
y and who has charge of I Mr. Charles Watson, former-
company's business here ly of Aurora, passed away in
Jackson, was in Nashville, Chicago. Funeral was held at
the Main St. Baptist Church.
Rev. Wesby officiated.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward La-
Cour and family went to Mis-
sissippi recent to attend the
n., over last weekend to
nd the funeral of his ta-
r, Mr. Joe Webster. The
ices were held at the
rch of Christ at Fort Coop-
Tenn., Elders Gray and funeral of the latter's aunt.
nfield officiating. Burial
in the church cemetery
h Campbell and Davis Fu-
al Home in charge.
ppreciation services for the
. and Mrs. Louis S. Briggs,
tor and first lady of Salem
sionary Baptist Church, at
Gordon St., came to a close
weekend. The affair was
er the direction of the
rd of Christian Education
sponsored by the entire
rch membership. Mr. Lar-
Deberry, chairman.
4.—sasiritual .'tdi 'ais
FOR LOVE
details. Send a telf-addrewed envelnPe Mrs. Helen Porter, Mrs. Betty
to Ann. ass 7782. Chica 
P
go 80. 111. Berry, Doris Porter and Steph- I
STOP - LOOK . WRIT
7 was trained by Seven Sisters • New anie, along ,with many other
Advice. FRFI Send noMoneY.
Orleans. Succeed when Others Fall. friends, wish for the birth-
ettem E.
addressed envelope: Ivory'. Problem
SALESMEN
• 
33—Employment Agencies
Mrs. Walker N. Green, Mrs.
Nell Huntspon and Mr Wil-
liam Cobb. Finance commit-
tee—Mr. Hollis Bridgeman,
Mr. Leonard Johnson and Mr.
Harry Garvin. Gift committee
—Mrs. Walker N. Green. Mrs.
Bertha E Bridgeman and Mr.
years young and still very
active, both mentally and
physically. Mrs. Kennedy was
dinner guest in the home of
Mrs. Baptist who is a member
of Central Baptist Church of
which the Rev. Morrison is
pastor. .
Services for Mrs. Viola Fern
Walker, widow of the late Mr.
James Walker, were held last
Friday at 3:30 p.m. at St. Jo-
seph Catholic Church on Mar-
ket St. with Fattier Vincent
Hines officiating. Interment
was in Elmwood cemetry with
Stephenson - Shaw Funeral
Horne in charge. Mrs. Walker,
a graduate of Lane College,
taught in Merry High School
from 1928 until her retirement
in 1955. Prior to her death
she was active as area director
lof foreign tours for the Ten-
nessee Education Congress.
.Survivors include a niece,
Mrs. Evelyn Dorthy Williams
of Jackson. Active pallbearers
,were: Millard Pate, T. R.
1White. A. D. Hardy. Eugene
'Reid Geroy and M. D. Merri-
weather.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Evelyn D. Northern were held
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. at St. Paul
C.M.E. Church, the Rev. J. D.
Atwater officiating. Burial
was in Lane Chapel Cemetery
with Stephenson-Shaw Funer-
al home in charge. Survivors
include three sons, S/Sgt. Jim-
mie L. Northern of the U.S.-
A.F., Paris, France. William D.
Northern of Chicago and
Charles Northern of Atlanta,
Ga.; three daughters, Mrs.
Dorothy M. Hudson of Jack-
son, Mrs. Evelyn Wilson of
St. Louis, 'Mo., and Mrs. Thel-
sisters, 'Mrs. Lydia Merri-
weather of Jackson, and Mrs.
Carrie Bond of Blue Island,
Ill.; a brother, Arthur, of Blue
Island, Ill.; and three grand-
children
Alabama
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. MEYERS
Services at the Mt. Canaan
!Baptist Church where Rev. T.
IC. Williams is the pastor, were
enjoyed by all who attended.
Services were also held at
the Mt. Zion A.M.E. Church
where the Rev. L. J. Washing-
ton is pastor.
The Mt. Joy Baptist Church
where Rev. H. J. Lane pastors
is progressing at no set pace
and is fast becoming a talked
about church.
Happy Birthday to You. The On our sick list this week
menu consisted of shrimp is Mrs. Bessie Ruth Hammond.
II aed Ritz crackers, chicken sal- We trust she will improve
SALESWOME ad, cookies and punch.N Mrs. Lillie B. Kennedy of rapidly.
To "a r'"" "ay""aana I" ithis city returned home re- , BESSEMERit,, me,'i'n
'" " 505 " cently from Memphis, Tenn., By G. W. IVEY
eerd •ro1 30 per cent roottact enrni
mission on the &War where she visited with her Thirty-third anniversary of
Th. N... To Mate Itefendes sisters, Mrs. Mary L, Gray, Rev. S. H. Raviaee, pastor of236 s. walleyes, at !Mrs. Ethel M. Johnson; a New Zion Baptist Church, wasMemphis, Tonne...*
observed Sunday. Dec. 2, 1962,
at 3 p.m. Theme: "By Their
Fruits Ye Shall Know Them."
Worshipping with the officers
brother, Mr. Jesse Jones and
wife, Dorthy, and also her fa,-
MAIDS—N.Y.—to 5115 wit Ticket* then, a retired minister, Rev.
"ni• J011 
"1"4.M
  
M Airy. Anderson Jones who is 94mu Poet Are. Westbury. N. Y
I •
1
ag,o today, you can be sure
that:
You will never be convicted
of a crime without a fair trial
by jury; you won't find the
Army knocking on your door,
demanding that you provide
WASHINGTON _ ('J P1) 111111111m10114111111111111111111111110111aiiiiiiminill self-incrimination. It also pro-
- Because of something tEDITOR'S NOTE: By proc- vides that no one shall be tried
that happened 171 years lamation of President Ken- for a crime unless he has beenI r r•
nedy. Dec. 15 is "Bill of indicted by a grand juiy; that
I IRights Day." The President
has asked for a national ob-
servance to "celebrate the
blessings of liberty for our
country." The following dis-
patch explains why the Bill
of Rights is a foundation-
sachusetts, New York and 0th- 
Dieting of "cruel and unusuall —
. e y Shaping Accessories
en states ratified with a similar that no American's home or The Ninth Amendment says
understanding. person may be searched with- that free men have many rights
. As soon as the first Congress out a warrant issued by a judi; not specifically mentioned in
convened, James Madison in- 
cial officer who must be con- the Constitution, and that itstrocluced 10 Amendments spell- vinced that there is "probable silence should not be construedMg out basic rights of Amen- cause" to suspect wrongdoing. as evidence that a right does imagination you can convertcans which the new government The same amendment forbidslnot exist.
must never contravene, 
arbitrary arrests and seizures these shiny metallic papers
, Congress swiftly approved The Anamtenddelmagenattedsaytos into Christmas gifts ande of documents or property as that1 the ln amendments, and their 
evidence,
ratification by the states was the federal government by the household accessories that
The Fifth Amendment has' Constitution are "reserved to have the look of hammeredcor.nleted two years later, in become widely known in our the states respectively, or to metal.1791. day for its guarantee against the people."As orieinally adonted. the The ideas are endless. At
Just one year after he de-
livered the eulogy for Bishop
Charles H. Mason, founder and
chief apostle of the Church of
quarters for troops; 
stone of American freedom.) God in Christ, Bishop 0. T.
No policeman will enter and erty or property without due Jones of Philadelphia was
elected to head the churchsearch your home without a IIIII11111111100111111111110101111111111141011111111111111111 process of law."
warrant; which boasts some three mil-
Your daily newspaper will
always. be tree to print. the .
Americans by the Bill ofl Finally, it stipulates that if ---n '
The election of Bishop Jonesi the government takes your
truth as it seal it. s ae Rights:
'property for public use _ asIto the high post was coneider-
These and many other basic The First Amendment guar-,
freedoms which Americans now tees freedom of religion, free- 
in a land condemnation pro-led the climax of the 55th
take for granted are guaranteed dom of speech and freedom of, fair price for it.
ceeding — it must pay you a cAhnunricihael a Convocation forthe
by the Bill of Rights which be- Mason Temple from Nov. 25the press. It also forbids any! The Sixth Amendment in-cense an effective part of the 
"speedy through Dec. 7.interference with the rights of sures your right to a
'1I. S. Constitution on Dec. 15,
citizens to hold orderly public and public trial by an impartial The name of the new leader
179Th e Bill of Rights is some-
times called the "great after-
thought of the founding fath-
ers.' 
WANTED DETAILS bear arms for militia service.
When the Constitution WAS Thai was intended as a safe-
submitted to the states for rat- guard against the historic prac-
lfication, many patriots were tice of tyrants whose first move
distressed to find that it did:usually is to disarm the people to be represented by counsel. Churches of God in Christ. than 40 years. He is president
not include a detailedenumeras and disband local militia units. The Se vent h Amendment + When Bishop Jones was ap- of the church's Board of Edu-
tion of the civil rights and imH
' g e colonists' outrage at
The Third Amendment, re- cation and co-author of its
munities . manual.
Patrick Henry raised such a the British practice of requiring prevail, and cannot be arbitara-
protest that Virginia ratified them to provide billets for ily set aside by a judge.
the Constitution only with un- troops, states that "no soldier The Eighth Amendment for- Have Fun With Foilderstanding that a Bill of shall, in time of peace, be guar- bids the imposition of "exces-
Rights would be added at the tered in any house without the sive" bail or fines, and the in- B . •
earliest possible moment. Mas- consent of the owner."
e FourthAmendment says •
says that in civil cases, the pointed to the high office, it
jury's findings of fact shall ended speculation that the
nent only. But the 14th Amend-lindlana CiviRights
ment, adopted after the CivTh
War, extended its restrictions
to state governments as well. nit Seeks More Power has made everything fromHere are the freedoms as- i
.lamp shades to party hats out the kind you buy for 25 centsi INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. — commission in addition to its of scraps of foil. at the hardware store.
and members in this service (UPI) — The Indiana Civil present one of handling racial Her inspiration is the heavy 
"Dozens of everyday ob-!were pastors and congrega- • discrimination. 
,wrapping foil on this year'sRights Commission votecL • jects, such as mailing tubesItions from First Baptist. Roos- , , Director Harold Thatcher
evelt and St. John Indepen- to seek from the 1963 Iegis-:noted that the commission now '
Canadian Club gift packages—
rich designs in gold, silver and 
or empty bottles and cans, can
be given the Cinderella treat-dent Churches. Anniversary I lature enforcement powers has authority to make investi- !brilliant color, saluting coun- ment," Mrs. Macdonald says,message delivered by Rev. 14, idenied to it by the 1961 Gen- !Rations and hold hearings but 
'tries around the globe where 
"and converted into usefulM. Morton, Rev. R. G. Wit- eral Assembly which created hes no power to enforce a the brand is sold. Here are little gifts with a personalliam, alternate, the commission, finding of discrimination. some of her suggestions: touch.Get well wishes are to Mrs. However, the members de- The plan is to seek an • Cover small match-boxes ,The best adhesive for the!Clara Drawhorn Mrs. Hager cided not to seek to expand amendment allowing the corn- with .1table-top purpose is rubber cement. Ifmission to go to a court and ig amor.
you want to decorate drinkingask for an order in cases of , • Glamorite boxes of kitch- glasses for party use, the foildeliberate and continued dis- len matches—handy to itaep
can be peeled off afterward."crimination. 
.around for fireplace-lighting. • .
The pattern is a geometricPipe smokers like them, too.
arrangement of national em-
no man may be placed in "dou-
ble jeopardy" by being tried a
second time for an offense of
which he has once been ac-
quitted; and that no American
shall be "deprived of life, lib-
IXPLAINING a particular dance sequence to students of
the Shirley Hall School of Dance is Yvonne Bowman, chair-
man of the pre-Christmas program, to be held Friday at
7 P.M. at Dunbar Auditorium. 3000 South Parkway Ave.
The students are Marcia White, Sonja Frank, Marjorie
Dozier
Young
UNCF Aims For
$10,000 Mark
Ca
The United Negro College
Fund campaign in the Mem-
phis area, due to come to a
close Dec. 31, was aiming at
the $10,000 mark this week.
The $2,437 reported by work-
ers last week ssushed the to-
tal to $7,319.
Chief among the contribu-
tors last week was Universal
Life Insurance Company
which made UNCF a gift of
$1,500. This is $500 more than
Universal contributed to the
fund in 1961.
Bringing in Universal Life's
contribution was Miss Naomi
Gordon, one of UNCF's most
ardent workers. She also re-
ported a gift of $100 from B.
G. Olive Jr., first vice presi-
dent of Universal.
Last week's report also in-
cluded $302 from teachers at
five city schools: Alonzo
tary. $44; Hanley $86; Melrose
Locke. $50; Douglass Elemen-
Elementary, $58, and Leath,
$67 .
Mrs. Anti L. Weathers who
is soliciting at large, reported
an additional
and Mildred Jones. Sponsoring the event is the 
 
 
individual 
 
total 
$2t6 p0, $2u3s7b arc
Professional Women's Auxiliary of Provident has- lion of the Postal workers
pital. There will be no admission fee, but children will have sent in $70 through T. R. Mc-
to be accompanied by an adult. Lemore and $10 through B. T.
Banks. J. A. Beauchamp
brought in $35, s
Bill Of Rights Celebration Philadelphia Minister
Reminds Of American Freedoms Elected Head Bishop Of
u c 11 IS
Bishop 0. T. Jones:
meetings, and to make known jury" drawn from your own of the church was withheld
their grievances to the govern- community; the right of every from the public until the last
ment. defendant to be "informed of day of the meeting and the
The Second Amendment says the nature and cause" of the information given out during
that citizens have the right to charges against him, to be "con- a conference in the office of
church which had been held
together for more than a half,
century under the leadership
of the late Charles Harrison
Mason would be broken into
fragments.
A campaign to have Bishop
Jones appointed to the top
post was started last summer
in Detroit during a Youth
Convention. Bishop A. B. Mc-
Ewen was also a leading con-
tender as the chairman of the
Executive Commission which
had directed the affairs of the
church for more than a year.
Bishop Jones is the oldest
ordained bishop in the church
and has served in the ministry
for 50 years. He organized and
fronted" in person by all wit- Bishop Lewis H. Ford, direc- headed the Youth Department
nesses who give evidence tor of public relations and which has carried the second
against him, to subpena wit- presiding bishop of the First largest delegation of the
nesses in his own behalf, and Episcopal Diocese of Illinois of church conventions for more
Don't throw away that beau-
tiful foil paper that wraps to-
day's gift packages. With
scissors, glue and a little
Bill of Rights restricted the
• • Cl •power.; of the federal govern-
Adams, Mrs. Iola Mitchell,
Mrs. Addie Evans and Mr. Ar-
ter King.
LEXINGTON
By GRACE BYRD STIGLER
Mrs. Grace Byrd Stigler,
Mrs. Mae Pearl Williams, Mrs.
Lehia Smith and little friend,
Mable Jean Benford, motored
to Pickens Friday and spent
the day visiting relatives and
friends and enjoyed a wonder-
ful stay.
Funeral services were con-
ducted at Mt. 'Lion
Church for Mr. Fleet Paterson
recently. He leaves to mourn
his passing five daughters and
two sons.
Rev. Moses officiated at the
burial which was held at
;Shady Grove cemetery.
the area of responsibility to
discrimination by reason of age
'or sex — two goals which
had been suggested to the
least two dozen of them have
.been dreamed up by Helen
MacDonald, stylist for Hiram
:Walker's home service bureau
in Walkerville, Canada. She
Adventist Church Takes cans into pencil holders, good• Convert empty tomatoto have on a desk or a kitchen
,'Spiritual nventorI , 
;counter.
' • Individualize glass tumb-
lers for party use by applying
A series of religious services:except Saturday, on various 
' :tit' f e setreenatn tddeesni gt infsv; htaheanwaeach '
,titled "Spiritual Inventory" angles of the subject "The
will mark the closing of the Church." 
• Apply spot-decorations to
year at Shiloh Seventh-Day! 
those plastic containers in
.
ven is church, 
On Saturday. the service whichire cream is sold. They
. S. will be held at 11 a.m. A hap- ,can be used as plant-pot hold-
Michigan ave., December 16 tism on Sunday evening, De- 'era or potato-chip bowls.through 23, eember 23rd will conclude the • Decorate covered freezing
1 During the week at 7:30 'wee k's program. Special cattons to hold gifts of home-
,p.m., Elder C. B. Rock of ,music is planned for cachet Riede candies.
!Miami Florida, a Bible evang- the meetirlgs. Rev. S. D. Miry- • If you make fruitcake in
lelist, will preach every night lens, is pastor of the church. one-pound coffee cans, cover
the cans with foil after the
baking is done.
• Cover bridge tallies and
score pads.
, • Make place cards and
gift tags from the smallest
scraps. No need to waste an
'inch of this precious foil.
• Glue crests and medal-
lions, cut from the foil, on
plain glass ashtrays and plain
paper lamp shades—both for
a few pennies from the dime
store.
• Cover tall, slender bottles
to make vases.
• Make party ice-tubs by
applying spot decorations to
composition paint buckets—
blems—all the way from Peru
to Iceland. There are large
crests representing Canada,
Sweden, Belgium, Chile, Den-
mark and Austria.
There's the eagle of the
United States, the harp of
Ireland, the fleur de ha of
France. the sunburst of Pago
Pago, the Menorah of Israel,
and many more.
The geometric panels fit
boxes and straight-sided con-
tainers that are to be decorat-
ed, while emblems and cresta
an be cut out and applied
as spot-decorations anywhere.
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HE GUESSED RIGHT, so Charley Hardy,
2022 Swift St, won an all-expense-paid trip
to Miami, Fla. for guessing the exact number
of new depositors 12551 Tri State Bank re-
ceived during the celebration of its 16th an-
niversary. At the left, Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
are receiving a check from Jesse H. Turner,
executive vice president and cashier of Tr,
State Bank. Looking on with a big mile Is
A. Mecca Walker, president of the bank. The
trip is being arranged by the Global Travel
Agency. Hardy is a partner in the Hardy-
Ratetiff Barber shop at 184 S. Fourth St.
•May the eternal peace of
Christmas abide with you
throughout the holiday:.
MEMPHIS STEAM LAUNDRY
941 JEFFERSON PHONE BR 4-2000
ttICIalltait-nacging=5ittArzi..5tbaeflitta
• w
'
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114 Cluilfina.$ 1,14,1!
Because water is so vitol to all life,
plant and anima?, mon has always
aspired to hove a well. Some men
hove done it for purely selfish rea-
sons; and some for the benefit of
others as well. In a sense, a man's
life becomes his well—deep or shal-
low. It may be a well full of water
or a well without. It might be re-freshing, living water, or stale, stag-
nant and contaminated water,—all
depending upon the source of supply.It may serve the selfish needs of theindividual only or it may share its
Possessions freely with all who corn*its way.
Many of the bitterest feuds andbattles between individuals, fami-lies, groups, cities, states, and na-
tions have token place over water and
water rights. Jacob's well, however,
has given ofdits water freely to all
who hove come Its way for many
generations and in so doing has help-
ed to immortalize the digger thereof.
At Jacob's well, Jesus talked with the
woman of Samaria; He said unto her,
-Whosoever drinketh of the water
that I shall give him shall never thirst;
but the water that I shall give him
shall be in him a well springing up
Into everlasting life.'
May the -everlasting water" of the
spine of the Christ. from the foun-
tainhead of His love, flow freely into
Your hearts ond mine at this Christ-
mas time and make us oases of con-
rmuing hope, help, and/ love for oil
mankind, so that we may helP.hnstenthe day when we shall truly have
Peace on Earth and Goodwill toward
all men, Then will our lives be wells
lull of "living water," refreshing all
who Come our way and choose to
drink therefrom. This is my Christ-
mas wish for you and for roe.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Merry Christmas and A
Happy New Year!
President
North Carolina Mutual Life
Insurance Company
: •SOCIETY
Merry
Go-Round
a BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
• 11 el • IN IN NI.
Evidences of the tinseled dren on beholding the gifts for
glitter of Christmastide are ev-
erywhere about 'Our Town'..,
presenting a kalaidescope of
color, combined of age-old tra-
ditions interwoven with folk-
lore of the pagan and the
Christian worlds predominat-
ed with the holly and the ivy,
poinsettias, mistletoe, the Yule
log, conifers of many varieties
—cedars, spruecs, pines, hol-
lies, and the modern version
of aluminum trees—all though
—bedecked and beglittered, it
is the merriest time of the
year.
We still like to believe that
Christmas holds special mean-
ing for children — built around
the birth of the Baby Savior,
but mingled with the lore of
ttSt. Nicholas, Santa Claus and
other patrons of the celebra-
ion.
Why else do we love to re-
read "Yes. Virginia, there is a
Santa Claus"... or the "Night
Before Christmas" and delight
to the music of "The Nutcrack-
er Suite"... and to rise at the
crack of dawn to catch the
wonderment joy of little chil-
sharing?
To you, the readers of the
Tri-State Defender, we wish
the fu/lest joys of the season,
and the happiness that comes
from shading its mirth with
families and friends.
THE ALPHABETTES were
the guests of MRS. THERON
(NELL) NORTHCROSS on Dec.
3, at the elegant Parkway
\ agorts
reef;n, 5
%kyr) Chricfmai And A
Pro,perous \.er4 ea I. 1 i,, ,n
MEMPHIS BANK
N AND TRUST CO.
1415 UNION BR 2 3411
A
1962
which they have so dearly
longed.
But Christmas is really not
Christmas until one has gone
to Church to give thanks for
the blessed birth, to hear the
gospels proclaiming the birth
that reshaped the thinking and
actions of a mad world... to
hear the joyful carols . . . and
to be stirred with the majestic
music of Handel's "Messiah,"
and poignant, "Cantique de
Noel."
Cynics, though moderns may
be, there's magic in the season
for all. For why else would the
world turn aside from its cares
Northcross residence of Dr. and
Mrs. Northeross.
Charming Nell greeted her
guests wearing gold lounging
pants with a purple floral silk
blouse and gold slippers.
Among those arriving early
were Mesdames Gloria Lind-
sey, Grace Young. Hattie
SWearengen and Evelyn Rob-
ertson.
These charming matrons
were later joined by Mesdames
Elma Mardis, Hattie Braith-
waite, Carrie Young, Dorothy
Westbrooks, Josephine Bridges
and Mildred Horner. Also pres-
ent were retiring president
Mrs. Jewel Speight and Mrs.
Melba Briscoe.
Business of the evening in-
cluded plans for the reception
following the Alpha Phi Alpha
Fraternity's public program,
which was held the following
Sunday at Mississippi Blvd.
Christian church. Another
highlight was the election of
officers.
The new slate includes Mrs.
Nell Northcross, president;
Mrs. Dorothy Westbrooks, vice
president; Mrs. Gloria Lindsey,
recording secretary; and Mrs.
Mildred P. Horne, publicity
chainnan.
The latest in high fidelity
sounds and refreshments from
an ultra-modern bar were only
and woes, forgetting hatreds, some of the ingredients of the
and suddenly become imbued beautifully planned meeting,
with the joys of giving and The Alphabettes are the
counterparts of the members
of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity,
and this greek auxiliary group
is one of the largest of the
city. Mrs. Hattie Braithwaite
will be the hostess at the next
meeting, at her home at 825
East McLemore.
PERT MAR'THA GALLO-
WAY was the 'hostess with the
mostest' at the regular dinner-
bridge party of the Debonair
Set. The party was held at the
smart contemporary Galloway
home on Horn Lake Road in
Lakeview Gardens. The party
had • definite overtones of the
fast approaching holiday sea-
son, as members exchanged
gifts . . . and. delighted to the
bright decorative scenes of the
home, including a buffet table
overlaid in red damask, hand-
some with silver candlelabra
. holding red tapers casting soft
glow on the turkey dinner
menu so beautifully prepared.
After dinner, bridge resulted
in high scores for Norma Grif-
fin. Helen Batts, and guest,
Nedra Smith.
Besides members of the club,
IA 11838
4
111141Flk0 •0,
Ote
DUNCA1N9 M6 20DISTE
85 
N. 24 
Sk
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BEST
WISHES
FOR
From All Of Us At
FLORA'S
Flower Shop
733 Vance Ave.
JA 7-0870
MAY this be
the most joyous
of Yule seasons
for you all.
We take this means of expressing our thanks to our many patrons.
S. G. Cochrane
Mrs. Flora C. Cochrane
Mrs. Mary Cole Nichols
Mrs. Rosa Williams
W. 7'. Gurney
Kettnetb 0. Cole
Bertram R. Nichols
lolce Cochrane
LET US SUPPLY YOU FLOWERS FOR
THAT SPECIAL OCCASION!
other guests included Lois Tar-
pley, Odiestine Herndon, Mary
Ethel Jones, Juanita Lewis,
Geraldine Little, Arlene Gunn,
WiAisinion, Ruth Coul-
ter and famar Barber.
Dellonairs,lfaving a wonder-
ful time basking in the hospi-
tality (if theii- hostess, who was
tres chic in a' gold lame hos-
tess outfit, were Vernita Wat-
son, Ethel Wynn, Nell North-
cross, Cecelia Westleyr Ann
Willis, Julia Collins, Pearl Gor-
don, Larnaris Robinson and
Alice Kilpatrick.
AFOT °FAT CLUB
The mood for Christmas was
more set for members of Afoy
Ofay Club, too, when they
athered at the manse of Sal-
lye and Caffrey Bartholomew
last Saturday night, when Sal..
lye dispense her vintage hos-
pitality for her club mates and
a few other friends.
Elegant cuisine, cocktails
and bridge was a grand com-
bination for all, and especially
for prize winning members
Alma Booth, Leola Gilliam and
Ruth Beauchamp — and ditto
for guests Ruth Lewis and Har-
riette Walker.
WHO IS MISS MID-SOUTH?
WHO IS MISS MID SOUTH?
Who is the most popular, the
most beautiful, the most tal-
ented of the lovlies of the Mid-
South? Will she be a Mem-
phian, from other parts of Ten-
nessee, an Arkansan, or a Mis-
sissippian? We of the TSD
would like to know, and while
We cannot supply the names
at this time, The "MISS MID
SOUTH CONTEST' will give
the intriguing answer.
Any mid-South young lady
may aspire for the coveted title
by entering the Miss Mid South
Contest which is being spon-
sored by the Tri-State Defend-
er.
This glamorous contest wil;
culminate with a grand bail in
late Spring. Information on
qualifications and standards
will belowid elsewhere in this
issue, or by contacting the Tri-
State Defender offices, at 236
South Wellington.
EPISCOPAL ORDINATION
The Bishop of the Diocese of
Tennessee, the Rt. Rev. John
Vander Horst, has announced
the service or ordination of
Cecil Marshall to the Diaconate
will be held on Saturday, De-
cember 22, at 10:30 a.m., in
Emmanuel Episcopal Church.
All members of Emmanuel and
their friends are invited to the
service and to the reception
which will follow the service,
in the Parish house.
Mr. Marshall has been a part
of the Memphis community and
active in youth work at the
church' since last Spring.
Joining the Memphis scene 4,
for the Christmas holidays will
be Christopher and Nellie Roul_
hac of Philadelphia, Pa., and
their handsome siblings, Chris-
topher Roulhac III, and Agnes
Yvonne Roulhac, who will be
the guests of Mr. Roulhac's
parents, Dr. and .Mrs. Christo-
pher M. Roulhac, and his sis-
ter and brother-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Philip Booth.
DR. MARJORIE LEE
BROWNE, chairman of the
mathematics department of
North Carolina State College
will visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Lawrence Lee at 1106
Mississippi Blvd.
Pi C-11114e
storesod 
STORE HOURS: :3:MA t 9oPtmP.
PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW
PIC-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FEATURING THIS FAMOUS
QUALITY BIRD
Itour'si t1113 Lia
01116
• BEAUTIFULLY
CLEANED .LEGS
TUCKED IN—NO
TRUSSING NECESSARY
• HEAVY tEl TENDONS
REMOVED.EAS111
TO CARVE
• BROADER PI BREAST 8 lbmORE WRITE MEAT S. and over
TAYLOR'S MATTIE BEAUTY SHOP
AND SCHOOL
259 N. MAIN
HAIR STYLING TAUGHT THE MODERN WAY
DAY AND NIGHT CLASSES
SPECIALIZING IN HAIR COLORING
CREATIVE AND LATEST STYLES
PERMANENTS SCALP TREATMENTS
et us pause on this
Christmas oat and re-
new our pled4;m, givind
wholehearrodly to dtrain
peace of mind for our
own happiness. Our sin-
cere wishes for a happy
and holy Christmas...
peace...for your homP...
that Will linger (111'01411
thei,thirs tb come.
„
Victory Funeral Noble
J. S. Uwini.President — M. J. Edward, Secretary
871 Marechetni,1 FA. 3-2636
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_ lened the audience of the con- campus of Lane College enjoy-,
- 'Untied. practices which should ed fellowship at two tasty din- '
be kept in order to keep air ners. On Nov. 30, Z. B. A.
fight alive. Hudson, chairman of the Divas-
Speaking bef.bre the Jack- ion of Natural and Physical
son Community Relations Sciences, was host to a dinner
Council at the City Hall was honoring Dr. Virgil Payne of
Mr. Paul Rifling, of Atlanta, Manmouth college, L o n g
Ga., who is director of field Branch, N. J., who was guest
activities of the Southern Re- lecturer on the campus. The By JOSEPH YOUNG
gional. Council. He spoke on affair was held in the confer- SPOTLIGHT:
"The Changing South." He ence room of the I. B. Tigrett, This week the green and gold
- stated that the south is chang- Science Building. 
about Thanksgiving a n d Mr. Medgar Evers, Mississippi On Dec. I2 
the annual facul- 
spotlight , focuses on a wellMy. I just finished talking three very important speakers. ing and has been since the 1954
Supreme Court Decision. He ty Christmas dianer was serv 
known junior.. He is J a me s
Christmas is here already. May Field Lecretary of the NAACP also brought in the Oxford, ed in the dining room of the. Bard
wn. James is the son of Mr.
I take this opportunity to wish from Jackson, Miss., was guest Miss., incident where the South College. The traditional Christ- 
Will Brown, 973 S
Jacksonians along with others the Jackson chapter of NAA- mas 
tree, laden with gifts 
Fourth. He is in the 11-1 classyou the joys of the season, speaker at a Mass .meeting f°- is shrinking from violent re-
actions. Other personalities which were exchanged by the----- 
under the supervision of Mrs.'
the extreme cold weather to address on the Mississippi 
and staff members 
Simmons. He is a member of'the nation over have braved CP. Mr. Evers gave a dynamic present were: George Barnett, faculty
Nicholas had certainly been 
the Hi-Y. Esquires, football
attorney from Nashville, Tenn.,
get Christmas shopping done. Story including incidents in who is president of the Ten- 
made the night seem as if St. -
As King Cole says, I can see connection with James Mere- 
team and the T&I club. He at-
Council on Human Re- there. There were even stock- tends the 
New Solemn Baptist
church. So we say hats off andeyes all aglow of both young dith to a full house at Berean lations and Miss Katherine ings for all the campus chil-
ing. dent, Dr. W. R. Bell, en)pha- t h e Tennessee Council on Delta Sorors were guests of SPORTS NEWS:
Human Relations. Sorors Mae Ruth Trice, Marie
anciold, come Christmas morn- Baptist church. The local presi- Jones, executive secretary of dren many bows to this 
young man.
.
Jackaonians had the oppur- sized the importance of the Friday night, Dec. 14, the
Harris, and Eula M. Kennedy Booker T. hearing fight for freedom and enlight- John Willard Bowen, presi-
-  of Davidson County Dem- 
Washington Warn -
dentin the lovely home of Mrs. ors played the Douglass Red'
Final plans were 
Devils in the Donglass gym-
speaker at the Lane College 
'm eting.i
°crane League was the guest Ruth Alley for the December
nasium. So may we say "watch;
Chapel when Beta Upsilon made for the annual Christmas out Devils because the Warn -
Lambda and Beta Pi chapters Party for the City school first ors don'tty play."
celebrated the 27th anniver- your
of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity graders on Tuesday, Dec. 18. LATEST DOPE AND DATA:
purchasing Christmas Sandra Hill is there anything
sary of the Jackson chapters cards from Delta sorors helps going on between you and Wil,- WAITING FOR SANTA — Children at Good-
on Dec. 9. His subject was
"Re to make this affair possible. ham Johnson? E. W. if you w 11 Home are anticipating a number of gifts
Who Conquers Himself, Con-
quers His Obstacles." [ Last week wan Athletic J. A.   t W. 
C. you had better , this year. and all pitched in to help decorate
On the social scene, faculty Cooke and Coach Johnny Ha- keep 
him out of the way of the Christmas tree. From left standing are
and staff members on the thorne attended 
the Southern P. B. and B. L. Dorothy Mack- , James Granger, 14; LaFayette Young, 12:
- 
Athletic Conference Golden ey, Joseph Young is all upset;
Jubilee conference which was about you. Berry Collins may- friend. Dwight Jones who is
held in Atlanta, Ga. be you don't know it but, a the lucky girl in your life?
Featured social event at th
J hnson and Minnie
E J
,
meeting was the annual sward • . 
!
, e certain junior with the initials James o ng tighter by
banquet which was held at 
really wants your boy- Greer are growi
- the second. Marilyn Jackson
Brown college but since has did you get the certain thing
Frazier's Cafe. Using the theme become a Bishop in the AME you were bugging Robert An-
"SIAC in the Past" Bishop D. Church. Honored for 25 Years thony about (see I know) Jean-
H. Sims, speaker for the occas-,of service was Alonzo "Jake" ette Robinson, what is your!ion was given the Founder's
Awards went to Dr. JoaePh fin a hint to the wise is suffi,
Gaither. Distinguished Service!
, 
iphilosphy of life? Claudia Grif-
Certificate. When the confer- 
ence was organized in 1913 he Eanning Dpaite and Frederick jent (forget K. P.). Berth ,
Purdy who is the lucky felloss
or is there one? Lawrence
Trotter why don't you stick to
high school girls because col- By CAJ1LOTTA WATSON May we re-define it as devel-
lege ones will only break your Counselor oping to the utmost of one's
'heart. Vivian Carter, I guess B. T. Washington High School capacity. I realize we are in
i 
you're okay. Jackie Bradfield, MUSING: The herald angels a new age, the most rapid age
Claudia Griffin and Pertha are singing still, and we hear of all time. Should this be an
Purdy were seen at the Las Ja- their "Peace on earth, good excuse for half doing the job
icintas dance by themselves, will to men," once more, as we we are assigned? Again we
'What is happening between have often done. What can we turn to Bethlehem. ChristI
,Helen Prudent and Stanley (a do but answer back in glad built up a kingdom in 30 short
love affair or friendship). Loy- strains: "Unto us a child is years. In keeping with the
l's Bowen is it that you have born, unto us a son is given; ,Christmas spirit of giving and
a hard crush on Howard Fin- and the government shall be sharing among the things you
ley? Ronald Cranford is it true upon his shoulder; and His may give your child in add1-
that you like Joyce Cochran? name shall be called Wonder- tion to the material things are
Eddie Hughs you are a swing- ful Counselor, The mighty God. The support of love and con-
ing senior! I'm sorry to say to The everlasting Father, The fidence. ,
Laytee Whitfield but, Charles Prince of Peace?" As much of your companimi
is in love with Lovies and, It is His presence that fills ship and good times togethit
LOvies only. Margaret Brink- our homes with mirth and song. at home as possible. :
Icy, why don't you stop trying If He will come again, turning 
,because you're fighting a loos- life's water to wine, touching A suitable and definite psi
ing battle? Walter Cummings our sick that they may be , ...,_In the work and plansof thi
the girl said all you have to healed, cleansing. pardoning, "t"h `'Ido Is ask. Emil Burton you have blessing us all — as Re will A home unit of nationeS
,an admirer in the 10-11 home- if we make room for Him . . . strength by living out Ulli
room class. 
,
then, indeed we must be glad highest ideals of justice an
,THREE COINS IN "Christian at Work."
il, 
'good neighborliness.
A FOUNTAIN Merry Christmas, parents! Turn to Bethlehem for It
I I. Melva Watson, Ronald and We adults think of Christmas light for your children. Look
!Mable Herndon. in a different vein from our to Bethlehem for that power
1 2 Mattie Harper, Roy Driv- children. We think of God's gift that makes culture sensitive .
.er and Judith Yancy. to us. He gave us his son as our to wrong and courageous forth
tunity recently
71.00,
Yuletide Greetings
What a bright store of
memories the holidays
make! Here's wishing
all the joys of the sea-
son to you.
7"
PANAMA Liquor Store
1024 MISSISSIPPI AT WALKER
MERRY CHRISTMAS
And A
JOYOUS
NEW YEAR
From
WILSON & MOORE
INSURANCE AGENCY
WH 6-5134
FIRE 222 Brooks Rd.
AUTO
Calling us across the centuries
Life is short. Time is :fleeting. Work is etulle.ss.
But on Christmas Day we put aside cares and
troubles. an.vieties and sorrows.
Only where there is Faith can there be Hope.
Onlv where there is Hope can we look forward
confidently to the future.
W Christmas is the day of perfect Faith. The
day when Faith calls to us across the centuries!
•
Fortified with Faith, may we all share the
glorious My of* Christmas. And mar it bring to
all men everpthere the blessedness of peace.
UNION PLANTERS
= NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
1Vonnnon f n,jarg: D•ron.t ' • nn n vn•
JOYOUS CHRISTMAS
TO OUR
FRIENDS
4•11. 
•••
The Christntee Star Shinee.Once Again
With A Message Of Peace And Good Cheer
We At Owen ('ollege Wish For You A Sleri-
Christmas And A Happy New Year.
OWEN COLLEGE
Ch.:flies L. Dinkins
Preiident
BTW
SCHOOL
NOTES
was a professor at Morris M. Sheffield.
^
WALLACE DRESS SHOP
316 VANCE AVE.
EX 8-2465
1/Y4Tt.lai.e*()614 b4 
jr
than a 7
(i.?4
eh rioLL
FREE GIFT
WRAPPING
SWEATERS AND SKIRTS AT A REDUCED RATE
USE OUR LAY A WAY
as
swoata?
n dr191. I
FIRE 
WH 6-5734
222 Brooks Rd.
AUTO
. illa
ler president; Mn. Fanni
Ware, vice president; Mrs. SI
rah Wills, secretary; Mrs. Su
bina Day, assistant secretary
and Mrs. Clydill Echoles, re
porter.
2039 SCOTT'S
'KANSAS FAIRWAY
CASH PRICES GOOD ciii
Yes We Have Ducks,
Tuikey, Geese and Hens
FAST FREE
DELIVERY
SERVIttE 
WH 6-2309
i.
Pork Liver - Lb  194
Pork Steak - Lb 
 454
Steak Round
-Loin Lb 
  69$
Evan. WM Tall tans  
 39$
Sliced Bacon-Tra Pak - Lb  39$
Grade A Eggs - 3 Doz $1.00
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
t1420 DAVIS ST. BR 6-34111
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
• DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY
"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
dl
Savannah Adams, 14; Eva Lee Rivers, 13:
Lonnettl Williamson, 13; (.'leaater Adams, 16,
and Juanita Adams, 15. Kneeling in fore-
ground are Charles Rivers, nine, and Robert
Rivers. eight. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
---
s • "*.ite*T.
.. •
.
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savior. We in turn may turn right. Look to Bethlehem for
3. Margaret Brinkley, John-
ny Hunt and Vivian Banks. over to the world some well the Power that 
Science needs
rounded, well developed, well to safeguard its motives and
4. Dorothy Yancy, R ober t balanced men and women who strengthen its self control
Anthony and Frances Cooper. 
s.
will take their places in this Yes, parents, we must look
TOPS AROUND B.T.W. world of unrest.
Johnny Hunt, Mary Foote,
Phillip Ducan, Larry Miller. success as
Too long have we defined soling. We must follow the
to God for Guidance and Coun-
Jeanett Ra;ny, Dwight Jones,'
Rose Jones, James Johnson,
Aubrey Yates, Isaac Knox, Joy
Miller, Willie Addison, Rose
Wright, Judith Yancy, Ophelia
Tibbs, Ann Clark, Hertis
Audrey Gray, James Brown, 
"dollars and cents." Star of Bethlehem.
317
;Cheryl Cox. Patricia Sanders,
Clark, and Alma Thomas. 
I
ALBANY, Ga. — Slater,
King, executive vice president,
of the Albany Movement, ask-
ed Atty. Gen. Robert F. Ken-
nedy today for Federal pro-'
tection for a Negro youth who
was jailed here on "trumped-
up" charges of sodomy.
'Komi
eAutimah
17
*mgr
1962
Happy. hearty hol!do
wishes to all our
-friends ord potion,
HARRIS
DEPT STORES
'Formed) f“ 9,9,99999 s "
Hernotlu & Bear
99e.$1099c9 &
Chesea jed
Oest'
You
From all din to all of
you our best wishes.
Thanks for your pa-
tronage we look
forward to serving
you in 1963. 111 1
I I
WEONA & BY - RYT
FOOD STORES
BATTLING UNDER BASKET for a rebound
Is game last week with Pan American col-
lege is the Tennessee State university's Big
Blue hardwood ace. Bobby Edmonds (44),
In step with PAC's 6-9 center, Lucious Jack-
son. The Tigers Wok the genie 89-74. Others
shown from left are Bill Smothers (41), Bill
Bradley (30), and the Bronc's Jim McGurk
(11). After winning game, the Tsu hard-
Opportunities In U.S. Coast Guard
lExplained To High School Boys
I Opportunities offered at the, Successful applicants will be
U. S. Coast Guard Academy admitted to a four year
in New London, Conn., were course of instruction at the
lexplained thoroughly to Negro Academy which has provided
male students in Memphis City career officers for the Coast
a n d Shelby County high Guard since 1876.
Ischools by a Coast Guard ()M..; The 87th annual examine-
Cer of Washington, •D.C., Lt. tion for admission to the U. S.
iAndrew Holeman and Lt. Rob- Coast Guard Academy at New
ert Begley of Memphis, recent- London. is set for Feb.
ly. 18 and 19, 1963 in 156 cities of
the United States, its posses-
sions a n d selected cities s.
abroad.
An applicant must be a high
school senior or graduate, who
has reached his 17th but not
I Lt. Holman told the high
school boys that "appointments
to cadetship at the academy
were made solely on basis of
lcompetitive examinaticns and
prospective idaptabilty to mili-
tary life without regards for his 22nd birthday by July 1,
race, creed, religion or geologi- 1963. Applicants still in high MONROE CURRIN to
 Memphis in 1924. He was '°1 bur 
location in the United 
, Jones, a pharmacist; Dr
school must graduate and earn , L•MOYNE ACE — Leading: the postal service years.iCedric 
dentist, and
States." 15 credits by June 30, 1965. scorer and floor general for i During the Mr. I Haynes 
Jr.,
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 22 1.942
4411 man of the Deacon Board, died
on Sunday, Dec. 9. Death was
Mr. Haynes, who was chair-
, said to have been the result
of a heart ailment.
Final rites for Haynes Haynes was employed as a
O'Nneal Jones, retired postal salesman With 'Simmons Real
employe and a real estate Estate company.
salesman, were held last Sat- Aside from Rev. McGhee,
urday afternoon at Greater other ministers assisting were
Mt. Zion Baptist church with Rev. H. L Starks, pastor of
the pastor, Rev. E. V. McGhee, St. James AME church, who
. , delivering the eulogy, read scripture, and Rev. P.
Gonya Hentrel, pastor of Tri-
nity CME church.
SURVIVORS
Remarks were made by Rev.
S. 0. Chatman and Jesse Bi-
A native of Lisla, Miss , 
shop, who represented retired
, where he was born on Sept.. 
postal workers.
26, 1898, he was reared ml 
Aside from his wife, Mrs
• d b three Wil-Muskogee, Okla., and c
amel Lillie 'Sillgens Jones, he Is
1 Lt. Bagley pointed out that The units murt include three in L•Moyn• College's Magicians -
two Nego boys had met the English, two in algebra and is Monroe Currin. sophomore,
minimum qualifications on ex- one in plane geometry. Appli- from Halls, Tenn. Currin has
aminations here last year. cants must be in excellent phy- I god 30 po nts per game.
FOR INFORMATION sical condition, between 64 and
Lt. Holeman said 177 Ne- 78 inches in height, with pro-
groes out of 5,500 competed in portionate weight, and have Delta Mothers
entrance examinations last 20 - 30 vision in each eye, cor-
year. He went on to stress the
importance of obtaining a good 
rectible to 20 - 20.
high school education. He said The Academy curriculum in-
if a boy is unsuccessful at first, eludes academIc subjects and
he is eligible to try again and military  training. Courses are
,again until he is 22 years of conducted in engineering, the
age.
Plan 'Round
Rosin' For Xmas
humanities and subjects re- During a regular monthly
I The lecture tour for Lt. Hole- lated to the professional du- meeting held 
at the residence
man was setup here by the
ties of a Coast Guard Officer. 
of Mrs. W. 0. Speight, Sr.,
• local procuremen office. 1393 S. Parkway East, mem-
An information booklet and During their training, ca- bers of the Delta M
others Club
application forms for entering dets are paid $1,333 per year. ,finalized plans f
or their third
the Coast Guard Academy may Annual Christ
mas ROUND
Upon completion of training ROBIN to be held Thursday,'
ibe obtained by writing the U.S.
Coast Guard, 426 Falls Build- at 
the Academy cadets are Dec 27. The presiding officer
ing, Memphis, Tenn. The corn- commissioned as Ensigns in the for the meeting was Mrs.
 Ro-
pleted application forms must Coast Guard a n d awarded berth Thomas, vice president.
be returned by Jan 10, 1963. 'Bachelor of Science deg
rees. ,Mrs. Alice B. Burchett, presi-
List of cities in this area, Extra - curricular activities Ident, was absent due to the
wood aces emplaned for a West Coast tour'where examinations will be
which would see them take the floor against held for appointment of cadets 
include a variety of clubs and illness of her niece, Mrs. Meryl
ihletcs.
Seattle university, in Portland, and Aimed& in the United States Coast 
at 'Glover.
State in San Francisco before a flight to Guard:
Hawaii for seven games, including three Little Rock, Ark. Cape Gir-
with the University of Hawaii. Coach Harold ardeau, Mo., dhattanoogs,.
Hunter and his orbiting aces will return on
Jan. 4 to face McMurray College Highlanders
from Jackson, Ill., in Kean's Little Garden.
ROBERTS
THE COMPLETE FAMILY STORE
THE STORE WHERE MOM-DAD AND ALL
THE CHILDREN CAN BE CLOTHED
WITHOUT LEAVING THE STORE.
We Feature A Complete Line Of Casual And Dress
Clothes For The Family With Taste And Appeal.
OPEN AN ACCOUNT
TODAY-6 MONTHS
TO PAY!
CHRISTMAS
IS JUST AROUND
THE CORNER.
Our Customers Pay No 1. Carrying Charges
2. No Interest
3. No Hidden Charges
4. And No Down Payment
FREE BLANKET 72x90
with any $25.00 Cash
or Charge Purchase
ROBERTS
CREDIT CLOTHES
172 SO. MAIN
HAROLD
SAYS
FORGET THE
REST—
AP
efrit *duet qatiday
Sid/teed,
dee We
BOURBON SCOTCH
WINE-GIN-IMPORTS
QUALITY LIQUOR'S
CORNER BEALE & HERNANDO
Mgr. HAROLD STREETS
Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn., Mem-
phis, Tenn., and Nashville, I
Tenn.
YOU CAN NOW GET YOUR
PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED AT
MEDICAL ASSOC. PHARMACY
1324 Mississippi
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY THEIR PROMPT, COURTEOUS
AND EFFICIENT SERVICE
946-0411
AND IF NO ANSWER
JA 7-4311
THE wish of all of u
a merry one...a pa
REAL
LOANS I
Cornette
REAL ESTATE -
RENT
PHONE JA 5-1861
Pro our many
and neighbor
sincere greetings
a happy Yuletid,
and song and got
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
CART HOME SAVINGS!
in Ariz
.;criztry
From All Of Us At
/. We take this means of expressing our thank to
44. S. G. Cochrane
1 Mrs. Flora C. Cochrane
Mrs. Mary Cole Nichols
FOUR W Mrs. Rosa Williams
998 Miss. Blvd. at W
"The South's
Mr. & Mrs. Clio
LET US SUPPLY YOU FLOW!!
THAT SPECIAL OCCAS1
Jones,
Jones,
WARREN
For The Latest in
Hair Styles
Including The
"MONSTER—MASH"
Warren's Barber
and Beauty Shop
1208 Thomas St.
At Fire Stone
Phone for
Appointments.
526-9203
LIVE IN A BEAUTIFUL
HOME LIKE THIS IN
TI EXCLUSIVE LAKEVIEW
GARDENS!
E REALTY COMPANY
4856 Peace Street
Memphis 16, Tenn.
SAMUEL PEACE, BROKER
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NE-VIEWING WITH GERR1 LESTER NEWS /MANASSAS HI NEWSlse Messiah' To BeHUMBOLDT Given Ai SI. Mark
' COSY SMITH , Rankins diitgin"Try a Little The famed oratorio. Han.
As 01. Santa might chuckle. 1 eight-ounce can of froson By BARBARA LEWIS and ITticker. ,Christine Adair was
"Always thefr d Tenderness.' del' "Messiah." will be pre-
"Hot Hot Time to get going- cream of shrimp soup CHARLES WRIGHT plinniqg her dates for the; 
sented Saint Mark Metho-
Jingle bells and ho, ho, ho! Fork up cream cheese and add Sylvia Coleman and Charles
a
 f ee range an
, . 'diversity — always the coati-The latest things in swing.:i holidays, watch out Chris Bowden. dist Church, 8441 S. St. Law-
ALL'Tis the nine for holly and all ingredients except soup. ing organizations is the Bon.; - Y°1' nent of Democracy — always
rence Ave., Sunday, Dec. 23,
VP mislie100. 
• . i might be standing in the cor- the prairies, pastures, forests. Naomi Raid and Adell Smith.
When thoroughly mixed. add 
,'k • w approach the "yule Tonettee Social club, whicn ,But as we revel 'midst the red thawed soup to mixture. Serve '  e presented a dance at the home ner watching the boys go by. vast cities, travelers." When Cannella Guy and Norman ,at 5 p.m.
Reynolds.
and green•ing Tide" season the season of 
' The choral work will feature
with potato chips or pretzel ' of "Big Sonney Walker. Those' I found out that LIT-OLE Walt Whitman wrote these
I Sara Mika and Chester Tay- Male Valdivieso, soprano; Her-
Let's 
on earth, good will to seen doing the Bow-B and lines he expressed the spirit
not forget this season's sticks. This dip is eye appeal. 'P ac CROW was making it down 'lo . hell Wilson, tenor; William-
true meaning. irg as well as taste tempting, all men" many churches and twist were Charles Logan, of Manifest Destiny, the con- 'BRIDAL PLANS Lenora Brinson, Riehirrd Jones, quest of a continent, but as mart.' Lynne Ulen and Johnnie cue Moore, contralto, and
f toy, a time for mirth; , to Lee Alma Brown's house.
A time o ' • •
civic organizations have begun 
in. Leonard S. Gordon, basso, as
A time for prayers for Peace on 
Larry Miller, Cordelia Porter, It was said that Cease, Mitch- this Christmas season ap- ,
The home of Mr. and Mrs. their annual celebrations. 
1 Gail Franklin and Azell soloists.
Earth. 
Charles      Bowers Charles say "I'll be home fur Christ- preaches let's band ourselvesC I •
NEVIS
• • • ; L. S u nd a y afternoon at 5 Wright, Margie Blakemore and mas." Jonn Jordan is trying with all mankind to make this •
duras Drive, will be the setting 
i Johnnie
Lakeviewites are busy paste- Sunday evening at the St. James Bap- Willie Kearney. to get into deep conversation world a united one.for the wed- Larry.
ing, knocking and hammering ding of Miss Eleanor Johnson tist church the Sunday School The members of this club with Stella Harris but she SPOTLIGHT 
William
up Christmas decorations as and Melvin D. Adams. An. choir, under the direction of are juniors and seniors. Of. i won't bulge. It is my policy as a school Wade.the Spirit of Christmas hovers nouncement of the couple's en- Mrs. Dorothy McKinney pre- ricers are: Pres.. Cordelia Por- THINGS I WANT TO columnist to spotlight only the i Houstonover them,
epitome of students,
still talking about 1Viickey's H”nw„ 
life. In the ray of the gold arid
who in Barber.
gagement was recently made sented the first of a series of ter; Vice Pres.. Rosetta Mc-. KNOW: Why Frances MitchellHowever, the younger set is by the bride's sister, Mrs. programs. The choir presented iiiney: Sec., Frances Mitchell:, doesn't realize that as soon as some way influence campusof the aforementioned a cantata "Come Let Us Wor- Asst. Sec., Forrestine Ivory: Mehl? gets home Milton will(Odell Thomas) boy scout address, ship." Forty boys and girls Claudette Tucker. Treas.; Eu- . be gone. Lenora Brisson, if blue is a young lady who isaward — The God and Coun- ;
the epitome of womanhood.
The Quiet ceremony w'll take robed in new white robes with nice Logan. Bus. Mgr.; Remort-' there is a Raymond Barbee,-try Award — which he re- place at 6:00 - • .1  black bows were at their best. , Pr, Babs Lewis and Chan., why is it that no one sees him This distinction is not merelyeeived recently for being the   "p. m., with onlyniembers of the immediate They closed the program with Christine Adrift. Other mem- hut you? Why has Naomi my own, but the opinion of the; ii4eal scout. the highest award . . . „family attending. Best wishes a candlelight 
 
R tiers Ar^ Willie Kearney, Len- Reed's nopularity decreased? 60 members of the Ole Timersservice. ev. 
' which a scout can receive.
and hearty congratulations are James T. Freeman is Pastor a ern Bri .',son The purpose is In Why doesn't Linda Keeley who recently voted her Oleak Scoutmaster C. T. Mitchell help develop better social wise im and get hipped to Timers Queen. '
extended to this very fine pair. St. James.WV Geeter High, presented the
• • • graces for young ladies. , Duck? Does Margie Blakemorre Miss Charlene Stewart of
eandidate, while Mr. John ,
- The Thursday Eevening club
summarized the God and . .its annual fashion-tea a MY DAILY STROLL: While realize that there is a search 12-4 homeroom, resides at 2191
Powell The Debonair Set and guests held • l twere wined and dined to the wal4ing armind the campus I[ party after her man? Why is Eldridge with her aunt, Mrs.
Country requirements before a Lane Chapel CME church,utmost Saturday evening by heard that Eernestine and the,i it Tommiestine Jones reads Europe Thomas. Charlene, 17,
packed assembly in honor of Dec 9. Newest styles and fash-Martha Galloway. The gracious . - Drop- (TI-TOM AS BETHANY), her Chemistry Book so much, is a member of the St. Anthony
the you  n g scout. Dr. S. A. . ions were on parade. All theand vivacious h.ostess looking were talking about the other does it contain more than Catholic church. Aside from
Owen, his pastor, and Mrs. 
chic and famous named brands weresnappy in g,ld and lover. Charles Logan was still Chemistry? maintaining a "B" average, she
Maurice Fowler, his mother, shown. Mother-laughter out-"beige tone lame cocktail pants • 
- • thawing 110 from his walk off i POPULARITY CORNER:— engages herself in the Double
both appeared on the program fits were also shown. rartici-land top, complete with gold ' of Crystal ave. Rosetta Mc-;LARRY MILLER. LARRY Ten Society, French Club and
for this deserving youngster pants were Mesdames Sarah •- ' ' accessories, planned a well. • • . •. .k•nney and Mary Hill discuss-I SMITH, ELEANOR BANKS, the Las Primeras Social Club,
along with other scouts and Jordan, from California, Lerlia , entertained evening for mem- ing the same Alumni coming EUGENE HUNTER. RONALD Charlene has decided to build
explorers. Cunningham, Addie B. Roe• • • bers and guests. i home, Buddy Taylor is try- , TAYLOR, PAT CONNER, her future in the field of pedi-Madgie Greer, Elizabeth Bat- •A bodacious buffet turkey- ins tn decide between Gold DOROTHY HURD, ROBERT atrics upon finishing the Uni-
Dr. and Mrs. Ed Sutton of 
.• lard, Maude Ferrell, Ora C. d Black and-dressing d i n n e r (with an or Gold and Ma- • BILLS. V EN I E MORTON. versity of Illinois. When she
New York City were the cause Gentry a n d Sarah Triggs.,French beans, fruit salad, i•oon. Frances and Milton ' PAUL McCLOUGH. RENNIE finds difficult in containingY
1Iif.rq. California where he will "MC, Cecelia West ley, Anne commentator. Mrs. A. B. Roe is
_ presidentintern, iWillis and Vivian - Willis
Some of the ens;,„, joining all Debonair members. Guests Rainbow Girls Art and Gay. 
forcesover the delicinos tidbits present were Nedra Smith, den Club met in the home of
wee- Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Mary Fthel Jones, Juanita Le- Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Dance on
wis, Odestine Herndon. Lilly Calhoun St., with Annie L.McKee, Miss Mary Neal, Mr.,
A. Petty. Jr.. and yow- diarist :Williamson, A r v i n e Gunne, Haynes, hostess. Martha Cole-din „hich Ruth Coulter. Bernice Barber, man presided over the busi-A marveloue new
Mel/ served with frosted and Ethelyne Earls, Lois Tarpley ness. Plans were made for a
and your scribe.warm beverages got many i Christmas party. A delicious
raves. Perheos you would like First and second club nri,es menu of chicken salad, pimento
to try It for the aporoaching,were won by Norma Griffin cheese sandwiches, cookies and
holidays which would be es. 50d Helen Baits, respectively. punch.
eeeinlly rood eetee ennetitee iThe guest prize was won by
ert Nedra Smith.have become jaded from too P
much turkey.
Here's the reciter. ealTed "Dill- beautifully decorated with the
•II
, 
orange-filled potatoes w i t la eens an sub-teens of o Y, were at it again Could this', JONES. RICHARD JONES.lierself with skating and rock • 8 A.M.-6 P.M. a
day night when Mell and Percy Robinson, Dorothy Popular, ' ' 
et
marshmallows and a host of be permanent? Charles Bow-, WM. ANDERSON. DOROTHA ,''n' roll. Charlene finds corn- II Monday
Gill entertained in their honor
other .delicious vittles) for this Willie M. Ragans, Brenda rBtar- ' are was whispering a d;ffer- . JACKSON, CLYDE REED,'fort and enjoyment in the • el
at the lovely Gill abode on 
thru •
congenial collection of eontem- nett, Arlene Gentry. Be nita .
I
ent story to every girl. Rich- EUGFNE JOHNSON, AZELLIines of Helen Keller. So let's •
Nam Street.
poraries who were Lamorris Farmer, Praneene Given s,. ard Jones was writing his SMITH Larry Jones and • 
 Friday sCho list to give to Santa Gladys Exum ,give a royal acceptance to the 
Dr. Sutton recently graft.' Doris Cox Glenda Johnson.' ci • i 1 ' ' • "ated from U. T. School of Med- Robinson. Norma Grifti.i. Alice ' 
.girl of my dreams, Charlene . SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH :I— .k, Gordon,Julia Small Frvs Carolyn Boykin -- - - Stewart. ei'cane, and the charming couple IK
a
and Renarda Buddy. 
• 3100 Summer at BalticBatts Neil Watson, Nell North- ' COLLIERVILLE TEEN AGE NEWS
iCollins. Ethel Wynne, Helen 
TEENS & TUNES
uiPs headed for Santa Barbara Mrs. Nelda Williams was 
. . P••••■••••••••••••••••••••11•1111••111e
,ollege H-spital in Santa Bar- -
If you think Christmas is
for the kiddies, you should hearBy PEGGIE JONES , to Mississippi a lot, WHY. Phyliss Atwater sing "TheseSPOTLIGHT This week Everlen won't be saying I'm Arms of Mine" to James "San.our spotlight falls on a junior,1 going back to school.WHY.ita Claus" Smith . . . Just toMiss Lowes Gober, the daugh-' Bettye is going to wed Mr. prove that I'm in the spirit ofter of Mrs. Lara Goher, 4071 Mississippiand Violet to Mr.iChristmas I wish Simone Mc-Bailey rd. Miss Gober is a Collierville in California soon.iAnulty a Happy Landing aftermember of the St. Mark M.B. Estella is quiet on the bus.iher flight last Oct. 31 ... Every.church, where she is a mem- 1 J. C. Jones has quite a few body on the campus wants tober of the junior choir, also girls. Erma Bonds has her eyes•know "What You're Gonnaa member of the "Rocketts i on George Wilson. Watch out Do" Margaret Atkins andSocial .alb" In school she is Carol. All of the "Rock?tts"
a member of the N.H.A. and: Pre saving Two Lovers. 
Jesse Johnson . . . I wonder if
Glee Club. Upon graduation Bin QUESTION: 
'Roderick Diggs knows that
Howard and Cora Nothfleet 
Johnsonan hpaasviabeeinshe plans to attend A. & Will Rosie Walker. Jo Ann!hBemrnmieivnegThe spacious borne was Lincoln Boosters 
ithe corner in Mr. Peeples sixth.
State university. Where she.
Shrimo-Dip." it calls for: Christmas atmosphere which , 1,aats off to a very fine young , J. C. Jones?1 eight ounce package of lent much color and gaily to Give Dinner Dance d, Y. 
1cream cheese the gathering and the dining i TRUE FACTS George Wil- ft , ,,,,room table was especially so,, The Lincoln Boosters of Lin- I son has girls crying over him. V gg gages Xmaswith its red linen tablecloth (coin Memorial Congregational Sammie Morris says that he
covered with red nylon net,IChurch presented a dinner
trimmed in gold. Favorite al- at the Packinghouse, 49th and
Wabash.
Music was by the Maurice
Ellis Orchestra. The church, at
'65th and Champlain, is pastor-
led by the Rev. T. H. Ellis.
v. coo of thawed cucumber
2 &lap of chapped onion
I dash of Tabasco
bums softly played throughout
Jazz Show Raises the evening, with a little RayCharles thrown in for good
measure for these staunch
Charles Gorians.
$250 For UNCF
One of the finest jazz ses-
sions of the year was present-
ed in Bruce Hall Saturday
night by WDIA's A. C. (Mooh-
ah) Williams with all proceeds
going to the current campaign
for the United Negro College
Fund. An audience of nearly
400 enjoyed the sounds tre-
mendously.
Billed as Young Jazz, the
show featured top talent from
city and county high school
bands. Additional features in-
cluded high school band direc-
tors who performed as a com-
bo with WDIA's Honeymoon
Garner at the piano, Onzie
Horn and the Maestroes, and
the Cavinettes of Manassas
High.
At intermission, after Presi-
ent Hollis F. Price of Le-
Moyne College expressed
thanks to the young musicians
and the guest artists, Williams
presented a check for $250
from WDIA to UNCF.
Student jazz groups perform-
ing were the Douglass Swing-
sters, directed by Nelson Jack-
son: the Manassas Rhythm
Bombers, under the baton of
Emerson Able; the Washing-
ton Jazz Combo, directed by
Walter Martin, and the Conti-
nentals; the Hamilton Wildcat
Sextet, under direction of
Thomas Doggett, and the "Val-
vadors; the Carver Octet, di-
rected by Herman Rankin,
along with Doris (Miss Soul)
Porter, and the Mitchell Jazz
Combo, directed by R. W. Mc-
Ghee.
The Cavinettes, a classy
dance group from Manassas,
was under the direction of Miss
Rose Caviness.
Young Jazz was an evening
wof excellent entertainment and
worth four times the $1 ad-
mission fee.
Local UNCF Drive
$15,000 From Goal
Last week's report of $2.900
pushed the United Negro Col-
lege Fund campaign total to
$10,245. Contributions reported
at the weekly meeting included
$1.510 from city school teach-
ers, $1,167 from business firms
and $94 from Mrs. Ann L.
Weathers.
Mrs. Weathers, who is soli-
citing at large, has turned in a
total of $331 since the drive
got underway.
City School Teachers Divi-
sion, headed by George Clark.
rincipal of A. B. Hill, last
week had reported a total of
$1,812. This represents contri-
butions from teachers at 28
schools.
SHAW'S CLEANERS
and LAUNDRY
SERVICE
4 HR. SERVICE WHEN DESIRED
1695 SWIFT
PHO WH 8-5517
Perry's Beauty and Barber Shop
452 Walker Ave.
BEAUTY SHOP I BARBER SHOP
flierru Thrisfnute
I7 Lie. Operators We Do All Style's
SANSONE'S
At LIQUOR
STORE
458 Linden Ave.
Memphis, T•nn.
hopes to become a nurse. So i cattee a World War III over period class, When will Pat
iFord learn that the title of the
song is "Don't Hang Up" not
don't call back . . Ailvin Cur-
rie has been caught "Up on
Ithe Roof." Did you know that,has eyes for one of the "Rock-
etts." They call John Riley Program Dinner Pat Robinson? . . . FrancesiBingham is the new heavy-the great lover. Bobby saysi The LaFahulous Social and weight champ after she "Threwthat he is cute like a monkey.
Two of the Bettye's like to go
MERRY CHRISTMAS
And A
Aid club held its program and
Christrhas dinner last week.
The table was decorated in
the traditional theme of
Christmas with red, white and
green.
Among guests were Rev.ising the duet "Nothing CanJOYOUS and Mrs. 0. C. Collins. Gifts Change" the "Love I Have foiNEW YEAR placed around a tree were you. to Virginia Knight adFrom presented as well as a basket
Officers for 1963 were elect- 
Janice Davis. Emily has beenof food, 
l
e
heard saying "You Really Got 
to Hold on to Me" to AdellWILSON & MOORE 'ed. They are: Mrs. Arilla Mil-
Ware, vice president; Mrs. Sa-WH 6.5734 rah Wills, secretary; Mrs. Su-
Smith . . . Can you imagineINSURANCE AGENCY er, president; Mrs. Fannie
FIRE 
Buster Townsend and Bettye
222 Brooks
. 
Rd
.. and Mrs. Clydill Echoles, re-
 porter,
Day, assistant secretary;
AUTO
.
2039 SCOTT'S FAST FREE
DELIVERYKANSAS FAIRWAY SERVICE
CASH PRICES GOOD Call WH 8-2309
Yes We Have Ducks,
Tuey, Geese and Hens
Pork Liver • Lb 
 
 194
Pork Steak • Lb 45'
Steak Round -Loin Lb 
 
 694
Evap. Milk -3 Tall Cans 
 
 394
Sliced Bacon-Tra Pak Lb 
 394
Grade A Eg:s - 3 Doz 
 $1.00
BROOK'S
LAUNDRY
1420 DAVIS ST. Mt 114 4111
WE PICK UP AND DELIVER ANYWHERE
IN THE CITY
• SHIRT'S
.DAMP WASH
• FLUFF DRY
"WE ARE SPECIALISTS IN OUR FIELD"
a Lucky Punch" at Nathaniel
Jackson ... Milton Brooks gave
me his old room since he
moved to "Hotel Happiness"
with Bobbie Agness . . . Sam
McDowell and James Walker
Alphas To Meet
Dr. Virdlliam H. Hale, presi-
dent of Langston university
in Oklahoma, and the 20th
General President of the Al-
pha Phi Alpha fraternity, to-
day issued a call to the Frat-
ernity's 56th Anniversary
Convention to be held at
Deshler-Hilton Hotel in Co-
lumbus, Ohio, Dec. 26-29.
Music will be furnished by
Boykins and Lola the Ira Frazier Ensemble, Jes-
sie Llye Lucas, pianist, Ivy L
Hurd and MaryReard. Jr., organist, and guest
'conductor Charles Kendrick.
Chaffin and Billy; Dr. Maceo D. Pembrooke Is
pastor.
DR. R. GOLD DR. S. ZELLNER
FOOT SPECIALISTS — CHIROPODISTS
Announce the Opening of the
Orange Mound Foot Clinic
2350 Deadrick Ave.
Phone: 458-1444 Deadrick at Lamar Ave.
—
•••••••••111•1111••••••••••••••••••
•
• 1 - MINUTE AUTOMATIC si
i CAR WASH
 $ 1
Sot. Open 8 AN. to 6 P.M.
Sat. or Sun $1.25 
•
•
•
Sun. Open I AM. to 2 P.M.
ii#11Csake
fiod stores
STORE HOURS: :"MA "P9M"F F'Y: i^dDS71"3c",
PLACE YOUR AORDER NOW
P1C-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FEATURING THIS FAMOUS
QUALITY BIRD
rtisa SOU;ovei eis
fi)v
• It.AUTIFUllY
ClEANED•LEGS
TUCKED —N3
TRUSSING NECESSARY
• HEAVY EEG TENDONS
REMOVED•EASIER
10 CARVE
• BROM IN BRIM —
WU WHITE MEAT 18 lbs. and over
At
Christmas
It is a pleas-
ure extending
you greetings.
1962
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine
BR 6-9509
We carry a rolling stock ol qunlity n,•rchondiz•, at reosonabl• pric•s.
Our U.S. Grade A or Choice Seel—Veal—Lomb. Xma• Candy, New
Crep of Nuts, • c•Ilection of Fruits from Fancy Washington State
end th• Valley of Orogen. Toys — Skates and Xmas Trees. The
survey shows that Our location lien Sea Level end See Sr 
 
a,.
tire Purest artreses en Earth. And it is thes• Br hot pen•.
tret• our Fruits, Meat• and Vegetables. No wonder people com•
Iron, For and Near to gist this merchandise. We  Schools —
Churches — Patti.. and Civic Clubs. For your order Coll: MR.
JESSE JAMES or SON.
TURKEYS G 4A tDo E14A HENS -
GEESE U.S. GRADE A 4 to 6 Lbs.
DUCKS AVERAGE - 6 to 10 Lbs.
HAM 4 Lbs. AVERAGE 5.7 Lbs.
Celery Sticks
Pig Ears 
Pig Tails 3 Lbs. For 69'
Bacon EVERGOOD • Slab, Whole or Half 39c
Oysters OCEAN SPRINGS - Fr•sh
L:.46151/2 Cy, C
Lb. L4,.1 c311/203:,
3
 LPbo.r FL
o
b
r
.
Pint 129
Shrimps CHEF'S CHOICE - Frozen 5 Lbs. 54"
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Magicians To Invade Kentucky State ,Frontier Club
Holds ElectionThe Magicians of LeMoyne
College invade the campus of
Kentucky State 'Thursday of
this week and then return to
enjoy the Christmas holidays
before taking on a tough Jan-
uary schedule of eight games,
five of them on the road. First
home contest of the new year
for the Memphians will be
against Tuskegee, Friday, Jan.
4, in Bruce Hall.
The Magic Boys have turn-
ed in an impressive record so
far, winning four out of five
conference tilts. Their only
defeat came at the hands of
Alabama A&M in Huntsville.
They dropped this one. 91-85.
playing without their regular
cent e r, freshman Jerome
Wright, who was out with an
injured ankle. They also saw
their acting captain, James.
Gordon, foul out in the last 10
minutes of the melee.
The Memphians won their
first contest from Knoxville
College at Knoxville, 2-0, by
forfeit, and then went on to
whip Fisk University's Bull-
dogs at Nashville, 96-91.
Jerry Johnson's Magicians
were most impressive in their
two home games that drew
capacity houses. They tri-
umph over Alabama State,
104-99, and tied up Lane Col-
lege's Dragons, 85-75. These
were impressive victories for
LeMoyne because Alabama
State and Lane showed they
have two of the finest teams
in the conference. Both are
hard-pressing and clever-
shooting machines . . and
dangerous. Lane has an ace in
points against the Magicians.
The LeMoyne team current-
ly is built around five men:
Gordon, the sophomore from
Louisville, and Willie Hereton,
6-6 Memphis senior, at the
forwards; Wright, freshman
from Louisville, at center, and
Monroe Curri n, sophomore
from Halls, Tenn., and Richard
Dumas, freshman from Kap-
sas City, Kans., at the guard&
Gordon. the big defensive
man who won national honors
last season, is again top man
in the rebound department.
Currin, who is averaging 30
points a game, is the floor
general for the Magicians . . .
and a good one.
Finally coming into his own
is Hereton, the tall Mem-
phian. In the game with Lane
he scored 23 points and was en
important cog in the local ma-
chine.
Dumas, the lean and ac
curate marksman from Kan-
sas, is a valuable newcomer
to the team and is the NO. 2
scorer.
The other freshman starter,
Wright, is a good shot from
the floor and stands out both
on offense and defense.
Top bench strength for Le-
Moyne is found in Robert
Hambric, junior from Chicago;
Jimmy Charlton, sophomore
from Syracuse. and Whitney
Bankston, freshman of Mem-
phis.
Other locals who have seen ,
All officers of the Memphis
frontier Club International
were re-elected for another
one-year term, during a re-
cent luncheon-meeting at Uni-
versal Life Insurance Cafe-
teria.
Officers for 1983 are:
Rev. James A. McDaniel,
president; Henry White, vice
president; J. T. Chandler, sec-
retary and Dr. E. Frank White,
treasurer. Added to t h e
executive committee were: L.
H. Boyce, Taylor D. Hayes,
,and Johnny Arnold.
Social Security
action this season are Verties Card Needed For
Sails and Cleophus Owens of , threatened boycott by CORE. company was responsible forMemphis and Reginald Sykes Christmas Work ; As a result of two days of resolving this problem withof Chicago.
- 
-----1 If you plan to work during picketing. Lucky Stores has the union.
the Christmas season you will,
•
Seattle Store Hires
First Negro Manager
need a social security numberdOwners Keep Negro Ban 
district tadndaolec sZcliaLsee= Arrest Cleric Holding
SEATTLE. Wash.—Through hired three Negroes a clerk,'the efforts of Congress of a produce man and a meatlRacial Equality, a Negro will cutter—at a new branch op.be hired for the rice time as cried recently in a Negro sec-
a store manager--at the main tion.
store of J. C. Penney Coniany. Since then, two more Ne-
He 411 go to work as soon groes, an Oriental and six
as he completes the company's part-time Negro carry - out
management trainees course, men have been engaged. The
A second Negro trainee will company also has agreed to
be employed as manager of place Negroes in its six other
one of the company's stores in branches.
San Francisco In addition, The meat cutter hired is the
Penny's has hired several Ne- first Negro to be admitted to
gro clerks in one of its local Seattle's Meat Cutters Union.
branch stores. In negotiations, management
The company started hiring wanted to exempt the meat
Negroes at its main store sev- department but CORE nego-
eral months ago, following a tiators pointed out that the
Tenn., said today.Flat Sit-In Continues Work for any business firm 'Prayer At Cafe Sit-In
EDGEWATER, N.J.—(UPI)
— Eight demonstrators con-
tinued a sit-in in a six-room
apartment whose owners failed
to satisfy their demands to
rent to a Negro couple.
A spokesman for the Bergen
county chapter of the Congress
Of Racial Equality said the
group will remain in the
apartment until the owners
agree to rent it to auto me-
chanic Charles David, 32, fa-
ther of three sons.
Meanwhile, CORE pickets'
Willie Shaw, a thorough planned to march in front of
craftsman who piled up 34 the Ridgewood homes of the
c),4!
UNION
1 CHEVROLET
We Will Soon Be In
Our New Home at
2200 Lamar g
"AWAllt
three partners who own the
apartment house. The owners
head the Vesta Corp.
David sought to rent the
apartment after his home in
Englewood was condemned
and his family faced eviction.
"I'm desperate," he said. "I
need a place to live. I'm not
trying to impose on anyone
or integrate any neighbor-
hood, just trying to find a
place to live.
REFUSED MANY TIMES
He said that when he and
his wife went to look at the
apartment, the superintendent
refused to rent it to them. A
CORE member subsequently
/r.[Agatrlf- 4:t‘'...2,,'"roaff ----- rented the dwelling and the/
eight demonstrators moved in
and annouced they would stay
until the Davids are accom-
modated.
David said he was turned
down more than 30 times
while looking for a home in
Ce ifierru I nuts
"liappu Neta Ilear" Englewood, Hackensack, Ber-
genfield, Teaneck and West-
wood.
,as a sales person, cashier, or
other Job is covered by social
'security, and fmployers must GREENSBORO, NC.—While First to be tried was Isaac
have a social security number the Rev. William Brown was Rsynolds, CORE field worker,
for each employee to report leading a prayer of service in a Negro and next was Rich.
these 'wages. front of S & W Cafeteria, ard Ramsay, white.
1 Maddox said that although i scene of a city-wide campaign Judge Enochs imposed 30-
th! total wages paid may not 1 by Congress of Racial Equali- day suspended sentences, with
seem significant now, eventual- ty. he was arrested and charg- the proviso that they not be
ly they accumulate and will' ed, under a city ordinance, convicted of a similar offense
be used in figuring the total with holding a service on a for 12 months. When McKis-
arnount of monthly social se- 1 public street without a per- sick expressed the defendants'
curity benefit payments. mit., objection to this proviso the
, Women who have had social [ The minister continued read- judge changed the sentence to
'security numbers in the past log the Bible as he was taken an ordinary 30-day jail term.
:and who have m a r r i e d and to the police station for book- The remaining 109 will be
,changed their names should ing. Rev. Brown is pastor of tried in Superior Court in:
report their new name to their Browning Chapel Methodist January, They have requested
social security office. Social se-
'
Churchand director of the jury trials.
curity records should show Wesley Foundation at A & T I
this name change,but the same College. Those attending the 
Holiday Wishes'number originally issued will prayer service were not ar- 
be used, rested.
a w e. e first wo of From A Newboy,When an employee is hired,' Me n hil th t
:he should be sure to show hisl Ill CORE sit-inners arrested A newsboy, Timothy L.
social security number of his 1 in November at the S at W and Matthews said he appreciate
1 employer. The employer cani Mayfair cafeterias were tried his customers and he wants
then report the number and by Municipal Judge Herman them to know it. So he wrote
name as shown on the card ac- Enochs, Jr. Ind convicted on "I take this time to say thanks
urately on the tax return he charges of "trespassing." Their to my many friends for their
'uses to report wages paid.
Maddox invited anyone need-
ling a social security number ori
'information about social secur-
ity to come to his office located'
at 1328 Monroe Avenue, Mem- 1
 
 , phis, Tennessee, or phoneTERMITES - ROACHES JAckson 5-8831.
WATER BUGS
RATS
CALL US BEFORE YOU ARE
EMBARRASSED
Pest Exterminating Cs.
0. Z. Ey... PA 7-6033
W. P. SHELTON
MOVING CO,
"LOWEST RATES
IN TOWN"
thuda Lang filot•nee
I BR 4-0942 I
911 Rayner St.
JACK'S PACK
IS LOADED WITH
1963
LARKS!
(Over 100 to Choose prom)
If Your Trade e49 5
 You Can Own
I& Wor+is a 1963
(And Most Are) Lark for 
Includes: Heater and Defroster.
Padded Dash, Electric Wipers. eirectiosof Sigeols, IS" WSW.. sad
Fiume* Cherges for 35 Sleuths with Credit Life los 000000 . If year fredeisis it
worth were thee $415, those prices ere repertleoately twee:
JACK CHAMBL1W5
95
PIA MO.
STUDEBAKER MEMPHIS
2153 Central at Cooper
BR 2-9671
2577 Poole at Bingham
GL 2.7479
Vvrishing You A Very Merry Christmas
We are indeed thankful ler the
friendships of those about us and the
happiness that has come to us as a
result of these associations. May
this Christmas favor you with a Sea-
son of genuine happiness and con-
tent.
UNION PROTECTIVE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Seale Street Memphis, Tenn.
Employment Agency
Is Victim Of Report
The manager of the ABC
employment service, located in
the M & M building, 198 S.
Main St., said his business
was the victim of some bad
publicity recently.
The manager, Clay Christy,
told a representative of the Tri
State Defender, who was in-
vited to his office for a "first
hand report," that he was op-
erating an honest, legitimate
business.
This is the way the employ-
ment service works. It screens
,local women for job placement
in northern cities. Accepted ap-
plicants are sent to other em-
ployment agencies in the city
where they accept employ-
ment.
The representative of the
ITri State Defender said that'
he feels that the agency here is
a legitimate concern according
to his inspection, which Man-
ager Christy invited him vol-
untarily to do.
Stamp-Medallion
To Commemorate
Emancipation
attorney, Floyd McKissick, an- patronage. I wish them a very
nounced that the case would Merry Christmas and a Happy
be appealtd. New Year."
ATTENTION, BOWLERS!
Monhotton B•wling Bolls
Crown Prince & Swingster Shirts & Blouses
Complete Line Of Bowling Suppli•s & Equipment
Trophi•s For All Occasions
JACK HUBBARD BOWLER'S SUPPLY
"Your Dowling Equip,.... Headquarters"
2975 Lamer PA 7.5122
Postmaster General J. Ed.
'ward Day announced that an.
.Emancipation Proclama-1
lion cominemorative stamp'
[ will be issued next year as!
part of the centennial observ-
ance of President Lincoln's
action that brought freedom to
three million Negro slaves.
. The Proclamation went into
'effect January 1, 1883. Mid-i
February is to be the issue
date of the new 5-cent stamp)
Centennial activities are be-
ing coordinated by the United
States Commission on Civil
'Rights and there will be wide-
'spread governmental partici-
pation. The National Archives'
will open an exhibit January
4 with ceremonies at which
Attorney General Robert F.
:Kennedy will be the princ'pal
,speaker.
[ Numerous cities throughout
'the country are planning ob-
servances, as are a number of
colleges and universities.
[ Archives will display for
about six months the original
'Emancipation Proclamation and
related documents. A facsimile
of the Emancipation Prociama-
Lion is offered for sale by Ar-
chives for fifty cents. To ob-
tain a copy, send a money order
'made payable to General Serv-
ice; Administration and make
frequent to the National Ar-
Ives, Washington 25, D. C.
The U. S. Mint is restriking
the original Emancipation Pro- ,
clamation medallion, issued in,
1871, for sale for 22.75. 1
"the
world
agrees
on
'Gilbey's,
please'!"
eysin
Gilbey's Distilled London Cry Gin. 90 Proof. 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W. & A.
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, D. Distributed by Netional Distillers Products Company,
Peace
and joy
he with
you
evermore.
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SELL-RITE MOTORS, INC.
2999 SUMMER AVE. MEMPHIS, TENN.
I. P. GUI01 M. P. GURKIN, JR.
REPRESENTATIVES
EASON'S
-•
,C"'
The Yule brings
spiritual bless-
ings ... love and
joy ... more than
at any time in the
year. So we wish
you a full share
of Christmas hap.
piness.
'I,
N.A.A.C.P.
234 Hernando
Memphis, Tenn.
•
C4-111 SNAS
Cheer
Socz
Rexall
r.94
It was a great pleasure to serve you during
the past year and we hope to continue doing
so for a long time to come.
Our Services Include:
Light, Gas and Water Bills Collected.--Notary Public
Telephone Bill Collections—Payroll Checks Cashed"
Money Orders-- Prescriptions Delivered
...Free Gift Wrapping 
SANDERS
.-65 5 Parkway E. At Lauderdale
PHONE WH 8-4531
OPEN 9 A.M TO 10 P.M EVERY DAY
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING IN REAR
1;4c
We join Santa Claus in wishing you
and yours a most happy holiday, with
peace and good will toward all men
everywhere.
gue Saunq ga4
THE BANK OF PERSONAL SERVICE
72 MADISON AVENUE TELEPHONE JA 6.0637
MEMPHIS 3. TENNESSEE
MEMBER OF F.0.I.C.
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THU CAGERS BETTER Tennessee A & I won its
• Tennessee Add State's opening round game in the
basketball team will have to 1Portland Invitational Tourney
.with a 89-63 victory over the
gp some to make fans forget !Oregon hosts.
tbeir worst football season in LINCOLN ENTERTAINS CBC
}story. Thus far, the Tigers! Memphis' CBC, playing a
have shown Much more mixture of major colleges and
prowess on the hardwood. It ;small ones alike, but having
took nationally
-ranked Seattle,little success against either as
to upend Tennessee recently their 1-4 record will attest,
and halt an early season vie- was scheduled to match bask-
tory streak while the Nash- eta this past Monday night
villians were in the Pacific with Lincoln University at
elorthwest. !Jefferson City, Missouri. Lin-
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
AUTO LIABILITY INSURANCE - ALSO TRUCKS
BAD DRIVERS - GOOD DRIVERS - SR 22
YOUNG - OLD ANY LICENSED DRIVER
OK AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE
COLUMBIAN TOWER JA 6.8977
OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK OK
cola is a former all Negro col-
lege.
Willie Kinunona, an all-
Memphis performer last sea-
son at Douglass, is on tag Lin-
coln roster.
ALL-MEMPHIS PICKED
The All-Memphis football
team was released recently
(loci again it showed that the
all-opponents method needs
to be discarded as a means of
picking the official teams.
Theodore Pickett, Hamilton
and Henry Petty. Melrose.
ends; Claude Humnhrevs, Les-
!ter, and Lewis Hines. Ber-
trand: tackles; Albert Buford,
!Manassas. and Samuel Wil-
!Hams, BTW guards; Eddie
Bolden, Douglass, cente r;
Howard Finley. B.T.W., quar-
terback; John Jackson, Carver;
Raymond Jones. Carver; and
.Oscar Reed, B.T.W., backs,
comprised the first team of-
fensive unit.
I Humphreys. Hines. Bolden,
Roford. and Jackson made the
defensive unit also. Other
members of the first defensiveI 
unit are: Dary Hayes, Doug-
lass, and Larry Dailey, Ham-
ilton, ends:: Robert Richmond,
Manassas guard; Percy Jones,
Douglass, linebacker; Charles
Wright, Lester, and Sidney
Brown, Douglass backs.
WRIGHT, ALEXANDER,
OMITTED
Many of the critics of how
1963
A -)rayer
or
)e ace
We all pray
that this year we
attain world peace
and justice; that
mankind shall live
in dignity, under-
standing the great
destiny' before us.
ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Geo. W. Lee, District Manager
Beale St.
REUBEN
WASHING 11 nst
Blues For Breakfast
4 to 630 A:M:
14
0
GOLDEN GIRL
!JUNKY DORY
6:30 to 8:30 & 11 to 12 30
CANE COLE
12 30 to 1:30 & 3 to 6
INLOK
1480
the teams are picked claim
that the boys run a popular-
ity contest when they do their
votingt The pidgest, complaints
were over leaving Bertrand's
Len Alexander off the first
offensive team and the failure
to pick Wright to neither of
the two offensive units.
Alexander personally de-
feated Melrose, Manassas and
Carver. In the Melrose game,
Alexander acored two quick
touchdowns in the last four
minutes, each 40 yards or
better. The big Thunderbolt
speedster scored all five touch-
downs against Manassas and
Carver. Save Reed's leading
total of 86, and Alexander's
59 will be greater than the
entire total of any two play-
ers picked on the first team.
One member picked, didn't
even score a TD until its team
played its fifth game.
LESTER ONLY
UNDEFEATED
Smarting and more court-
wise from three defeats at the
hands of Burt, Cameron, and
Pearl of Nashville the pre-
vious weekend, Booker T.
Washington, defending state
and national champs, return-
ed to league action and dump-
ed Douglass from the unbeaten
list with a convincing 65-46
win last Friday night on the
Red Devils court.
The Warriors are now 2 and
1 in league play while Doug-
lass stays close to front run-
ning Lester with a 3-1 mark.
ati4t1W
RedrAy
1962
4
4, k4
To each of our
good friends we
offer heartiest
best wishes for
the Yule season.
We hope it will be
joyful and a time
you'll remember
always.
WILLIAMS SHADE
and
AWNING
216 S. Pauline St.
SPurthept, a 10-0
ington 'WM led in teorbig bjt
Marion Brewer's x 19. Rociievlk
Shelton • W 'S the Dc4411114
sparkplug w;th 17; however.
the much taller Warriors who
started a team avetaging over
6-3, were murder on the fast-
break.
The experts figure Giants to
The equally as tall Lester
Lions remain as the league's
only undefeated squad, swamp-
ing Carver, 66-45, last Friday
night at Lester.
In the only other league ac-
tion last week, Melrose trounc-
ed Hamilton 88-63 with the
Golden Wildcats' guards Ro-
chester Thomas and James
Sandridge leading the way.
Thomas tallied 28, three more
than Sandridge pushed
through the hoops.
Eddie Howard scored 19
points to help Hamilton to its
greatest point oroduction, thus
far.
Manassas and Bertrand were
idle in league action. After
this week's games, the teams
will not return to action until
after the Christmas holidays.
Tonight (Wednesday), Ma-
nassas travels to Washington
and Carver is at home against
Bertrand. Friday, Lester tac-
kles Melrose on the Golden
Wildcats' floor :n their first
real test of the season. Should
the Lions get by Melrose, a
meeting with the defending
league titlists, the Washington
Warriors, would go a long way
towards indicating this year's
league power. Douglass hosts
Hamilton in the only other
'game.
!LEMOYNE RIPS LANE
I LeMoyne won its fourth
game in five starts by edging
Lane 85-75 in a hot contested
PLAN NDCC SPRING CAMP — Executives
from five local Insurance firms met during
a luncheon at the Board of Education build-
ing recently to make plans for a three-day
spring camp for 150 outstanding cadet offi-
cers of the National Defense Cadet Corps
in local high schools to be held in May 1963.
The camp will be operated on the Artily
military plan with the officers planning each
day's activities under the supervision of NDCC
instructors. The insurance executives met to
leliscuu the joint sponsorship of the encamp-
affair last week in Bruce Hall.
, Willie Herrenton, senior,
who didn't don a basketball
'uniform until coming to Le-
'Mo37ne: led the Magicians to
.their SIAC victory over Lane
by a fine rebounding job and
a record personal total of 21
points.
Again the Pvirple Waves
got scoring from guards Mon-
roe Currin and Dick Dumas
who racked up 25 and 23
; points, respectively. Helping
tremendously on the back-
boards with Herrenton was
Captain James Gordon who
11) lit-10 AC
stores
STORE HOURS: :ir.A.t9oP9AP:4;i6Pisygnieat4fiDS"atusrdey
PLACE YOUR ORDER
NOW
PIC-PAC THE ONLY
STORES IN MEMPHIS
FEATURING THIS
FAMOUS QUALITYu.s.A.! BIRD
Mast
BUTTERWILI°
SWIFT'S 390 Lb.
PREMIUM 18 lbs.
TURKEY and over
Member F.D.I.C.
We extend greetings
of the Season and
sincere best wishes. •
TRI-STATE BANK
ment by their respective firms with Major
George Robinson. !peal commander of all
NDCC units. Seated from left are 0. T.
Turner, agency director, Union Protective
Insurance company; H. A. Gilliam asessey
director of Universal Life; T. .I. Musette,
manager of Mammoth Life; Lonnie Walker,
Manager of North Carolina Mutual Life; Wil-
liam Partee, Supreme Life, and W. W. Russell,
associate agency director. Union Protective
Life. Standing in back is MaJ. Robinson. host
at the luncheon. (Mark Stansbury Photo)
also fund time to pour in 141
points.
All eyes were on Lane's Wil-
lie Shaw who led the NAIA
in scoring last year. Shaw
missed his first attempt by a.
wide margin but recovered to
lead all scorers with 34, as it
'MEN AT LAST IT'S HERE'
Thonsande of men today 1.11
Young and 9•PPY up to 75 That
oti;.1 1:7tt;„ ":1'::'n'enortfeletl,irng 
may
priemn.: r•14,1. l It LB own, 
, RUMOTEX. A PHYSI-
CIAN'S FORMULA
%me, hack It not m01,11ed nile 3
h.o lea Only 55110 torn 21,eck
is the custom with the sopho- ll"' eherk """.'
more native of Jackson, Ten- , THE RUMOTEX CO.
2:19 laa•I 1:011 0! I'll 1;0a 204(lessee NOA N1111, i1 N
!I
FARMERS MARKET
Store No. 1
2861 Lamar
Open 24 Hrs. Per Day
, (We Never Close)
Store No. 2
2261 S. Bellevue
Open 6 A.M. \
till Midnight
ADMIRAL
PORTABLE TELEVISION
A Lasting Gift
For Everyone
Model P711
ONLY $1148
$10 DOWN
17" THIN LINE PORTABLE TV
(155 sq. in. VEIWABLE AREA) ATTRACTIVE TWO-TONE
BEIGE AND WHITE COLOR CARRYING HANOLE....1111ILT-IN
ANTENNA. 1-YEAR PICTURE TUBE WARRANTY.
157 S. Mein
JA 4.111011
f.tobliaMd IIISS
3432 Somminor
CIL 1-7305
• #
"111f113 NO PIACI Ull igi
386 BEALE STREET
•MEMPRIS, TENN. JA 11478
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Texas Fans Call Haynes
Finest In Pro Football
While Green Bay Packer own since their team won the
fans are raving over the exHAinW eest;ircraIn Di v  i'Football 
in the
League.just try d
ploits of their famed twins, And convince
Paul Hornung and Jim lexans' fans that Lil Abner
Taylor, and the fans in,Haynes wasn't the most im-portant cogCleveland point to Jim Brown . in the wheel t'natthas the greatest in professional t
football, followers of the DSliflSr Not only that but try andgeTexans of the rival American n
t away with placing Her-
' 
Brown and others of gunleague speak just as loudly 
about their own Abner Haynesthe NFL over Lil Abner in.Iany department of play, and
the fight is on.
Dallas entered the finals by
failed miserably in its effort to whipping a stubborn San Diego
win a spot in the sun in the eleven 26-17 in final game of
Eastern Division. Neither of the regular season. Little Ab-
the latter happenings mean ner went into this game need-
much to Dallas fans, since ing 130 yards to wrest the
those teams are in a different AFL rushing championship
league. However Dallas fans away from Buffalo's Cookie
have a suxess story of their Gilchrist and was held to $2
The Packers won the champ-
ionship in their division of the
NFL but the' ,clev.eland team
yards in 20 carries. But he
gave the crowd of 18,384 ample
:thrills as he twisted and
'squirmed for much of that
yardage as a marked man. He
also caught two passes for
35 yards.
Over the season Lil Abner
scored 19 - touchdowns, setting
a new AFL record and equal-
ing the NFL mark. And this
,record is the more amazing
when considering the fact
that Abner was a marked man
in every game he appeared in.
Yes, NFL fans may think
!there is a better player in their
own loop than Lil Abner
Haynes but you'll hardly find
a fan in the great state of
Texas who will agree with
such claims.
State Acquires
1,000 Acres For
!Public Hunting
I An additional 100 acres of
land, to be developed for
public hunting, have just been
purchased by Tennessee Game
and Fish Commission, accord-
ing -to Col. Forrest V. Durand,
)director of the Commission.
The tract of land in Dyer
County, formerly known as
the Harrison Brothers tract,
joins the Tigrett Wildlife
'Management Area and will
bring the total acreage of this
area to around 4000 acres, all
of which are located in the
Obion Bottoms, heart of the
best natural duck habitat to
be found anywhere.
The property will be de-
veloped primarily for water-
fowl, however, excellent coon,
squirrel, and other small
game hunting can be found on
the area. The land is now
open to public hunting for
any species where the state-
wide season is open. No area
permits are required.
The Famous
Bob Paremore,
Bobby Bell In
Dixie Contest
MIAMI BEACH, Fla. - The
defensive play of Minnesota's
Bobby Bell, All-American tackle
and the running of Bob Pare
more, star halfback from Flori-
da A and M, will be among
the features in the annual
North-South Shrine football
game in Orange Bowl here Dec.
22
Forty-eight college players.
representing 26 schools from all
parts of the United States will
take part in the game. The
North team, coached by Murray
ReonliAliC SMYLOr ANT
,c Maury Umustor to Wm it in
Pr bite See WY &MP
Frank Holland, who will1,,d).14 526 w-s
VA/ 149be remdmbered as the for-I'si:,1
JA 114599mer manager of the appliance
repair department of Wallace
Johnston Appliance company,
has opened a business for
himself at 726 E. McLernore
and is ..aatending an invitation
to old and new customers.
Holland Appliance Service
is the new store, and its work
is factory authorized and
guaranteed.
Says
of Michigan State; quarterback Holland: "Qualitywork and service is what weJerry Gross of Detroit, third offer. Give us a chance toMinnesota and Dave Behrman
in the nation in total offense and serve you."
passing; Holy Cross' passing
and running duo of qaurterback
Pat McCarthy and halfback
Tom Hennessy; and many other etini.le harrier
grid stars from the East and argicaulna'Aim ADJUSTERSAT once several salesmen and saleswomenMidwest. carload Wts of bankrupt merchandise.
Appliance Store 'Help Wanted 
Offers Service
Notice
baby /11111Ir days • week. Cal.
WoMAN liESINES Joki AS MAID SI
U.S. 5-4551
WOULD LIKE MI:1Hk AS CoMfdoN
Ironer or keep children.
WO
Homeworkers Wanted:
v,. will send you the compete names
and addiesses of Si) U.S. firms that
1.-789,8 SKIED HOMICWOKKIGIS
for WHY 550 poMpaid ! Huse your
name. allereies. and 55e- biday to
FARMER 210'111 Fifth Awe. rte. York
10, N.Y.
The South team, cnached by
Jess Neeley and Bill Petersen,
also 1.as a great array of talent
from the South, Southwest and
West. Halfback Eldon Fertile nt
Warmath and John Michelosen. Brigham Young, who WaS see-
boasts such standouts as All. ona in the nation in ground gain-
America tackles Bob Bell of log, is one cf the fleet backs on
- the South squad. Others include
Bub Paremore of Florida A dr
1M, Small College All America
who runs the 100-yards in 9.3;
'quarterback Walter Ranic.d.1
Duke; and Miami's fullbart
Nick Ryder.
Beale St. Shopping Center
coietta's
TAILORS
129 Beale St.
TUXEDO RENTALS
FOR THE
HOLIDAY SEASON
JA 5-9395
SHOP AT
WAYNE'S
SHOE STORE
"For The Latest
Styles in
Continental Men
Shoes for Xmas."
160 PEALE STREET
6 
fcg., UNCLE SAM
h MONEY
TO LOAN !
ON ANYTHING OF VALUE
Bargain. in Unr•de•mied Pledpies
Shotgun. - Climates - Diamonds
Radios - - Claming
UNCLE SAM'S
PAWN SHOP
122 BEALE
SALKY-BROTHERS
SPECIAL
S195 uMetal Suitcases J
s5 UpFoot Lockers
RADIOS-LUGGAGE
LADIES JEWELRY
122 BEALE ST
JA 7-9646
1E3Ft7E't
PRINTING CO.
'ire/t)/4 Wien,
*ou'll&I gt Ben"
Memphis, Tenn.
358 Beale St.
3(31100(.)1.1111311131311131H313(31)(31311CHTX
RED HOT
COUPON
NYLON 
SEAMLESS HOSE
WITH THIS COUPON 1 PR TO CUSTOMER.
GOOD THURSDAY, FRIDAY & SATURDAY
BERT' DEPT.STORES
125 BEALE - 1221 THOMAS
::(3Cli3(31)0 .•kl....L91_90 _L. I Citutautl3COuwl
RAGLAND'S RAGLAND
Serv. Station
382 BEALE STREET
Rd Service - JA 5-9672
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY
PARKING
ALL INEEK
PARKING
25
& SCOTT
880 E McLEMORE
"The Best In
Service And
Quality"
ALL DAY
ROAD SERVICE
s 00 HEAVY-DUTY
MECHANIC SERVICE
WEAVER'S PAST CAR
WASHING - EXPERT
LUBRICATION
Mechanic On Duty Dally
WEAVER'S FAST
CAR WASHING
EXPERT LUBRICATIRN
STUDIO -1
"THE BEST IN
PHOTOGRAPHY"
by
ERNEST WITHERS
319 BEALE STREET
alp
shop at
PAP ES
MEN S SHOP
FOR HIS XMAS GIFT
PHONE JA 6757
159.61 BEALE ST
MEMPHIS 3 TENN
M & H CLEANERS
& HATTERS
151 Beale St.
"ALTERATIONS
WHILE YOU WAIT"
W• Hanel Blew, In Bu•In•es 1 5
Years, B•caus• W• Are Spiec I al•
lets In Our Field.
Visit M & H BARBER SHOP
ELMOR'S
SALE STORE
146 BEALE ST.
Men's and Ladies'
New Watches
with 2 Year Guarantee
S695_5795_ S895_ S995
ALSO Men's RingsS395 AuNpD
Ladies"Wedding Sets 5495
AND UP
CARDS
BOX of 21 CARDS for 69'
WALL
PAPER 25C
A ROLL
PAINT 195
GALL ON El
Comb, Brush,
Mirror 0 gt
A SET air
Christmas Gift
BOXES
FREE
WITH SI PURCHASE
MOST ALL GOOD SIZES
Special Purchase Sale of
GIFT GOODS
at Half  Price.
• IOWAN'S
•
\j°Y111NOI
SECOND FLOOR
XMAS SPECIAL
WATCHES 
 
$7.95*
RINGS 
 
$3.95'
SUITCASES .  $1.98'
GUITARS $12.95
RADIOS 
 
$8.95
• Pius Ton
- WE LOAN MONEY TOO -
MORRIS' LOAN OFFICE
152 BEALE STREET
'Small •riough to Appreciate
14ATHAN'S
LOAN FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNRENEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 178 BEALE STREET
HARRY'S•
DISCOUNT DEPARTMENT STORE
WHERE PRICES ARE RIGHT
205 Beale St.
$12.95
Men's
Dress Pants
SPECIAL PRICE
$5.77
$3.99
Ladies Shoes
F lats-Wedges
SPECIAL PRICE
$2.77
h
NEED-MONEY?
AT YOUR INCONVENIENCE,
MEET ME AT
MERICAN
LOAN CO.
108 Beale
or
182 So Main St
MONEY LOANED ON
ANYTHING OF VALUE
First High Air
1ROTC Award
\Goes To Senior
WASHINGTON, D. C -A
20-year old senior at Howard
University received the first
Legion of Valor Bronze Cross.
of Achievemert Award to be
presented to an Air Force Re-
serve Officers Training Corps
cadet in the Middle Atlantic
area. He is Jerome Atkins, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander At-
kins, 3212 Roanoke ave., New-
port News. Va.
Atkins was selected for the
honor over Air Force ROTC
cadets in 21 Area "B" colleges
bounded by New Jersey on Situation
and universities. The area is
the north and North Carolina
in the South. In all, eight such
, awards are being presented to
Air Force ROTC cadets
throughout the country this
I year.
15c on em farm. an merchandne wanted to sell retail advertis-
100 per emit new and guaranteed
Including Watches, Toys. household
applisncen tools, heavy equipment. and
gift iteTS. Dealer. and public Invited
In/mention of merchandise at 2621 West
9th St , Loa Angeles 57, Cal.. or write
to mall division settle address for bull.
letin resenting disposition of sale. Items
offered and price list to order through
mall.
Furn. For 'Sale
ing in the Memphis market.
We pay 25 per cent and 30
per cent contract eummissice
on the dollar.
THE TRI STATE nEFENDER
236 South Welhngton Street
Memphis, Tenn.
Ertl,•K Business Services
Reaulthei Walnut finiehteL Spinet
SPINS Plena
OM No. Intewild.
2 PIECES KROELER LIVING ROOM
Suite. Excellent condition. 549.18).
Call BR 2-2276.
LEAVING CITY. SACRIFICE 11014E-1
hold items 1 Furniture at Remain
Prices for quick stale. Too many Herne
in list. Most like new At Fractiott
•: ginal cost. BR 6-3072.
WANT TO BUT ANY TYPE
CLOCKS REGAROLESS OF CON
DITION.
Also. Any Make Clock Repaired
Will Pick Up And Deliver
J. A. Hickey PH. EX 7 6742
Apts. For Rent
HA liblEtl.Aha. isiiiNO ALL HAY
So twins. - Huila back riding Si Ott
hr. 50 teary tk nr. 
- 6105 Horn
I eke Rct. - ER Stubs.
PI AN o. VOICE AND CHARM
classes. Pr+ "a:. or group.. Special
rant 'to school children. Z. Lois King.
1616 South Parkway East, Who..
275.0435
DRESSMAKER - QUICK SERiTiFkHilda Barbee 5105 Horn Lake RU.
Call: EX 5-1068
IF YOU HAVE RUOS OR CARPETS
that you would like Installed wallto wait or cleaned. Call Bob Millar
for a freeeatimate. OL 5-0702.
BUSINESS CARDS
Cards • Letter Heads -
comma ..0 %kin:Wing An.. Reasonable
prices 34 hour service. All kind.
I of printin$ I Publishing, Off Ice, School
& (-hutch supplier. •
Stanback Printing & Publishing C
2477 Deadrick Ave
FA 7.9127 or 324-5445
FURNISHED ROOM WiiH HALF 
SR 5-7124.
hath,•ter lights (tunnelled eituneInstructions
--NEWLY REMODELED
3 • BEDROOM - L R. KITCHEN
Bath - 1135 Clause° - PHONE:
WM 24837
NEWLY DECORATED TWO-R-Ohil
APARTMENT roe RENT AT 663
S WELLINGTON UPSTAIRS. $25 u
Water furnished. Call BR 2-2113.
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
NICE 11140.00. CAI.L WI! 6-664S ul
JA 6-2950. Mr. E. L. Young.
wwwwow
Wanted
Atkins neeived his award
, from Major General Benjamin
0. Davis. Jr., U.S.A.F., during
ceremonies in Cramton Audi-
torium on the Howard camp-,
us.
cLv7i ‘t SS\O
w \,019i. Ikter71
000'
JA 6-9441 - WH 6.5690
Flowers for All Occasions
Cut Flowers Daily
Funeral Designs
A Specialty
Mrs. Wilma: Bicycles, Prop
TENN.
REGULAR
BAPTIST BOOKSTORE
1963 Standard Sunday Scheel
Commentary $2.95.
1963 HIGLEYS Sunday Scheel
Commentary $2.95
BAPTIST STANDARD HYMNAL
Pocket Si,. Pointe fer Empheisl•
345 BEALE STREET
Phone. JA 1-11121 .
Rev. C. M. LEE, Owner
CAPITOL LOANS
138 BEALE STREET
MONEY LOANED ON ALL
ARTIP.ES OF VALUE
All Business Confidential
-SPECIAL
DIAMOND e
BRIDAL SET
14 kt. Gold
Detroit Group
Seeks Ouster
Of NAACP Prexy
Res. Phone J A -4071
KOEN'S
CLEANERS
CLEANING • PRESSINO •
ALTERATIONS - EXPERT
SHOE REPAIRING
SAME DAY SERVICE
363 Beale Si., Memphis, Tenn.
Your Shopp.ng
AN UNTAPPED
SOURCE OF
REVENUE
FOR YOU
ATTLN II
M BIBLE I LASSES
541 Vance St,
Every Monday Night
Free Enrol Intebt
For Sale Misc.
Mil tr eAR EV Vatit 1 1.114E III 
Pureftee • berm Mr la fair eeadl 5 ACRES FOR SALEHem. ( all J Acker.. 6-113117.
EX PERIEN CE 11 BEAUTICIANS I .V"
IP
,5 N
wants job as ehampooer in white, r,'.•Y 64 nr Ell•ndale can he
shop or se warn  20 1,2654. I shnen by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George
Gibbet. Jr.
54 MERCURY - ONLY 865
II. good condition. Radio. heater, good
tires. new battery. MU 5-1646
Help Wanted
Rent Free Trailer For Right Negro'
Coupli:1)01/1011..rrToRtirot s OR
Try it., completely furnished with bed
couch. cooking etnry. heating etwry :
running • •ter, eating titbit.. All that
is needed is cricking Menai i• •nd be,1
clothing. Wife of couples must do' • housework three or four days Pen!
week for owner of troller
Trailer Is located at 5925 Rainesi
Road. Call J. A. Cress at MU 4-2100.
between 7 dm. •ncl 4 p.m,
' after 5.110 am. or call JA 7.99101 Check Cur Ails Daily15025 Emt R•Ines Rd. 
--- gn to Lamar!
'and Winchester Rd,. met on win
.neater Rd. to Hickory Hill, south on!
I ickorY Hill to interewtion •t Hick
(II and Raines Rd The farm'
tIN south.
VAL'S RECORD SHOP
Phone RO 2-0796. Open Seven Da
We have 20 000 records you ask. W
have 5 of any records for 53 40 el
ta s;ds ha6ditng charge Write %Ra,nr r
rygo 23. 33" W. 
"th
DETROIT - (UPI) -Met:-
hers of the Detroit Branch of
the National Association For
The Advancement of Colored
People ((NAACP) voted in the
group's biennial elections.
The elections have been
highlighted by a fight for pow-
er between the current ad-
ministration-and a so-called
reform group.
The 22,000-member NAACPbranch currently is manned
by Edward Turner who is
seeking his seventh term. The
reform group - seeking to
oust Turner-includes many
of the Negro community's
leading citizens.
Turner has termed the oust-
er movement as a veiled pow-
er play. He has been presi-dent of the group for the past
13 years,
Turner named the Trade
Union Leadership Council and
the Negro Co-ordinating Coun-
cil as being behind the move
to throw him out.
The reform group reported-
ly insurance executive'
;Ernest Shell for the presiden-
cy.
The reform group said the
reason behind the ouster,
movement was that Detroit
was no longer quarterbacking'
the fight for civil rights in
Michigan
Gunman Takes
S1,981 From
Lozansnort Store
LOGANSPORT, Ind.-(UPI)
-A gunman with an automat-ic pistol, his face covered by a
cloth sack, robbed a discount
store here and escape with
more than $1,981.
The bandit broke through a
plate glass front door and sur-
prised assistant manager Al-
bert Henry, Deer Creek, and
cashier Donna Miles, Logans-
port, while t h e two were
• ed in the rest come see MADAM DELL at once,counting the day's receipts.
After the crash of glass Hen- Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
ry said he saw the man and SipPi State Line on the way to Hernando. tier home
d 
the gun. 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
ABE SCIIARFF BRANCH
25e SOUTH LAUDERDALE STRIP - JArkson 6-2523
YMCA
LEDS YOUR SUPPORT NON!
JOIN TODAY!
1HE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I. 19 Dormilory Rooms: - Clean, Corniortsble, Modern Furniture,
Piienl• Bath - Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . .
Weekly Rates: 66 - $10
2. PA,chtin $tvimm;nq Pool - Yee, Round Swimming: 75130 R.
- Swimming - Wading Sections. Undetw•leir Lighting -
Be•utilul Sun Nei. Holds AA Rating.
in3. Reuistior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1300 secing capacity - For 1.•aguros, townsmen's, Compel•tire
Mulches, CI  eoil.9 - Community Programs
4. 7 I cgs Club Rooms: CIA Meetings - Classes - Forums -
Conic slices - teas -
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES
MADAM BELL
"How much money you got?
the robber asked. the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
At Beale Street "Give
iutcht,o" Hmer ssaaiidel.
the 1101 HE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State lAnnk
. After grabbing the money, and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and seWShopping Center l oHnenfrooy t sfariodmthteh mcan escapede arrico  never had an office in West Memphis.)
t Store. MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
(English Lady)
IOU KNOW SIIE IS NOT
A GYPSY
'Ibis is her new office at the Missisjk-
sippi Stale line. AIADAM BELL (.9
back after a long time of being away
and at last she Is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
DELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
Always Goo
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